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Another devastating new game from the fabulous 

srauding FIRE HAWKS ream of soon game meared ie 

Postern range. 
The colourful Postem range is available on a variety of micros. Write 

POST TO: Postem Uid., P.O. Box 2, Andoverstord, 
‘OR PHONE: Northieach 

i, Cheltenham, Glos 
(04516) 666 Telex 43269 Prestel 37745 

Lotter sways on he look out for any new games you right have developed. 
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Software Supermarket, 

87 Howard's Lane, 
London SW15 6NU 

Milton Keynes now has its own 
specialist software shop, Soft-ly, 
which opened last month in the 
indoor shopping centre. It will be 

2 software, peripherals 
and books, and aims to cater for 
both games players, program: 
mers and owners of working 
micros. 
Soft-l 7 Deer Walk, Specialist 
Arcade, Central Milton Keynes 

New out from Wintersoft is 
Operation Gremlin for the 48K 
Orie. It’s an arcade adventure, 
and costs £6.95. 
Wintersoft, 30 Uplands Park 
Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 
7PT 

J. Morrison, best known for its 
Dragon games, is now branching 
out into software for the C 
modore 64. First out will be the 
version of its Dragon game 
Vultures, at £6.95, followed by 
Bonka and Space Panic. 
J. Morrison, 2 Glensdale Street, 
Leeds LS9 9JJ 

Specially for armchair sports 
fans, Abrasco’s first two Spec 
trum games are simulations of 
golf and pool. They're priced at 
£6.95, and Abrasco says they 
almost like the real thing 
Abrasco, The Grange Barn, 
Pikes End, Eastcote, Middlesex 

Thorn EML is launching five of its 
popular cartridge games 
cassette for the Spectrum. They 
are River Rescue, Volcanic 
Planet, Gold Rush, Blockade 
Runner and Road Racer, and 
will cost around £6.95. All use 
both joystick and keyboard con- 
trol, and all but River Rescue will 
run ‘on 16K machines. 
Thorn EMI, Upper Saint 
Martin's Lane, London WC2H 
9ED 

News, U.S. Scene....... 

BBC program .. Bas Uaieede nae Oe 
Why wait? Watch the Space Shuttle now 

£1,000 Quicksilva software competition .15 

Software reviews -- 

Vic-20 program ...... 
Your chance to be a space hero 

Spectrum program .. 
Steer a steady course — and don 

Software reviews .. 
Space games for Spectrum, BB CBM 64, Oric 

Software reviews .... 

Commodore 64 program ...........- 
Make yours a musical micro 

TI-99/4A program 
Defeat the underground alien 

Oric program 
Can you catch the secrets 

Software reviews .. 
Office programs for Spectrum, BBC, Dragon 

Free T-shirt coupon . 

Move into machine code with our disassembler 

Software reviews .......... 
Games for VIC-20, Spectrum, CBM 64, BBC 

Profile: Microdeal . . . 

Software reviews ........ Seaerene 
es for ZX81, Dragon, CBM 64, T1-99/4A 

Software charts ...... 

Classified ads start on 

Mogu1 is hoping that its range of 
13 arcade and adventure games, 
which have been storming the 
software charts in the USA, will 
have the same success over here. 
Machines covered include the 
Spectrum, Commodore 64, 
VIC-20, TRS-80, Oric and TI- 
99/4A, and there are four titles 
written in the UK specially for the 
Spectrum: Vipers, Potty Planter, 
Crash and Fruit Machine. 
Mogul, 90 Regent Street, London 
WIR SPA 

Xeting Editor: 
al Lip 

Assistant Editor: 
Candice Goodwin 

Divional Advernemeat Manager 
Coleen Pimm 

Assistant Advertisement Managers: 
Ricky Holloway Stuart Shield 

Designer: Chasified Advertising: 
Bryan Pitchford Debra 
Managing Fai Chie E 

Ron Harris Jim Connell 
‘Argus Specialist Publications Ltd. 

145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. 01-437 1002 

Home Computing Weekly is published on Tuesdays. Distribution by Argus Press 
Sales and Distribution Ltd, 12-14 Paul Street, London EC2A 4JS. Printed by 
Alabaster Passmore & Sons Lid, of London and Maidstone, Kent. Design and 
‘riginationby MM Design and Print,14S Charing CrossRd_, London WC2H OEE 

BUY THIS SPAC. 

To advertise 
your latest products! 
Ring Coleen or Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOV 

Launch your own Spa 
Shuttle with the BBC program 
which starts on page 10 

's six pages of software 
reviews in this issue — more 
than any other magau 

Get into Orie machine code 
with the disassembler on. 
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CALPAC COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
For further {108 Hermitage Woods Crescent 

St Johns, WOKING, Surrey GU21 1UF 
We have a dem cassett RICE LIST 

We would like to hear from 
wishing to part 
Spectrum, BBC 
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Mail order 
From front page 
Scottish company which was 
advertising a London address. 

He said: “*There was no answer 
and a court order could not be 
served. In that case I was able to 
sort it out. The difficulty was that 
the letter arrived when the com 
pany was closed for the holidays. 

“They had used an accom 
modation address because they 
got more mail than if they had 
used the Scottish address, 

Mr Backhurst said the CTA 
was pressing the Government to 
bar the practice of using accom 
modation addresses in this way 

Next month the CTA isstarting 
new scheme in a bid to bring to 

an end same-name sofiware. 
Mr Backhurst said the aim was 

to avoid disputes between soft 
ware houses over who used the 
name first. He pointed out that, 
for example, there were 29 
Munchman programs — 10 of 
them for the Spectrum 

He said: “It can get a bit 
confusing. 

Under the new scheme new 
games — even development 
copies — would be lodged with 
the CTA, sealed and numbered. 
The association would not even 
look at the product, said Mr 
Backhurst. 

If there was a dispute, the date 
of origination could be proved. 
@ The CTA has just come 
through a cash problem becau 
subscription income did not me 

Santa 
From from page 
Starter Packs are running low 
But we should be able to meet the 
demand for Commodore 64s and 
Dragons. We've also sold quite a 
few of the Atari 600XL, which 
¢ just brought in 

“Software is selling tremend. 
ously well, too, I’m embarrassed 
tos 

Did he think saley would 
plummet after Christmas? “I'd 
think the opposite. There's 
bound to be an unsatisfied 
demand for hardware and soft 
ware, and people will be buying 
computers with money they were 
given for Christmas. It should be 

mendous opportunity.”” 
ewart Binnie, merchandise 
“oller at W. H. Smith, said 

“We're delighted with the per 
formance of our new computer 
shops-within-shops, and we an: 
ticipate that sales will continue to 
be very strong for the next two 
months at least 

“In particular, we've seen the 
Spectrum going from strength to 
Strength. The Commodore 64 is 
going well, but sales have been hit 
by a shortage of Commodore's 
cassette recorders.”” 

the bills, said Mr Backhurst. 
Members loaned the association 
£300, he said and added: **It was 

The main problem was that the 
cost of checking the crede 
applicants was nearly as much ay 
their first subscription. So now 
there will be a £30 joining fee as 
well as the £50 annual s 
tion. And the monthly newsletter 
will now bea quarterly journal 1 
save money. The CTA will use a 
trade magazine to keep members 
in touch monthly 

Computer Trade 
108 Margaret Street 
Leics LE6 2LX 

DLT's micro 
challenge 

It’s surprising who you'll find in 
front of a compuier keyboard 
these days. Disc jockey Dave Lee 
Travis has joined forces with 
Twig Systems to promote a range 
of six micro grames which, he 
says, “will have people beating 
their heads on the floor with 
frustration.” 

To score high on the games, 
says DLT, you'll need to use 
brains rather than brute force 
But do well at all six, and you'll be 
in the running for DLT’s Monster 
Challenge, and a prize of 
£10,000. 
When 10 competitors have 

solved all the games, there'll be a 

Association 
Coalville, 

Smiths has had huge demand 
for the Electron — one branch 
had 15,000 telephone enquiries 
about it, and another sold out of 
a batch of 30 in an hour and a 
half. But Stewart Binnie com 
mented, "though demand for the 
Electron is currently far exceed. 
ing supply, we hope that the 
situation will improve prior to 
Christmas.”" 
And Phillip Halton, microcom 
puter buyer at Laskys, said: “Our 
general home computer tradi 
pattern is building up very nic 

the Oric is doing extr 
well, and the new Atari com 
puters are too. In terms of units 
we've probably sold more Ataris 
than anything else 

By late December, demand 
may start to outstrip supply — we 
have already had supply prob- 
lems with the Spectrum and with 
the Commodore cassette unit 
But we'll get round them so 
how 

‘Our staff are obviously 
pushed, but I think they'll cope 

DLT throws down a Monster Challenge 

televised final in London to pick 
the lucky — or skillful — winner. 

The six games, which are avail- 
able for the BBC, Dragon and 
Spectrum, are Air Sea Missile, 
Cambridge, Take the Strain, 
Othello, The Tower and Count: 
down Quiz, 

PROGRAMS should, 
printed to a width 

eh pa | 
details of 

ARTICLES on using home com 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don’t worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most like! 
published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 
possibly with programming examples. we 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, 
routines which we can put 

together with others. Your hints can aid 
other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 

programminy 

We probably employ more staff 
and train them a bit better than 
anybody else in the High Street 

“IL see the present interest in 
home computers continuing welll 
into the first half of next year.” 

everything clearly and give a daytime and 
‘home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing bina 145 
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OE! 

you could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs articles and tips from 

our readers. 

if possible, be computer 
of 48 characters (use a 

new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 
that they are bug-free. Include 
what your program does, how it 

works, variables you have used and hints on 
conversion. 

They cost £9 per game or £45 
for six, plus S0p po: 

and come with full 
to take part 

in the Monster Challenge. 

Twig Systems, 6 High Street, 
| Wendover, Bucks 

uters should 

to be 

and brief 
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Turn your CBM64 into a 
sophisticated synthesiser, a piano, 
violin, organ, guitar or harpsichord. 
Woodwind, drums or cymbals and play 
alorig with your own or any of the 
preset rhythms. 

You can compose pieces of music 
note by note, produce explosions, 
birdsong, trains, thunder, flying saucers 
and hundreds of other special sound 
effects for use in your own programs. 

All this and an unbelievable range 
of special features: 
4 Wave Forms: 
Wave, Square Wave, White Noi: 
Glissando, Pitchbend, Modulation, 

Rhythms. F en, easy to read, 
display of eff , easy to follow jive manual 
instruction manual include Supp Hied in box with extens! 

; the Mystical Ring QUINTIC WA 
All games marketed exclusively by Quicksilva Ltd. the sinister Crabman and other mangled mutants! £7.95 

Quicksilva Mail Order P.O Box 6 Wimborne, Dorset BH21 7PY. Telephone (0202) 891744 

WE HAVE SOUND... COLOUR ...ACTION... 
... WE HAVE R&R SOFTWARE 

. Dept. 1 \ 34 Bourton Road, ns - rn 
Gacend upon you oun Ses tndyeurge, Tuffley, Gloucester, GL4 OLE Further Quizzmesters to tollow. 

Tel: (0452) 502819 



Two say: 
We're No.1 

In the run-up to the peak sales 
season, both of the big two home 
‘computer makers say they are 
No. 1 in the UK, 

st Commodore's UK mar- 
keting manager, John Baxter 
said: “We know we are way 
ahead of Sinclair, as we pre- 
dicted.” 

In October, Commodore had 
shipped 20,000 Commodore 64s 
and. 60,000 VIC-20s making a 
total of 130,000 with other 
computers 

And in the July-December 
period the company would 
exceed its forecast sales of 
425,000 VICs and 64s. 

However, Bill Nichols, for Si 

clair Research, said its UK sales 
for September for the Spectrum 
and ZX81 were 150,000and equal 
that for October 

And for July-December Sin- 
clair would sell more than half a 
million. 

Mr Nichols said: “We would 
certainly agree that Sinclair and 
Commodore are a long way 
ahead of the rest of the field and 
are the big two in the UK. 

“While we have no wish to be 
drawn into thenumbers game, we 
are very confident we remain 
No. 1." 

Commodore Business Machines, 
675 Ajax Avenue, Slough, Berks 
SLI 4BG 
Sinclair Research, Stanhope 
Road, Camberley, Surrey GUIS 
3PS 

Little Brothe 
Measuring the size of this page, 
the new Brother EP-22is a travel- 
ling typewriter and a computer 
printer, 

Powered by four 1.5 volt bat- 
teries, it works almost silently, 
using thermal printing with a dot 
matrix font. 

Tlie so-called Baby Brother has 
a built-in RS-232 interface and 
costs £169.95. 

Jones & Brother, Shepley Street, 
Audenshaw, Manchester M34 
SID 

‘The Baby Brother — 
small and quiet 

Budget-priced games for the 
Atari — some at less than half 
price — are out from Allrian 
Data Services. The first five 
tapes, all at £7.50 by Atworx, of 
New York State, are Intruder 
Alert, Ringsof the Empire, Space 
Trap, Giant Slalom and Crazi- 
tack. Some cost £17 when first on 
sale several months ago. Allrian 
says Atari software had been 
expensive because it was im- 
ported in small quantities from 
America. y would 
continue with its full-priced 
games. 
Allrian, 1000A Uxbridge Road, 
Hayes, Middlesex UB4 ORL 

An acrylic stand to hold three 
data cards for the 48K Lynx key- 

board is now out from Peripheral 
Products. The stand, at £14.95 
with the cards, can also support 
magazines while you are typing in 
a program. 

Peripheral Products, 209 Kenton 
Lane, Kenton, Middlesex 

Newly-launched Intrigue Soft- 
ware has a seasonal release — 
Santa and the Goblins, a £5.95 
adventure for the standard TI- 
99/4A. You play Santa trying to 
deliver gifts in a large stately 
home, but greedy goblins are 
trying to make off with the 
presents. Proprietor Denni 
Webb says the characters “talk” 
in Hobbit style. 

Intrigue Software, Cranbrook 
Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 
ous 

Build your 
own plastic 

palace 
Have you always wanted to live in an electronically-controlled 
house but couldn’t figure out how to do it? Well, the answer is now 
available in book form. 

Roy Mason is an architect who has worked on many visionary: 
projects. Recently he completed the design of a modernistic home 
near Disney World in Orlando, Florida. 

The home iscalled Xanadu, ismade from polyurethane, and is: 
‘completely computer controlled. 

‘Mason has coined a term called archetronics to designate the 
interface between architecture and electronics. 

The house, although it could be lived in, is used solely as a 
demonstration unit. The electronic and computer controls are 
completely off the shelf applications of existing products; nothing 
was customised. 

‘Some of the special features in the house include: a kitchen 
that keeps track of what food is in stock, selects menus, generates 
shopping lists, and files recipes; a “'Sensorium”” using biofeedback 
to monitor your mood, pulse rate, and play appropriate music; 
‘computer terminals in every room and a 60-channel satellite TV. 

Lights, draperies, heating and cooling systems are all auto~ 
‘matically controlled; there isa complete art library on videodisc. All 
controls use existing house wiring; no special wiring was required. 

The best point of all is that Mason has written and published a 
book that describesa ““typical”*day in the life of a Xanadu resident, 
but better still, tells how (0 install computer controls in existing 
houses and includes a list of distributors and manufacturers who 
‘make these devices. 

The book is available from Acropolis Books, of Washington 
DC, and costs $18.95. 

Well worth reading, as many ideas can be adapted by those of, 
us who have the inclination if not the cash to build our own elec- 
tronically controlled plastic palace. Happy reading! 

Perhaps not willing 10 be completely outdone by our British 
cousins, the United States’ Public Television Network has begun a 
‘series on, as they put it, demystifying high technology. 

The show will air weekly, and started late last month. Its 
official name is The New Tech Times and will explore home com- 
‘puters, home robots, satellite TV and videotext, computer games, 
‘and other aspects of new technology that has application in the 
average home. 

Different shows will focus on various special applications, 
such as electronic mail, computer bulletin board systems, computer 
art, and computer control of various aspects of the home en- 
vironment. 

The show is mainly designed for those who still fear the 
computer and/or think it will blow up if the wrong button is 
‘pressed. Thirteen segments are being taped, with a second season of 
13 more shows in the planning stage. 

If you have an Epson printer, you might be interested in this 
product. It is called Finger Print, an add-in plug-in module which 
‘gives you access 10 such printer functions as compressed, italic and 
‘emphasized print. 

You can also perform operations such as double-strike, per- 
| foration skipover, left margin indent, fine print, and clear buffer. 

These various functions can be combined and become 
available from the printer control panel. 

The device lists fora mere $59.95 and isavailable from Dressel- 
haus Computer Products, 837 East Alosta Avenue, Glendora CA 
91740, (213) 914-5831. Seems like good value for money. 

Out of room again. See you next week. 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 
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For BBC, 48K Spectrum 
‘order from:= 

24 NORBRECK ROAD, NORBRECK. 
ENGLAND FY: 

i) 



WHAT ARE MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES? 

MYSTERIOUS: (Adjective): “Baffling, full of mystery. strange or unaccountable”, 

ADVENTURE: (Noun):- “An enterprise full of risk or danger, an experience of unforeseen events endangering the ~ 
participants life, a gamble on failure or success”. 

To start play on a MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is to take a step out of the world of reality and into the world of dreams. 
‘Your computer is your guide on these fantastic journeys in time and space where danger is ever present and solutions to 

problems seldom come easy. ‘ 
By typing in simple commands in plain English you can “talk” to your computerised guide and tell it what your next 

actions are to be. 

MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES bring a frightening reality to the surreal situations in which you will find yourself. You 
will become involved in these strange worlds of the imagination, you will feel anger when things seem to be moving 

against you, you will feel elated when you overcome obstacles that are set in your way. Eventually vou will feel overjoyed 
‘as you reach the climax of your mission and success is yours. 

Any MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is not a mission to be taken lightly, success will never be instant — just as Rome was 
not built in a day, so each Adventure can rarely be completed in one session. To this end a “SAVE GAME” feature has 
‘heen incorporated in each of the Adventures, This means that at any given time during play of an Adventure, you can 
‘store on tape your precise whereabouts, your equipment carried, and any other pertinent details about your present 

status, 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS ON MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES 

Over the past few years, Adventure programs on Computers have almost always been presented in the classic “Text 
only” mode. For most Adventure players this has indeed been the way they prefer to play Adventures. The mental imagery, 

‘generated by such an approach is limited only by the player's own imagination. One of the main reasons for the 
“Text only” approach has been the lack of hardware capabilities with regard to Graphics resolution ~ Pictorial Adventures 

could at best be only very limited in scope. 
This situation is changing now however, and Brian Howarth, autivor of the MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES series, has 
spent many hours incorporating Graphics into the Adventures. By working in close conjunction with Jon Blacow, a 

professional Artist, Brian has produced a series of extremely vivid and imaginative Adventures. Each MYSTERIOUS 
‘ADVENTURE now features, in addition to the Text description, pictorial “views” of your current location and 

surroundings. As you enter each new location, a high resolution, colour picture is rapidly drawn. The effect of this is to 
‘bring much more reality to the Scenario, you can actually see the situation you are faced with and act accordingly. It 
‘must be stressed that each picture has been designed so that it will enhance. rather than conflict with your mental 

imagery. At the single stroke of a key, you can erase the picture and carry on with your Adventure in text only if this is. 
our preference. We are confident that no other Adventure programs can boast such breathtaking realism and 

imagination combined with the flexibility and ease of play that have made MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES such a 
phenomenal worldwide success. 

In addition, the Adventures now features full sentence decoding as standard. These mean that you are no longer 
restricted to inputting single or two-word commands. You can now type in whole sentences in more or less plain English. 

Your computer will quickly analyse the sentence and perform a whole string of your commands. Just another feature 
designed to maximise your enjoyment of these world beating games! 

- The “New style” MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES are currently available for the 
48K SPECTRUM. COMMODORE 64. More releases are planned this year which will 
DRAGON 32. ORIC-1, APPLE Il & Ile, ATARI LYNX, MATTEL AQUARIUS, IBM PC etc, 

Please write or phone for availability. 



Be there as the Space 
Shuttie launches and lands 

Sit back and watch as the U.S. 
Space Shuttle takes offin a cloud 
of smoke and launches a satellite 
into orbit. 

Then you have a pilot's eye 
view of the spacecraft coming in 
to land on a runway etched into 
salt flats. 
My simulation uses 6.5K and 

runs in MODE | on the BBC 
model B computer for 117 
seconds. 

The drawings of the shuttle 
and booster rockets are as accur- 
ate as |could make them. Certain 
things were deliberately left out 
for the sake of clarity, 

‘Once you have typed in the 
program it would be a good idea 
to carefully check all the co- 
ordinates in the PROCedures 
before RUNning. 

The program is split into five 
sections and each uses three main 
graphics routines which draw tri- 
angles (PROC__TRI 1090-1130), 
rectangles (PROC_RECT 
1140-1190) and circles 
(PROC_CIRCLE 1200-1280). 

These routines are used a lot, 
‘so here is a description of each of 
them: 

PROC_TRI has seven param- 
eters. The first six are three sets of 
wo co-ordinates to define the 

How it works 
110-140 produce title page while 

circle arrays are calculated 
150 set graphics mode (resolution 

1s 320by 256 in hi-res with four 
colours, 40 by 32 text) 

160-170 set up sound envelopes 
r ¢ colour 2 (yellow) to 

colour 6 (cyan) 
190 cursor off 
200-240 call PROCedures 
270-600 draw fuel tank, booster 

rockets 
610-1080 draw shuttle 
1090-1130 triangle 
1140-1190 rectangle 
1200-1280 circle 
1290-1340 initial blast of smoke 
1350-1430 ever-widening tower 

‘of smoke, move shuttle 
1770-1730 open payload doors 
1740-1820 draw satellite inside 

payload area, define text 
‘window from shuttle to top of 
screen then scroll satellite 10 
top 

1830-1970 launch satellite out of 
sight of shuttle, then out of 
your view 

1990 invert: black 10 white, 
white 10 black < 

2000-2050 view of shuttle ap 
proaching runway 

2060-2140 shuttle touches down 

Why wait for TV pictures of the 
next Space Shuttle mission? 
Kevin Boyd's program for the 
BBC model B micro simulates it 
so realistically that you'll think 

it's the real thing 

Screen dump of the Space Shuttle, mounted on the giant booster 
rockets, before launch 

120 CLS:PRINTTAB(5, 10) }CHRS141; "SPACE SHUTTLE SI MULATION": PRINTTAB (5) }CHRE141;"SPACE SHUTTLE SIMUL ATION* 
13@ DIMS(9@) ,c(9e) 
14@ AX=-12RZ=400:FORA=OTORADIE@ STEPRAD4: AZ=A%+1 

#8(AX) =SIN(A) :C(AZ) =COS(A) ENEXT 
15e MODEL 
16@ ENVELOPE1, 1, 15,-2,20,8, 

108 
17@ ENVELOPE2, 7,115, 

+5, 10, “1,126, 
3,1,1,30,-48,-1,-5,126,1 
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three points of the triangle and 
the seventh parameter is a flag. 
set to 1 the triangle is filled in, 
zero it is not. 

PROC_RECT works in the 
same way to draw a rectangle, 
starting bottom left. 

PROC_CIRCLE begins with 
two parameters for the centre of 
the circle, The next two are the 
radius and a flag, used as above. 
The routine uses two arrays, set 
up in lines 130-140, They hold the 
SIN and COS values to calculate 
the circle — much faster than 
calculating the values each time 
you call the routine, 

Hints on conversion 
You will have a hard task con. 
verting this program to another 
micro because it uses the BBC’s 
graphics capabilities to the Full 

Your computer should have a 
graphics resolution of 320 by 256 
pixels, the ability to individually 
colour each and have up to four 
colours available (white, black, 
red and cyan). 

Thave made a lot of use of text 
windows in the satellite launch 
routine. Thisallows you to define 
window anywhere on the 40 by 

32text screen and then scroll any 
thing inside that window without 
affecting the rest of the screen 

The command which does this 
is VDU28, followed by four 
parameters (left X, bottom Y, 
right X and top Y). 

Other VDU commands used in 
the program are: 

YDU19 followed by five num 
bers. The first is the colour 
which isto be changed and the 
second is the colour into 
which it is to be changed, The 
last three digits are zeros 

YDUS enables you to print a 
character anywhere on the 
‘graphics screen. Note that the 
MOVE command must be 
used (see 930) 

YDU26 restores any text window 
to normal sereen size 

YDUII moves the cursor up one 
line 

YDU30 homes text cursor to top 
left 

YDU30 followed by VDUII 
scrolls the screen down 

VDU4 disables the effect of 
Dus 

Colour numbers used in 
GCOL commands are: zero 
black, Ired, 2yellow (changed to 
[cyan at 180) and 3 white. 



260 DEFPROCER_SHUTTLE 
270 REMeseeee: FUEL TANK 2m 

PROC_CIRCLE (640,700, 140,300, 1) 
GCOLO, @:PROC_CIRCLE (400, 830, 100, 200, 0) 
GCOL@, S$: PROC_RECT (505,250, 275,550, 1) 
GcOLe,@ 
MOVESG0, 06: DRAWHOS, 804: MOVESCO, 650: DRAHGOO, 

280 
290 
300 
10 
320 

450 
SSO FORL=S00TO780STEP1 6: MOVEL , 806: DRAWL, 650: NEXT 
34@ GCOLe,2 
35@ PROC_TRI (610,995, 660,995, 638, 1020, 1) 
S60 REM#ees* LEFT ROCKET BOOSTER senses 
370 GCOLe, 1 
380 PROC_TRI (S30, 30, 490,30, 425,300, 1) 
390 GCOLO,3 
400 PROC_TRI (310,80, 502,80, 425, 400, 1) 
410 PROC_RECT (335, 120, 150,620, 1) 
420 GCOLe,1 
4S@ FORL=440TOSOOSTEP-60: MOVESSS, L: DRAWABS, L:NEX 

449 FORL=300TO1S50STEP-25: MOVES3S, L: DRAWABS, Ls NEX 

450 MOVESSS, 680: DRAWAES, 680: MOVESSS, 688: DRAWSES, 

460 GCOLO, > 
47 PROC_TRI (335,750, 485,750, 410,880, 1) 
480 GCOLO,e 
490 MOVES35, 820: DRAW48S, 820 
$0 GCOLO, 51 PROC_RECT (492, 700, 6, 30,1) 
S10 REMs*s*e RIGHT ROCKET BOOSTER # 
520 GCOLO, 1:PROC_TRI (800, 50, 760, 30, 880, 500, 1) 
530 GCOLO, $:PROC_TRI (780, 80,972, 80,876, 400, 1) 
540 PROC_RECT (800, 100, 155,640, 1) 
55 GCOLO,1 
S60 FORL=440TO300STEP-60: MOVEBOO, L: DRAWISO,L:NEX 

570 FORL=300T01SOSTEP-25: MOVESOO, L: DRAWISO, Ls NEX 

580 MOVEGEO, 690: DRAWISO, 680: MOVEBOO, 688: DRANISO, 

'59@ GCOLO, 5: PROC_TRI (800, 750, 950, 750,875,880, 1): 
GCOLO, ©: MOVEBEO, 820: DRANISO, 820 

@:PROC_CIRCLE (650, 520, 90, 220, 0) 
630 REM WINGS #e een tenn: 
640 GCOLO, 3: PROC_TRI (430, 420, B60, 420, 640, 700, 1) 
650 PROC_TRI (240, 290, 640,590, 640, 240, 1) :GCOLO, O: 
FORL=506TOS26STEP4: MOVEL,, 518: DRAML+56, 610:NEXT:6C0 
Le,3 

40 PROC_TRI (240, 290,240, 240,640, 240, 1) 

680 PROG_TRI (1040, 290, 680, 
1s FORL=752T07 18STEP-4:MOVEL, 610: DRAWL +48, 516:NEXT:G 
coLe,s 

690 PROC_TRI (1040, 290, 1040, 240, 640, 240, 1) 
700 PROC_TRI (1040, 240, 640, 240, 640, 200, 1) 
710 GCOLO, 0: MOVESBO, 650: DRAWSBS, 300: MOVE720, 650: 

DRAN720, 300 
720 FORL=600TO330STEP-b6: MOVESBO, Ls DRAW720, Ls NEX 

T:MOVES@O, 515: DRAN720, 315: MOVESS@, 600: DRAWESO, 500 
730 HOVESBO, 670: DRAW710, 670 
740 GCOLO, 2: PROC_TRI (634, 735, 670, 735, 652, 745, 1 

GCOLO, ©: MOVES30, 730: DRAMEEO, 730 
750" PROC_RECT (630, 69, 40, 20,0) :PLOT69, 639, 700: PL. 

0769, 639, 698 
740 PLOTE9, 650, 700:PLOTE9, 650, 6961PLOTE9, 662,700 

1PLOT69, 662,, 
770 PLOTE?, 655, 600: PLOT69, 65, 650:PLOTE9, 665, 600 
78 GCOLO, 2: PROC_RECT (595, 620, 20,30, 1) :PROC_TRI( 

595, 650, 700, 650, 650, 660, 1) :PROC_RECT (680,620, 20, 30 
iD 

790 PROC_TRI (615, 635, 615, 650, 640, 650, 1) :PROC_TRI 
(680, 635, 680, 650, 655, 650, 1) 

800 GCOLO, 3: PROC_TRI (635, 630, 655, 630, 645,670, 1) 
810 MOVE63@, 630: DRAWS, 650: MOVEG70, 635: DRAW720, 

660 
1820 GCOLE, @: PROC_RECT (630, 610, 10, 10,0) :PROC_RECT 

©,0) 
830 GCOLO, 0: PROC_TRI (562, 612,580, 612,580,640, 1) 
B40 PROC_TRI (720, 612, 732,612, 725, 640, 1) 
B5@ GCOLS,2 
86@ FORL=50TOS20STEP4: MOVEL , 512: DRAML-158, 360:N 

ext 
87@ FORL=770TO790STEP4: MOVEL , 512: DRAML +158, 360:N 

ext 
B80 FORL=SSSTOSSESTEP-4:MOVEL, 358: DRAWL-94,292:N 

ExT 

Scou Prin 9: ISA 11.2778 ScoLe; 3; ROC-RECT cago, SA"? VoUa NEXT T*314TOsa0S Tepe? 58> 1) 

980 GCOLO, 2: PROC_RECT (480,330, 20, 10,1) 

©: PROC_CIRCLE (600, 213,50, 100,0) 
1010 GCOLO, 3: PROC_CIRCLE (700, 213,50, 100, 1) :6C0LO, 

1020 PROC_RECT(540, 100,210, 100, 1) 
1030 GCOLO, 2: ¥=5e: FORC=164T0194STEP 10: Y=¥-S: PROC_ 

CIRCLE (59,6, Y, 10,1) :NEXT 
1040 Y=50! FORC#164TO194STEP 10: Y=Y-5:PROC_CIRCLE (7 

10,C,¥, 10,1) NEXT 
1050 REMbeweee TAIL FIN *eeeeeeenes 
1060 GCOLO,3:PROC_TRI (650, 100, 635, 250, 665, 250, 1) 

PROC_TRI (635, 250, 665, 250, 650, 310, 1) 
1078 GCOL, 0: MOVE6SO, 190: DRAWES®, 300 
1080 ENDPROC 
1090 DEFPROC_TRI(X1,¥1,X2,¥2,X3,¥3,F) 
1100 MOvEX1,¥1 
1110 IFF=@ DRAWX2,Y2 ELSE MOVEX2,¥2 
1120 IFF=0 DRAWXS, YS: DRAWX1,Y1 ELSE PLOTBS, x3, YS: 

1140 DEFPROC_RECT(X,¥,L,W,F) 
1150 MOVEX, VEDRAWK+L,¥ 
1160 IFF=@’ DRAWX+L,Y+W ELSEPLOTSS, X,¥+W 
1170 IFF=@ DRAWX,Y*W ELSEPLOTSS, X+L, Y+W 
1190 MOVEX, Ys IFF=@ DRAWX,Y ELSE MOVEX,¥ 
1190 ENDPROC 
1200 DEFPROC_CIRCLE(X,¥,R1,R2,F) 
1210 LOCALZ,X%,¥% 
1220 MOVEX4R1, Vs MOVEX#R1, ¥ 
1230 A%=O:FORZ=OTOSSTEP. 2 
1240 XZeX#R1AC (AL) + YZ=RZ0S (AL) sAL=ALAS 
125@  IFF<>1 DRAWX%, Y+YZELSEPLOTBS, X%, ¥+¥%: PLOTS, 

Sy XX, YE 

1310 SOUNDO,-15, 4,200 
1320 PRINTTAB(O, 31) :PROC_RECT(330,5, 155,53, 1) 
1330 PROC_RECT(B00,5, 160,53, 1) 
1340 PROC_TRI (550, 190, 630, 190,590, 100, 1) :PROC_TRI 
(750,190, 670, 198, 710, 100, 1) 
1350 w=510:E=500 
1360 FORS=@T045: PRINTTAB(O, 31) 
1370 W=W-20:E=£+20 
1380 FORD=1TOW:NEXTD 
1390  PROC_TRI(W,5,€,5, 400,80, 1) 
1400 PROC_TRI (+470, 5,£+480, 5,870, 80,1) 
1410 _ NEXT 

144@ DEFPROCCount _Down 
145@ FORC=16TO@STEP-1 
1460 SOUND1,1,C¥10,20 
1470 FORM=2BTO4STEP-1:PRINTTAB(2,M) Ci" "PRINT 

TAB(2,Me1) 3" "2NEXT 
1490 FORD=1T01000:NEXTD 
1490 PRINTTAB(2,3)5" * 
1500 NEXT 
1510 ENDPROC 
1520 DEFPROCSP_SHUTTLE 
1530 FORI=1T03:VDU19, 1,0,0,0,0:NEXT 
154@ GCOLe, 3 
1550 PROC_CIRCLE(200, 0, 250, 10,1) 
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1840 SOUNDe,-8,4,40 1850 FORI=07048: PRINT 1860 IF I>2STHENFORE 
1870 NEXTI 
1880 GCOLO, 1:PROC_RECT(75, 850,360, 60, 1 (670, 850, 360, 60, 1) i 1890 GCOLe, 3: FOR: 

vag Pao EInSEame 20000, 

iit cman rete ie SES, nesoxnnre, SE eee rete: 2" ove, 7oronatacter 
esa aee HERI On evtza tan oct 
165@ PROC_CIRCLE (1150, 100, 150,50, 1) :GCOL@, @:PROC_ 

0,0 = 

eer cirieieesse,a0se) g 
FO oe GCOLO, 21 venir FORE=20TO2S: Y=Y-10rPROC_CIRCLE( 

TO80:NEXTD 

ROC_RECT 

1918 vou28,0,31,39,20 1920 vDUSe:FORI~1T012:vput1 1930 FORD=1T01000:NEXTD 1940 NEXTI 195@ YDU26:FORI=01010: PRINTTAB(O, 31) ;* 1960  FORD=1101000:NEXTD, I 1970 ENDPROC 
DEFPROCLAND_SHUTTLE VDU19,0,7,0,0,0,19,3,0,0,0,0 GCOLe, 3 MOVE600, 600: DRANE40, 600 FORT=0TOS40STEPIO. 

DU19, 3,75, 

ALIS+Y,C, 20, ¥, 1) 2NEXT 2030 MOVE340-1, 580-1: DRAHSO0, 600: MOVES: 2 1710 GCOLO,5:PROG_TRI(1100,5, 110,50, 1120,20,1) DRAW?40+1, 580-1: DRAUSAO-1 SoOne E640, 600: 
2040 0,0 Ugo Ponts! 70TO6OSTEP-1

:MOVESOO, 1: DRAW990, T:NEXT 
{yao Reneersere SATELITE © = 
1790 VDUu2B, 10, 28,28, 1 . 
178 8e08; {PROC CIRCLE (S50, 250, 100,20, 1 +PROC_C 

IRELE (S50, 120, 108, 20,1) 
1770 e.e, 5 
{Fie PROC RECTCAAG, 125,220,118, SPAOC. RECT ase, 170760, 0,.1) 
age Gcate, siront=194To2zeSTEPasMOVERbO, 1: DRAWS2® 
Yale GCOLe,21PROG_RECT (A60,210,20, 10,1) 
{ese Geate;orPROG RECT (450, 130; 200,50, 0) 
{eae penees LAUNCH SATELITES soe 

2080 FORI=@T01S@STEPS: MOVES, A: DRAWAOO-I 0VE1279, A: DRAWG40+1, 640-1: DRAWSOO-1, 640-1 2096" FORD=1T0106:NEXT 2100 | GCOLO, @: MOVE, A: DRAWGOO-1, 640-1 2 Os 2A 00-1, 640-1: MOVEI279 +AEDRAN640+1, 640-11 DRANGOO=1, 640-11 Ot ALDRANGAOST, 6 +640-1:GCOLe, 3 
2120 MOVEO, a: DRaMseO. +1, 640-1: DRAWEOO-1, 640-1 2130 PRINTTAB(10,5) "SHUTTLE Lar rm 
213ePRINTTA INDED SAFELY’ 

640-19m 

1, 649-1: M0VE1279, Ar DRANE4O 

RA 
co S Cine 

WIEERIN 
COME AND JOIN US 

We are looking for an enthusiastic journalist to join Britain's brightest computer magazine. An interest in, and a knowledge of, home computers would be a decided advantage, but is not essential. However, 
an ability to work accurately and under pressure most definitely is! 

We would imagine that the successful applicant has already had magazine experience and is presently 
looking to advance his/her career. If you know otherwise, we are open to persuasion! A competitive 
salary, which is negotiable, will be paid. 

Apply with full C.V. to: Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
145 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H OEE. 
All applications treated in strictest confidence. 
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SOFTWARE FOR 
SPECTRUM AND ZX81 

OUR POLICY 
We aim to create programs which you will keep on using until 
your computer wears out. You won't find our programs in the top 
ten and you will look in vain for colour adverts and fancy 
packaging. Nevertheless we have built up a solid following of 
discerning users in all parts of the world. Read the reviews of our 
programs if you can find them. We have been consistently 
praised for quality, originality and value for money, 
WHAT DO YOU GET? 
The bulk of our cassettes are now made by the factory which 
produced the Horizons tape. Programs are recorded twice and 
carry on the reverse side an audio narrative to supplement the 
‘operating instructions. Where appropriate, cassettes are accom 
panied by a comprehensive and clearly written instruction 
manual. 

48K SPECTRUM 

“Day of the Match” £5.00 
Fascinating and realistic simulation of an entire football season. 
Name your own teams if you wish (English league provided on 
cassette). Rate each team from one to nine in various success 
categories such as attack, defence, manager, etc. Watch the 
‘season unfold. Includes knock-out cup option. 
“Ball by Ball” £5.00 
Simulates a test match series or one day international series. Set 
Up your own teams and pool of players (England v Australia 
provided). Rate each player's capabilities as batsman and bowler 
‘on a one to nine scale for qualities such as talent, effort, etc. Pick 
your teams and play the match. Electronic scoreboard shows 
progress of a match. Full supporting score card and series 
averages. 
“Superplan Generator” £12.00 
Spreadsheet type program with variable column width and 
variable number of columns. Lets you sacrifice columns you don't 
feed to get more lines. 
“Superplan Pack 1". Business Applications £7.00 
Ready made applications programs for sales day book, purchase 
day book, cash book and petty cash book 
“Superplan Pack 2”. Home computing £7.00 
Ready made applications programs for home budgeting, nutrition 
tables, car running costs and bank statements. 
“Superview” £5.00 
‘Simple but effective information display. Up to 42 pages of text 
and low-res graphics. Access pages on demand or run in 
perpetual ‘slide-show’ mode. Full facilities to create your own 
pages and build up an information library on cassette. 

16K SPECTRUM 

““Superdraw" £5.00 
Create full colour high-res pictures and store them on cassette for 
Use as titles or background screens in other programs. Or just 
have fun doodling and build up a cassette library of your 
Creations. Slide show option allows you to review pictures stored 
on cassette, 
16K 2X81 
Here is a selection of titles still available for ZX81. Send sae for 
ilustrated catalogue. These are the ZX81 equivalents of the 
Spectrum programs described above. Although similar in concept 
the specifications fall short of the descriptions given for the 
Spectrum. 
“FOOTBALL-LEAGUE" Forerunner of “Day of the Matct £4.00 
“TEST-MATCH Forerunner of “Ball by Ball” £4.00 
“VIDEO-PLAN’ Forerunner of “‘Superplan” £7.00 
“VIDEO-AD' Forerunner of “‘Superview” £7.00 
“VIDEO-SKETCH’ Forerunner of "Superdraw” £7.00 
Many independent computer shops now stock our products but 
we continue to supply by mail order on an off-the-shelf, 
immediate delivery basis. Prices include VAT, post and packing 
in UK. Add a bit for postage if you live in Quter Mongolia. (Note: 
“Day of the Match’ not available until late October 1983.) 

Video Software Ltd, Stone Lane 
Kinver, Stourbridge, West Midlands 

Telephone: 0384 872462 

<> 48K SPECTRUM <& 

SPLAT! | SEs" ARCADE 

S fap 2 
(ONE OF THE MOST ORIGINAL 
AND COMPELLING ARCADE 
GAMES EVER PRODUCED! 
‘STARRING ZIPPY!! c~ 

‘SPLAT! is one ofthe most 
addictive games | have ever played 
on the 48K SPECTRUM, Itis 
certainly the most origina 

Computer & Video Games 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM WH SMITH 
ANO BOOTS. 

48K SPECTRUM CHALLENGE 
FROM INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTO 

MOUNTAINS 
OF KET 
ADVENTURE 

‘AMONSTER OF AN ADVENTURE 
PROGRAM! COMBAT, INTER— 
ACTIVE BEINGS, MONETARY 
SYSTEM, MAGIC, EDGAR, SAVE: 
LOAD FACILITY PLUS MANY 
OTHER FEATURES, 
‘As well as being a fast ingenious 
‘competing adventure i tell the 
Mountains of Ket isthe first of a 3 
part series that bulds into a 
‘mammoth adventurers challenge 
Incentive: It could be adventageous 
it you achieve 1005!! 
noo2 £5.50 

1984 
GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT 

THE GAME OF 
ECONOMIC SURVIVAL 
THE BRITISH ECONOMY WITH YOU 
AT THE CONTROLS! WHAT SORT 
(OF CHANCELLOR WOULO YOU 
‘MAKE WITH SEVERAL BILLION 
POUNDS TO SPEND & FIVE 
YEARS TO THE NEXT GENERAL 
ELECTION? GRAPHIC DISPLAYS, 
HISTOGRAMS & AN ANNUAL 
PERFORMANCE RATING ARE ALL 
INCLUDED TO SHOW HOW YOU 
ARE DOING. HOW MANY YEARS 
WIKL YOU LAST? 
FREE INSIDE: Pocket Guide to 
Running Britain! 
No03 

All programs run in the 48K ZX SPECTRUM and are available from all 
{good computer shops. In case of difficulty please order direct using 
the coupon below 

Please send me (tick box(es) required) 
SPLAT [) MOUNTAINSOF KET] 19841) 
Alll at £5.50 each (inclusive of VAT and 1st class postage) 
Jenclose cheque/P.O. for£ or debit my Access Account No. 

gS | 
Name 
‘Address Hews, 

Asc INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD., 54 London Street, 
CIS? Reading RG1 4SQ. Tel: Reading (0734) 591678 
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LUNAR JETMAN- 48k zx COOKIE - 16/48k zx 
Spectrum Spectrum 

LUNAR JETMAN - For the 48K 
Sinclair ZX Spectrum 
LUNAR JETMAN - The Ultima’ 
Intergalactic G.A.S. (Graphic 
Arcade Simulation) Adve 
Space Battle. 

LUNAR JETMAN - Arcade 
standard, 100% machine c 
incredible sou 

se extra features you 
expect from the ULTIMATE games 
people 
Design The ULTIMATE PLAY 
‘THE GAME design team 

PSSST - 19/49Kzx 
Spectrum 

ST dle we at 

PLAY THE GAME 

ATIe MEAL 
r\ | Wh ES. 

pots, amazing smooth high 
Bolulion graphics, the totaly n 

Paddictive concept and all those extra 
features you expect trom 

or ee anlee ULTIMATE games people 

PLAS THE GAME a car 
GAME design team 

Dealer enquiries welcome. Phone (0530) 411485 



£1,000-worth of 
tapes must be won 

EVERYONE stands to gain in 
this week’s free competition. 
You could win a share of 

£1,000-worth of great Quick 
software for the Spectrum, B 
Commodore 64 or ZX81. 
And, even if you're 

40 winners, you qualify 
membership of the QS Game Lords 
Club. 

quarterly m: 
articles, comie strips and stories. 

‘The How to Enter section tells you 
how to get your free membership. 

‘The competition prizes will be in 
the form of 40 vouchers worth £25 
each for software ordered by post 
from Quicksilva. 

You will receive a complete list of 
all the company’s top-selling titles 
from which to make your choice. 

The winners will be the senders of 
the first 40 correct entries we open at 
noon on Friday December 16, re- 
‘gardless of computer, provided the 
instructions below are followed. 

How to enter 
Study the two cartoons and circle in 
ballpoint pen all the differences you 
fin 

‘Complete the coupon fully, in- 
cluding a tick in the boxif you would 

There's 40 chances to win big- 
name games from leadii 

software house Quicksilva in 
this fun spot the difference 

competition. And even if you're 
not lucky enough this time, you 

can enrol in Game Lo 
Club free of charge 

like free membership of the Game 
Lords Club. 

‘Then cut around the broken lines, 
seal the drawing with coupon 
attached in an envelope — and write 
clearly on the back the number of 
differences you found. Add the 
letter G to the back of the envelope 
for free membership of the Game 

| QuicksiIva competition 
Entry Coupon 

Name 
Address 

The rules 
‘The first 40 correct entries drawn at noon 
‘on Friday December 16, 1983, will win the 
prizes. Coupons which are not fully com- 
pleted and envelopes without the number 
Df differences found on the back will not 
be considered, 

Entries will not be accepted {r 
‘employees of Argus Specialist Publ 
tions, Quicksilva and Alabaster Passmore 
& Sons, This restriction also applies to 
temployees’ families and agents of the 
‘companies. 

The winners) names and the solution 
will appear in Home Computing Weekly. 
The editor's decision is final and no 
correspondence will be entered into, 

Lords Club. 
Post your entry 10 Quicksilva 

Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, 145 Charing Cross Road, post code. 
London WC2H OEE. 

Entries close at first post on 
Friday December 16. 

Computer 

Copies of the coupon will not be 
accepted. The solution and the 
‘names of the winners will be pub- 
lished in the news columns of Home 

Number of differences found 
Please enrol me for free membership of the | 
Game Lords Club (tick box) 

Computing Weekly. 
The £25 vouchers and member- 

ship particulars will arrive from 
Quicksilva within 28 days of the 
Publication date of that issue. 

Post to Quicksilva Competition, Home C 
‘ross Road, London WC2H OEE. Closing 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
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ANIROG SOFTWARE 
COMPUTER GAMES 
OF TOMORROW 
AVAILABLE 

== 

HEXPERT 

o 
=_— 

999 

=a! COMMODORE 
» 

GALaxy “ee 
AVOID “= CAPTURI THE 
IOTHER SHIPS é 

FiGhat 

woe RUN 
POPULAR ARCADE GAME F i NV 24 HR. CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 

3p TIME TREK I" él f 95 PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.O., ACCESS/VISA 
SEE CTABHLAR SH GRAPHICS ATA a 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY, SURREY. 
Cone FAN Overseas 50p post & packaging 

ARK DUNGEONS (KB TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
\ HEARTED 29, West Hill, Dartford, Kent. (0322)92513/8 J 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Special 
collections 

Tapes containing several 
programs for the price of one 

can mean good value for 
money — if the programming’s 
up to standard. Our reviewers 
look at some recent collections 

Rosetta Software, 2 Rosetta 
Close, Wivenhoe, Essex COTIRX. 

Rosetta isthe tradename of Mark 
Alston, aged 13, who has pro- 
duced an extremely praiseworthy 
package in Syphax. It's dial-a- 
page Teletext style magazine of 
puzzles, facts, quizzes, demon. 

stration programs and so on 
Loading takes two or three 

minutes but is very reliable. To 
start, you simply enter your 
chosen three-digit. page number 
from the displayed index and the 
selected subject is sereened very 
quickly. 

Enter an alternative reference 
and your Spectrum quickly 
“thumbs through” the magazine 
to produce your next selection 

Mark has done a splendid jobin 
compiling Syphax, and I enjoyed 

Fun-Pac 
TI-99/4A £6.95 

Virgin Games, 61-63 Portobello 
Road, London Wi! 

Fun-Pac contains wo programs: 
Supermouse and Let’s Go to the 
Races. 

‘Supermouse features those 1wo 
cartoon cat and mouse favour 
ites, Tom and Gerry 

Gerry has the task of cating 
pieces of cheese, which are 
randomly distributed in a simple 
maze, while pursued by Tom: If 
all the pieces are eaten then Gerry 
‘becomes Supermouse and chases 
Tom 

At various’ locations in’ the 
maze are mouseholes through 
which only Gerry may pass. The 
number of these decrease through 
the six skill levels as the cheeses to 
at increase. 
Failing to eat sufficient cheese, 

however, causes Gerry 10 slow 

browsing through the magazine. Ay 
But the main bonus is that the 

program is designed so that you 
can alter any page 10 suit your 
needs, so. that ft would form a 
good base for a family, club or instructions 90% 
lass magazine or for computer playability 90% 
pen-pal correspondence. Gisplay 90%. 

It may also prove of value to a 
business user, with cach page 
holding customer names and 
addresses and other information’ 

bargain, and 1 look forward to 
Roser 
interest. Dt. 

value formoney 

kkk kk 

‘down, making capture by Tom 
more likely 

Let's Go to the Races is a game 
for up to six players. Each player 
in turn controls a horse along a set 
Facecourse, obtaining the least 
number of penalties in the 
shortest possible time. 

There are a possible nine 
courses 10 choose from, each of 
which has six laps to complete by 
moving, across and down’ the 
sereen, but haying. a different 
layout’ of hurdles and water- 
jumps. 

AS each horse. finishes the 
‘course the time taken and total 
score, including penalty points, 
are displayed, but when all horses 
have run no overall winner is 
declared, 3, 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kK 

the price, Syphax is a 

's next offering with great 

95% 

‘oncoming suacs as they seroll UP 
pe nin a your SE 

Octeal-1/KEYS OF iy: casies to expire, Exc has Games 70 ip. eee beta 
six floors with a maze layout and ‘Although clus middle of ‘in the a difficult path in the te ne by staying seas 

all, 
increasing hazards at each level 
including darkened hallways and 
electrified walls 

Your objective is to explore all 
the castles. To gain access to the 

the Castie 
TI-99/4A 

(Extended 
BASIC) £11 

fext level, keys have to be ‘One contains thtee from side 10 Side STea ay 
By PS Software, from Stainless. collected from rooms, some of Games arfrapt, Suar-Storm and asgeroid showers Wich Er lete 
Software, 10 Alstone Road, which are guarded, and taken to ey ‘As cach is fairly Fil the scree. my astro-run, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 SAH their correspondingly coloured 

chests 
All your explorations are made 

in a race against the clock. The 
game endeither when you succeed. 
in your mission, sustain ten 
wounds, or run out of time. A. 
final score is given. iW. 

Rum Ao Rutger yaar cone el 
$ 

‘The aliens appear as invading the, ron giaD. Spyders. in Octal, which has 
optional Keyboard’ or joystick 
control, 

From your base inthe centre of 
the screen, you must ward off 

the three. man round a court ‘attempts 
soma sen, You sere [oF ihr two BAM sas that same 

path wiyove until completely aggicrive Mavour 
three waves of attack for whic 80% “ tifferent points are scored. instructions 95% surroundes. er may not be {DE insructions ou 

Your Octal base may be rotated playability 9086 witty of opponents, 46% 1 playability 60% 
through eight positions, either graphics 90% most ro make this a 70% 
left or right. You fire with twin 
Octazer bolts. The game ends 
when your base is destroyed and 
the three highest scores shown, 

In Keys of the Castle you have 

Task Force/ 
Demolish/ 
Cosmos 

32K BBC £7.50 

R._H. Electronics, Chesterton 
Mill, French’s Road, Cambridge 
CB4 3NP 

RH’s three-in-one cassette 
gives three fairly standard games. 

Task Force is a tactical air/sea 
battle played on a coloured map. 

Value for money 100% 

Two players take tunsto move a 
fleet of six ships round the coast~ 
line of an istand. 

Ships, guns and aircraft may be 
used 10 destroy enemy vessels, 
with all controls prompted for on- 
sereen. 

Full instructions are given in a 
well-written program which 
nonetheless suffers from slowness 
and average graphics, and might 
prove slightly boring after a few 
hours playing. 

‘The second game, Demolish. is 

@ crossbred of Invaders and 
Breakout, where you must 
destroy crumbling walls with your 
Taser base. This game uses “block 
graphics. 

The last game, Cosmos, is a 
rather weird version of Space 
Invaders, with huge jerky. aliens 
and a slow-firing base. 

‘All the games in this. package 
suffer from the lack of originality 
inherent in many software 
releases, but do offer three games 
for the price of one. Perhaps new 

‘BBC owners might enjoy them. 

70% instructions i 
playability 55% 
‘graphics 45% 
value for money 65% 
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VIC 20 and CBN 64 are req'd trade marks 
Commodore Business Machines 

29 Millcroft. Crosby, Liverpool L23 9XJ 
Tel: 051-727 8050 

*VIC 20 16K STANDARD RAM PACK 
*VIC 20 16K SWITCHABLE RAM PACK 5.95 
"VIC 20 32K SWITCHABLE RAM PACK : 16K STANDARD 

ALL RAM PACKS CARRY 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE £27.95 

4VIC 20 4 SLOT SWITCHABLE MOTHERBOARD — £28.95 
"CBM 64 4 SLOT SWITCHABLE MOTHERBOARD — £29.95 [usst allow up to? Pesci ind 
ASTERFRET TRADING LTD.INCORPORATES HOME COMPUTER CENTRE. packing. 
— ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee oe —— oe 

If you wish to be added to our mailing list, PLEASE SEND ME Name poate tick the appropriate box Address ony | 
vic 20 (Dragon 32 (© 16k Std. Ram Pack A | 
OCicme64 Coitigoa 116k Switchable Ram Pack | enclose Cheque/PO for € 
| Cesc (2x Spectrum 1] 32K Switchable Ram Pack | 
Cl tynx Electron VIC 204 Siot Motherboard HI 
(o Oric (1 Colour Genie [] CBM 644 Slot Motherboard a 

———, 

OMALESITOR) 

(Children of today are fascinated by computers. With 
micros already used in schools throughout the country 
{heir involvement in education and in our daily ives is 
Imoreasing all the ti 
To give young children a head stat we've created, with 
parents, teaches and of couse, children, the Clever 
‘Clogs series, designed to appeal 10 chi 
yeat old age group. Hep them develop basic sil, JUNGLE JUMBLE for Age 5 yr + 
‘stimulate imagination and increase their 2 a jg ad aS oe papa ese ost al 
sel-conence, Unie sila products, eac Cleve eaten expr an wi ey Net bang 
Glogs rogram ates wie hace of games lay ‘Satenged Gev’ Cops retoes bath era 
And each game can be made more éificu by simple Ceca quetns bald 3 tro an ral is 2! 
editing ofthe tape and reseting new questions. inthis \ sree epn bape Tayo’ ce nd rn yoo 
way you can keep up with your child's progress - even ian ‘Seon Then er gt Pa case pss 
link the questions into work they're doing at school 
‘The Clever Clogs series can be used by your 
‘whuzkid on ther own wih ita help fom you 
Price of each program £6.50 
(inl Vat, P&P). Overseas orders 
£1 extra pr tape for armall delivery. 
‘Money bak guarantee 

chee Ppt Conpatrit capes PANTY TIME (hy at Ee per pe at 

Computrttr. PO. Box, St, Neots Mention, Combs, PENS IHW Telephone: (0880) 213988 
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Will you be 
the hero of 
the galaxy? 

We're all Ca Raided on you and 
your starship. David Wilkinson's 
game for the VIC-20, plus 3K of 

RAM, will decide our fate 

How it works 
1-16 set up variables 
17-85 menu 
100-135 move 
150-202 short range scan 
250-298 long range scan 
300-350 laser 
400-445 missile 
450-470 log record. 
‘500-530 current status 
700-810 messages 
1000-1230 sound effects 
1500-1600 messages 
9100-9200 title pages 

Main variables 
LS display of quadrant 
KL quadrant No. of Klingon 
SH quadrant No. of starship 
KI, K2, SI, $2 co-ordinates 
FU energy 
MI missiles 
KD Klingons 
SD starships 
X,Y co-ordinates of spaceship 
Q'quadrant 

You are alone, 10,000 miles from 
Earth, and somewhere out there 
are 20 Klingon ships. If youdon’t 
find and destroy them they'll 
wreak mayhem on the whole of 
your galaxy. 

Although you don’t know 
their positions, your ship is 
equipped with Short and long 
Tange scans... plus lasers and 
missiles, 

Your short range scan gives 
you a visual display of the quad- 
ant youare in and the long range 
scan gives you the number of 
Klingons and starships in your 
quadrant and the eight adjoining 
quadrants. 

In each quadrant there are (wo 
numbers. The one on theleft tells 
you the number of Klingon ships 
and the number on theright isthe 
{otal of starships. 

You can choose a time limit, 

Hints on conversion 
VIC graphics used are: 
Commodore key plus Q, W, E, 
R, A, S, Z, X and shift key plus 
QA, X, +,% - 
POKEs: 36879,25 white 

screen, 36878 volume, 36874 
sound channel, 198,0 clears key- 
board buffer, 7680-8185 screen 
locations. 

The VIC clock is used to time 
the player. 

one to eight minutes, by which 
you must shoot a ship. This also 
increases your energy lev 

You can also choose a dif- 
ty level, from one (hard) 10 

asy (cight). 
The galaxy is a five by 12 grid 

of quadrants and each quadrant 
is an eight by eight grid of co- 
ordinates. 

How to move: 
Right add the required number 
‘of co-ordinates to X 

Left subtract required number 
from X 

Down add required number to Y 
Up subtract required number 

from Y 

Note: alter shooting a ship enter 
it into the log record by a long 
range scan of the quadrant. 

C28 CAD 49.1249 81 (49,8264) FOmaBOD: MT 
2 Fontn1To6d'LaCtbe"au" NEXT Deah Sea T1be" 00008" 4 Fonteeroae kt c1De0N7 ava 30609+1 NXT 4 FonteeTon:sncieINT vot 3060>¢1 NXT {atime ecay4l INT OeDCLD4B6 et 
> Poxesears. 13 4 Sonseare 9: QeINTCOx-1>/@>eLoINT C19 /0)85, Pe aa NOT 

A rebel fighter goes in to attack in Star Wars 
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7 omineme 
238 PRINT IPROER J. INOENS| |" PRINT VOU VE Lost” 

ro ‘A 
= os renee reatcr*mean ONE NO NISSTL ad Sissveed ay 

SE enone in ie 
Noe og IFT AQ THIGH T= PME STOR otiserenaeee" 

ba ¥L 
5 IFKL OORT CIORVIDSEORY! CITHENPRTHT NOHCU HAVE FALLEN CUT OFTHE UKTVERSE® EX D 129 FUmFUctNTCcCOKL-KO 1B6C¥1-¥9 4.89729 

Bs het vert 158 TFFUCHTHENPRINT INCU HAVE RUN OUT OF FUEL" EN 
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= it 
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2, eee ae ans 
mie 
Be FEN PS ey y cr (50 1 

Bee me rare, px ep SY 
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Jase coro! 
‘Bo Pao ‘260 Gina’ oosunase PRINT eanameamoneneopNeT (0!) 

n0-6" 0051294" PRINT REREREOBNRBET L401) 
(0OSU8254 PRINT" MURRREONBRBBBNET L401) Teo '9OSUR294 PRINT? EEREDOSBBNBROBERET 1) 

THOS. "008294 PRINT saRRNROREMNDEREE 5°21) fa at 
(OgUR234 PRINT" maceecaaneNBNMRERBBE 5° 

PRINT mmReaceRERaNNNRET #01) 
(Cod8294 PRINT *meenaENDBSNRRREDE:.5(31 ORY 28CTHENESD 
OO8U294 PRINT saaaaeceRaaoseRSNNNRRET 501) 190.0:MAlTi9e. Forse. @ corot® TPORteITOR8 TRL TO; TADOL Lot 

FORA TO4:TFSHCt ack THENHeGHeL 
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320 Trotoniexose 
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335 PeINT CCOMI-AIC) BecVi-K2C1)) 42> #89408 $96 trornexcosuaieee corois 
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Andromeda Software 1342 FORTe1TO6:1FS4(1)=2THENGHC x0: C0TODMS 349 Next 346 Finrese0: 120200000" 34? cosupi2no:soeco-t ooros 
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THERE'S NO 
PRESENT LIKE 
THE FUTURE. 
THE WORLD'S FINEST PROGRAMMING | &t'teamBasic’byLogic’-twotapes and afullsize manual for 

Spectrum or Dragon (others soon) at just $12.95, 
TUTORIAL FOR ONLY $12.95. Atthat price, itSa gift 

Thousands who own, or would like to own home computers have Buy the Logic 3 ‘Learn Computing’ Series at computer shops and 
yet to experience the feeling of discovery that comes whenyouwrite your _ | majorretail storesall over Britain. In case of difficulty, write to Logic 3 in 
Own programs. Yet leaning programming can be easy. Windsor 

| Learn Basic’from Logic3is the ultimate development of the method 
| first devised at Strathclyde University-—a straightforward, easily understood | ee Leathe 
tutorial written by Professor Andrew Colin and Veronica Colin, authors of Ti aiies List Mourthatien obi Views Sey apc THE 

| Britains best-selling tutorial package jnyour home, send this coupon lor your free copy of our I6-page explanatory 
bbooklet”100 things you wanted to know about computers’ 

Iwill help you cut through the jangle of computer jargon. and give vou. 

| 
| Using the method tested by university students and used | 

successfully by over 200,000 home computer users, ‘Learn Basic’ runs on 
your own computer and explains everything in clear non-American 
English without jargon or computertalk. Ina matter of hours, you willbe/ 
writing programs that work AT, Name Se 

Essentially, Learn Basic’and therest of the'LearnComputing(_ \{_\“ Adress a e 
Series that will follow soon are designed for people who want to 
keep abreast of the computer age. For people who realise that nas fof Se 
understanding computers is the key to future success, at school, = 
at work and as a parent I OGIC 3 Ihave alreadyiintend to geta__microcomputer 

Make your future, and your family’s future, richer this SENT 
Christmas. THE KEY TO THE WORLD OF TOMORROW. 

| you would like to know more about using and programminga computer 

1 
\ news about software developments ~even games, 

Or send for our software catalogue (tick either or both):( 



JOYSTICK 

JOYSTICK INTERFACE 
‘The Interface Module II has been specially 
designed to plug on to the rear connector 
of your ZX Spectrum or ZX81 and allow 

to connect any standard Atari ty} 
igital Joysticks, All_ of the computer's 

connections are duplicated on an extension 
connector so that you can still use any other 
devices intended for use with your computer, 
‘The Interface Module II resides in the same 
memory space as the keyboard, which re 
mains fully functional at all times, therefore 
it will not interfere with anything else 
connected, 
When 4, suitable joystick is, plugged into 
‘Player 1” socket its action will mimic pres 
sing the cursor keys, up "7", left ""S” and so 
on, The firing button will simulate key ¢. ‘This unique feature guarantees the best soft- 
ware support. 
‘Take a look at the selection of compatible 
games we have listed, More are being added 
all the time as a result of our contact with 
the various software companies. 
A second Joystick may be connected in the 
“Player 2’ position which simulates in a 
lel fashion keys T-Y-U-I-P. This will allow 
you to play a whole new generation of two 
player games. 

A 

KEY FEATURES 
* Proven cursor key simulation for 

maximum software support 
+ Accepts Atari, Competition Pro, Wico, 

Starfighter, Le Stick, etc Joysticks 
+ Second Joystick facility 
+ Rear extension connector for all other 

add-ons 

AGF COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE — 
AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE 
‘The following titles are available from us: 
Galactic Jailbreak/ : Apocolypse Snake Bontware™ £4.95 ap Tans :DK"Tronics £4.98 
Splat! Hneentive ‘Software Ltd £5.50 Pheenix + Megadod 

‘ Software £5.50 Escape New Generation Software "ba.95 3D Tunnel 5.98 knot in 3D £5.95 Gyoer Rats £5.95 
COMPATIBILITY CASSETTES £4.95 
‘These cassettes have short pros 
load before the ch 
convert it to use t) 
fore become compatible with the In Module Il. 
Cassette I converts Cassette 2 converts 

Centipede Arcadia 
Schizoids 

FROM: MR/MRS/MISS- 

ADDRESS 

ews, 
SEND C.W.O. (NO STAMP NEEDED) TO: A.G.F. HARDWARE, DEPT. 
FREEPOST, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9BR 

ary eM ITEM PRICE TOTAL 
—— | INTERFACEMODULEIT 16.95 
2 JOYSTICK(S) _ 7.54 

: SOFTWARE: ig. 
| _ SOFTWARE. riy 
zx81 0 ZX SPECTRUM (1 _ Please tick FINAL TOTAL 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION 

Ashby Computer Centre 
186 Ashby High Street, Scunthorpe, 
S. Humberside DN16 29K 

wen Street Ipspichy Suffolk IP! 3LD 
Buffer Micro Ltd 310 Streatham High Road, London SW16 
helsea Micros Ltd 
[8 derdan Pee, Londow Swe 1H 
Computers of Wigmore Street 

Remore Street, London W1H 9FA 
Everybodys Hobbies 

4Mat Computis 
67 Friargate, Preston, Lancashire PRI 2AT 
Gamer 24 Gloucester Road, Brighton BN1 4AQ 
GB Microland 7 Queens Parade, London Road, 
Waterlooville, Hants 

HiTech Ltd 49 Brod Street, Hereford HR4. 9AR 
Micro Fare 
296 Gloucester Road, Horfield, Bristol 
Raven Video 74 Green Lane, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton 
Screen Scene 
144 St George’s Road, Cheltenham 
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WHERE TO BUY AGF PRODUCTS OVER THE COUNTER 
Screens 
6 Main Avenue, Moor Park, Northwood 
Middlesex. 
Syntax Computers 76 Cornwall Street, Plymouth PL1 1NS 
Teleco Video 
53 Maple Road, Penge, London SE20 
Telford Electronics & Comput 
26a Bradford Street, Shipnsl,, 
Shropshire TF SAU 

Computer Shop 
Uni 23 Plandystee Arcade, Perey Stret, 
Neweasile-upon-Tyne NEI 4PZ 
‘The Computer Centre (Humberside) Ltd 
26 Anlaby Road, Hull HU! 2PA, 

Gloucestershire GSO 3E one Ta ay 



Don’t dawdle... there’s 
cargo to be shippe 

PAS Dope 8 irda’ Pisa 
which you have to move 12 pieces 

of argo from sree differen | Can You steer a steady course? 
Pons coe cyicecs, T in Ron Ridge’s program for The 12 ships in the fleet stan | TY) 
their ae fom they dot! either model of the Spectrum 

andare secred io berth atanyol! and see if you are a suitable 
candidate for life aboard ship 

__ How it works 

entrances. 
When the cargo has been 

loaded the ship is steered back to 
the city dock with an equally 
narrow entrance. 

Collision with the quay results 
in either thelossof aship or aship 
and cargo depending on whether 
you are sailing north or south. 
A fair level of skill is required 

and the game is addictive. 

490 reduce ships if landings 
~ successful 
500-510 confirm safe delivery 

meee $20 end 
ext voyage i any 

Graphic notes: 70 caps shift 
120 caps shift 3,8, caps shift 
6,6,8, caps shift 3; 135 caps shift 
6. xT P 

S RES CARSS 20 STEP 2 
j N=127 

392 PRINT PAPER 6; INK 1; 2,AT 4,7," CARGO OELT iat s oy ERENT anR'S? PERSNERER, @,2 
a 

: PER 7; INVER 
; BAP FAB 23; “CAR a 

o F As. = 2 THEN 

“TAT @,35; : 
430 PRINT INK 2; AT 20,9; 831 TO. “oe, 

287° Bovisjes¢ TO B);AT 20,2555 oe RAS fae 

PCF SS ARGO LOSt™ LANDING BAY Sissep c 
450 PRUSE 10 490 Ler susshea S@@ IF sH=13 THEN cis 510 IF SH=13 THI i QINK 1A) 1B.8°" UovAGE QUERT (BY,.12,4;" CARGO DELIVERED = 
S2e IF SH=13 THI IZ THEN Go To sao 

33 FOR 9=@ TO 31: PRINT AT 21, 
ON EXT O 

a 4,21: DRAW @,-4: PLOT 
Eee Ty @,-4: PLOT 104,21: 

oRAU 8-4: PLOT 107,22: DRAW @,- 
Plot 184,32: DRAU 6,4: PLOT 

ROBa ise: PLOT 125,160: 
268: PLOT 192,158 

168 LET S=120 
Fai5B TO 14 STEP =1 

328 SP" ankeys="x" THEN LET S=5- 

ti90 IF INKEYS="B" THEN LET S=S+ 

K 

2 (Y/N) Bouse’ =: “ANOTHER GANE e Hen 760 NO"E ‘Y" OR INKEY§: 
INKEY$="N" OR = GHEN CLS: PRINT PAPER aS fas 287.228 HAVE A SAFE VOYAGE HO *200 co aga 

Bae IF S=25 OR S=26 THEN LET A= 

Se IF S=1@5 OR S=106 THEN LET 

Seo IF S=185 OR S=166 THEN LET 

359 10 Bs52 OF B=-1 OR C=-1 THE 
N’ 
Zee od on Sea8e SaTS=aee THEN BE 

EP_.5,5: GO TO Seo 

"You have az 
ro S$ t0 the city ao: OF the screen.*;AT Fash Ship must be 

PES 4 and then re 

)ES al every port." 
_595_ PRINT 15,4; “You ships Sas gain tant Y2¥,3828, 22, 

woe 
ed safety to the ca tg°asen ee 

@ LET N=S+3 
$28 For P=3 To 160 

IF INKEY$="x" THEN LET N=N— 

“THEN LET N=N+ 

600 PR “ aarti Use keys X 2 
510 PRINT #O;* “7 See PRESS ANY KEY 
520 PAUSE o ©5@_ RETURN 
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Defence 
Spectrum £5.95 
Anirog Software, 8 High Street, 
Horley, Surrey 

Missile Defence is a convention, 
Space Invaders-iype game. in 
which you attempt to shoot down 
marauding aircraft, their smart 
bombs and showers of missiles 
before all your assets are wiped 

Vultures 
Commodore 64 
plus joystick 

£6.95 
J. Morrison Micros, 2 Glensdale 
Street, Leeds LS9 915 

This Space-Invader type game starts off with two rows of vultures. along. the top of the screen, 
While you are moving back and forth along the bowtom of the screen shooting them down, individual vultures suddenly start swooping down on you, dropping eggs. 
Ifthe egestandon you, youlose one of your three lives. On the other hand, if you don’t manage 

to shoot down a swooping vulture oF avoid it it will pick you up and. carry you to eternity, with a cor Fesponding loss of one life. 
During the game, the top of the 

packaged but there were no instruction 
apparent as you played the game. 
ot particularly compulsive. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for 

Our reviewers give down-to- 
earth opinions of some games 

set in space 

out by them. 
‘Al are accurately targeted on 

your installations, and to attack 
them you move a sight around the 
screen with the cursor keys. 

Pressing the fire key then 
launches a missile from one of the 
three silos, and a convincing 
nuclear cloud appears in the 
target area, destroying anything 
nearby, and earning you some 
points for whatever you hit 

Very satisfying, but the enemy 
is still coming. If you survive, you 

screen displays your current score and highest score to date. At the end of the game a list of players? ‘ames with their highest score is displayed in a Hall of Fame record, 
The screen graphics were quite g00d, without being exceptional More importantly, the colours chosen were sensible so that the action was clear and the displays easily readable. 
The joystick action was fast 

and smooth, 
The cassette was nicely 

the rules becoming 
The game was quite enjoyable but 

Attack on 
Alpha Centauri 
32K BBC £7.95 

Software Invasion, $0 Elborough 
Street, Southfields, London SWI8 SDN 

Is there no end to the number of variations possible on the arcade 
game-Galaxians? This. latest version from Software Invasion 
shows that the possibilities are by no means exhausted, 

Throughout Attack on Alpha 
Centauri, the quality of the 
Braphics is superb. 

A very realistic moonscape is drawn from which a stream of very hostile-looking space wasps pour, and it is your task to shoot 
down as many as possible before your inevitable destruction. 

The creatures attack by 
suddenly rushing forward and dropping bombs all round you. This is achieved by using per. 

start another round with fresh 
missiles and a higher level of 
difficulty score 50 far. 

The game can be played from H.C, 
the keyboard or a Kempston joy 
stick. It loads easily and then instructions 
offers a colourful but silent Playability 80% 
demonstration and a set of _&raphics 70% 
instructions to supplement those Yale formoney 60% 
on the insert 

These repeat until you stop 
them to go into the main game. 

SiSmen Triui 
modore 64 com £6.99 a 

Romik, 272 Argyll Avenue: 
Slough Berks 
Rather a novel one: an arcade 
ame Tor t¥O 4 

same renari isprety standard 
Takes couple of space Sips an 
Take hem. in an Asterouds1YPE 
Srrangement Chuck in 
black holes and 
nae the game 2 
md you've go it 

The aim 48 10 
your opponent a 
You fin rouch is that you cal 

mie Jame to sult yOUT ONT 
pel Deal All parameters are 

ocks: few aliens, ro 
3 monoliths and 

Y to customise 

simply stice up 
od anything else 

SectBence All parameters are 
rererables speed oF tiPy 
aghast, How many aliens and 

Starfighter 
48K Oric £6.95 

Durell Software, Castle Lodge, 
Castle Green, Taunton TAI 4AB 

‘An impressive display shows your 
spaceship. in the centre of the 
screen and an area of space im- 
mediately around you, 

‘On the edge of the screen, 
among many flashing lights, are 
several gauges showing energy, 

shields, armaments and so on, as 
‘well as a small square showing 
‘where you and the bad guys are in 
the sector. 

The object of the game isto zip 
around the galaxy chasing the 
nasties until you either kill them 
all or get killed trying. 

As soon as you have killed all 
the aliens, you can move to\the 
next sector simply by moving on 
to a stargate as soon as you find 

The aliens can be killed in two 
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ways: by the usual photon much to 

which has good sound effects and 
displays the present score and best 

gravity effects are 

structions are mil 
instructions for 

available if you want a rest 
your game. 

deat Explosion. effec 
ticularly banal 

spective to create a pseudo-3D 
effect om the screen. 

Each screen of creatures gets 
progressively more difficult, with more wasps attacking in a single 
formation. 
Sound is also used with good effect, making the explosions very impressive. Even the title sequence has a stunning display. The only criticism I have is that this game is basically centred on the Space Invaders/Galaxians 

theme, and possibly a little dated 
these days. 

But I would thoroughly rec ‘mend it for anyone looking for a fast and challenging game, The graphics alone make it a worth: while addition to anyone's games collection DA. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

just afew 
‘Rue the overall. game in- 
wees nimal, the 

parameter 

Arable it during 

for both joy There are options for both joy 
sticks and keyboard or 
bination thereof 

‘Not my idea 
but 
look over 

of a great game, 
“arcade freaks should give ita 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Value for money 

rasa 

9 do. The 3D is quite fun, 
torpedoes or by the more interest- 
ing method of pressing the space 
bar when one of the alien craft is 
very close, 

The screen changes to show a 
3D display of you chasing the 
alien through space. You can then 
shoot him using your phasors 
whenever he strays into your 
sights 

The main problem with this 
game is that it soon becomes 
apparent that there is not very 

but even: that becomes boring 
after a few games. 

The game would benefit greatly 
if you could use joysticks or if 
there was more Variety, but as it 
stands it’s nicely done but rather 
dull. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 



A professional modem, now with 
universal couplings, af only an 
ighth of the price - designed 

Specifically for use with home 
computers. 
Now you can communicate information 
between compatible micto-computers 
wuith your phone, at three times the 
speed of most other acoustic modems. 
The Micro-Myte 60 connects directly to 
your computer or your cassette 
Tecorder via the input/output sockets 
‘and transmits or receives up to 60,000 
bits per minute of data — twelve 
faster than telex and cheaper than first 
class letter post! 
Use the Micto-Myte 60 to send or 
receive pre-recorded programmes 
Selected data of high resolution screen 
Contents — in black and white or 
colour — throughout the international 
telephone network. The universal 
tuber couplings enable the modem to 
bbe used with most types of British and 
Continental telephones. 
Initialy designed for use with identical 
computers, he. ZX81 {0 ZXB1 or 
Spectrum to Spectrum the new Micro: 
Myte 60 CAN NOW be used to 
Interface the 2X81 to the Spectrum and, 
vice versa, by using the appropriate 
Interlace software which fs available as 

fesolution of 64 x 32 for screen 
Contents in black and white only and 
selected data.) 
The Micro-Myte 60 is simple to operate 

eliminating costly hardware and the 
need lor a separate power supply 
As a result it is available at the 
‘extremely competitive price of 
£48.00, including VAT, post and 
packaging (UK only). 
The price includes the modem, 2X81 
and Spectrum software on cassette 
Connection cable and operating 
Instructions, with 12 month 
guarantee 

Optional Ext 
Intertace software (2X81 to Spectrum 
and vice versa) — £9.50 (inc. VAT), 
Micro-Myte Communications Lid 
Polo House, 27 Prince St 
Bristol t 
telephone (0272) 299373 
Callers welcome 

To obtain yours now... 
clip the coupon. 
[umes zee Spectrum user (specify 

Please send me 
o £48.00 each. 

1 Please send me 
Iettoee Bhee/ postal order past ta 
MGrd Mie Communications Lintled 
Name Telephone 

Micro-Myte 60 modem(s) at 

Interface sottware(s) at £9.50 each. | 

OUNT 
a trading Nae A reamnored THOT! 

A Aworkstation 

CHOCABLOC — 4 fast 
moving, pure Machine Code 
‘ction game, with Chocablnc 
Our hero trying to sort out 
some Rea! Coa! Choc Ba 
Until everything goes cra 
‘Breede standard. Fully 
featured. Excellent sound 
and graphics 
Keyboard or Joystick 

OUTBACK — Can you 
tuze the very sophistocated 
defence setup to best off 
the cunning Swogmen ? 
How long will you survive 7 
Pure Machine Code action 
Fully featured. Superb colour 
and graphics. Agame 
A geme with a difference, 
Joystick 

COUNTDOWN ~ Time is 
important. Accuracy essential 
Courage mandatory. But above 
ail, Nerve is the prime attribute 
heeded for your mission as an 
agent in the crack SMU. 
2 Superb Arcade/Graphical 
Adventure. 
‘Keyboard or Joystick 
£5.50 

MEGAWARZ-~ ithere does 
your fantasy 9o when your 
‘mind leaves your body? 
Megowarz will take you there 
you can be sure. 
grannies Sprite graphics. Synthysound. 
Pure Machine Code action. 
‘Arcade standard. A magical 
‘Keyboard or Joystick 
£7.50 adore 

CASTLE OF DOOM 
Fully implemented graphical 
‘adventure. A compelling and 
devious plot which retains 
excitement and interest to the 
fend ~ if you ever roach the 
fend | An experience in advent 
Uring not to be missed. 
its user freindly too 7 
£6.50 

Sooden yaya 
eae: mee es io 
aan Acaty pmereer TRADE trom peaoun ey «ENOUIMIES 
Any VIC 20 Tel: (0642) 604470 

Paramount Software, 67 Bishopton Lane, Stockton, 
Cleveland, TS18 1PU. (England) 

Chocabloc 
Outback 
Countdown 
Jogger 
Castle of Doom £6.50 1 
Megawarz £7.50 0 

Address. 

cash/cheque/P.O. for £.... 
seas orders add £1.00 for airmail 
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Monsters in 
YOur Micro 

More fearful dangers to battle 
with, more foes to outwit in 
this selection of adventure 
games, rated for you by our 

review panel 

The Pit 
TI-99/4A £6 

Stainless Software, 10 Alstone 
Road, Stockport, Cheshire Sk4 

The Pit is a text adventure in 
which you must explore a maze 
and recover various items which 
enable you to make your escape. 

To enter The Pit you must give 
@ password, which seems rather 
Pointless. 

When the program starts, the 
following is displayed on’ the 
screen: “The west gate behind 
you the water of a lakeis bubbling 
Speak friend and enter", Very 

This would lead you to think 
that "friend" Gf anything) is the 
password. Indeed, when H (for 
help) is pressed, the computer 
displays ‘*You missed the 
message, It was ‘say Friend and 
enter’’". But when “friend” is 

entered, the computer displays 
“Wrong! 
Only after examining the 

listing, 1 managed to find the 
correct password. 

There are only a few simple 
‘commands that can be usedin The 
Pit. These are N,E,S,W (for the 
directions of the compass), T for 
picking an item up, and RUN and 
FIGHT which are used when you 
come across a nasty beast. 

A good idea which is used in 
this program is a time limit. The 
time starts at 2,000 and decreases 
by one every second or so. 
Thisisnot a bad adventure, but 

it is far inferior to others that 1 
have seen in the same price range. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Value for money 

Fools Gold 
Commodore 64 

£6.99 
Romik Software, 272 Argyll 
Avenue, Slough SLI 4HE 
The game takes place in an old 
mine, which, while not the most 
original idea, does offer wide 
scope. 

‘The inlay claims that there are 
over 150 rooms to explore, | 

Treasure 
Tombe 

Dragon 32 
£7.95 

Dungeon Software, Milton House, St Johns Street, Ash- bourne, Derbyshire DE6 1GH 
A departure from usual adven- ure games, Treasure Tombe is a real-time adventure using low resolution graphics and text 
sereen. 
You must explore the 90 caves displayed on the screen. There are 32 pieces of treasure to be found and taken back to Room 1, your starting point and the only room free of monsters. 
These unsavoury creatures move stealthily towards you and should be avoided as much aspos- sible, as they sap your strength 

with every attack. 
1 could. discuss ‘the relative 

The Fabulous 
wanda 

Commodore 64 
£7.95 

Games Machine, Business and 
Technology Centre, Bessemer 
Drive, Stevenage, Herts 

When I first, saw the grandiose 
name | was filled with Visions of 
great things. Unfortunately | was 
out of luck. 

didn’t check the number, but 
there certainly are a lot of them. 
‘The description of each room was 
normally quite detailed but 
occasionally repetitive 

The idea of the game is to 
explore the caves and recover all 
the items of treasure hidden in the 
mine. You do this by giving the 
‘Usual two-word commands, 

There are various problems, 
such as locked doors and danger- 
ous animals, to foil your efforts. 

The game is purely textual and 

merits of using a full sop to represent wine, or indeed any of the other symbols used to denote objects, but still the game is interesting and enjoyable. have played similar games on earlier, more primitive computers and this game is not a great advance on the originals, 
However, it is very playable, and a change from all the usual type of adventures. 
Dungeon Software call Treasure Tombe a beginners’ game, which I suppose is a fair classification, but believe me, the gameis far fromeasy to compiete. Being real time, you have little chance of making carefully thought out decisions. c.g. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Value for money 

‘You play the part of some kind 
of pangalactic playboy who is 
dumped on a planet. 
‘You have to accumulate cash to 

pay the customs man and to gain 
access to Wanda who is supposed 
to know the ‘secret’ 

By playing a sort of arcade 
game, you can get rid of the 
customs man. The other sum of 
cash must be found in the four 
bizarre establishments in the High 
street, 

The game is supposed to be a 
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functions well without obvious 
‘bugs. The game is well protected 
and. presented unbelievable dif- 
ficulties when loading 

There was only one copy of the 
game on the tape. Software 
houses should give at least two 
copies of the game on the tape to 
allow for loading problems. 
My other complaint was the use 

of LOAD when you wai 
a saved game. In the mine are a 

hur Loosely, 
Road, Sidcup, Kent 

This is a text-based a 
game set in an ex 
feactor laboratory 
cleverly combines} 
type adventure witl 

yed. with a person. 
start-up &% 

fo prevent 
i do this ys 

way through 
rcoming pr 5 

Sy ocatea Time Machine 

18 Longlands 

diventure may be different, 
imental 

It rather separate maps 
the usual MAZE 

ip some extra 

gun and a bullet, Any attempt to 
load the gun gave the wrong result. Tut-tut, Mr Programmer, 
deduct 10 points. 
instructions 
playability ‘graphics 
value for money 

CREEP ae ee ie 
cat fe 4 an 
Soeolve ‘Still, d

epending woe
 

well you do you 
may aeonsh

 

“oreo eae 
sory 

iiding wor! 
Mfory, Some ofthe building 8oFe 

for different i
son many games 

The scale 0} 
that it takes a toni 
Your to five minutes, 

sngeon an nthe Dungeon ae ode. enjoyed this 6 
he ng variation © 

's- Dragons theme 
70% 
70% 
50% 
70% 

This machine allows you 10 £0 
ack in time, if you 

sort of fantasy adventure, but 
‘your choice of action is severely 
limited, and. the results depend 
more on luck than skill 

‘The idea of the game is good, 
but the programmer couldn't 
deliver the goods. A quick peep at 
the listing showed that the game 
was written inefficiently in 
BASIC 

The cassette inlay mentioned 
‘arcade action, Well, it might have 
been five years ago, but it 
certainly isn’t now. 

Know How, (0 

Graphically, the game was 
adequate but not exciting. Inall, a 
great idea spoilt by weak pro- 
‘gramming and insufficient imag- 
ination AW. 

10% 
55% 
60% 
40% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics: 
value for money 



THERGSPHERE 
MICROSPHERE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD 
72 ROSEBERY ROAD -LONDON NIO 2LA 

TELEPHONE 01-885 .9411 

LOOK NEW LOW PRICE 

poet ee Munchman £19.95 Speech Editor £16.80 
Extended Basic 39.95 Editor/Assembler $8.00 Canou trace the course evolvson rom ine primordial soun io man keepin 

SBalinces word ond wurviing Ne oad Gassteranyougo? on Chess 28.40. Dragon Mi 10.95 
Should be easy. afer al i's been cone betore! Adveriture/Pirate 14.95 Alien Addition 

sed pon All Adventures $5.95 Mini Memory 
OMNICALC (48k Spectrum) Speech Synthesiser 34-95 Music Maker 

Tne best Spectrum spreadsheet you can buy. Whiten in machine code to be Tunnelsof Doom 14.95» Invaders 
liste fogweyourotespaceloraaa anatoslowmoreleaesibe neues ‘Terminal Emulators. 39.98. \Porsee 
eee Touch Typing Tutor 20.80 Alpiner 
1 more programs shared the quality of OMNICALG, then we might see more Soccer 12.50. 32K RAM Card (Te 
‘Spectrums in offices. Home Computing Weelty 3/6/63 Wer Magazine jable including back issues 
“tisideattor someone wnonasiustfoundtnesproassneatconceptbuisis0 LANTERN CASSETTE SOFTWARE 
«very pomerlul oo for anyone who has used one provouys = Rie ee Pag 

Complete with comprehensive manual £9.95 Operation Moon 6.95 
Scrolmaster 6.95 Ascot Stakes ZX-SIDEPRINT (Spectrum & 2X81 versions) 

Use 2% Sideprione pon sloeweye owing you SOr1S2 ek characters peri. Pearl Diver 5.95 Hunch Back 
(State version eqdh £4.95 Daddies Hot Rod 5195 Troll King 

CREVASSE & HOTFOOT [any Specinum) Large range of Books now available for T! 
‘Can you make i across neice cap wns chasme open and close al around? dt oe 
Or help the rabbit gett elds ful of carrots ~ but remember the plumper the COLECO AND/ATARL OW 
rabbit the greater the danger Check our Prices for your 

Games Cartridge requirements 
New THE TRAIN GAME (any Spectrum) new Remember! There are no extra charges at Gal 
Frtthece were mode! atways.tnen neve were computer. Now Microsphere All prices include VAT and postage. Send SAE for fll lis 
ves you both in one Cheque with order or phone of use Barclayeard or Access 
Featuring passenger, goods & express trains. tunnels, viaducts, points: stations, ny y oop) Parplavened 6 4 

{ummuabie bonus games: colisions: Geraliments: ale passenges: and every 
thing else you expect tom 2 alot railway Two tack layouts on each cassete, Supe valve for money. 

2 original games for only £4. 

TI-USER a new publication with 
programs, reviews, competitions, 
news, advisory service £6.00 p.a 

igh a ne Kent 

A. S. N. COMPUTER Nearly 700 Programmes 
SERVICES LIMITED IN STOCK 

ANNOUNCE _ for our Price List 

Top USA Software at Discount Prices 
At least 20% Discount from Top Selling US 

Software 

Just Look at These: 

Only £5.95 

RRP ALS.N 
Zakkon + Datasoft — Atari 33.00. 25.00 
Jumpman — Epyx — Atari CB64 33.00. 25.00 
Miner 2049ER — Big Five — Atari 41.70 30.00 
Temple ot Apshai — Epyx — Atari, 
B64, IBM 33.00, 25.00 

Zork 1 to I — Infocom — Atari, 
B64, IBM 

Unit 19, Daniel Owen Precinct, Mold, CH7 1AP. 
Telephone: Mold 56842 

400 inc BASIC £115 

800 £290 
ATARI 48K Lynx £215 

COMMODORE 64 £225 
ORIC 1 48K £139.99p 

Phone Orders Welcome on 0352-56842 

Postage & Packaging FREE 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE Please ring for details: 
Tenclose cheque/P.O. for £ 
or please debit my Access Card No. 

33.00 25.00 (each) 

All Prices include VAT and Post & Packing is Free (UK 
mainland only). This is just a selection. We have over 
500 Games/Utilities/Educational and Business _pro- 
grammes to choose from. To obtain up to the minute in- 
fo on any programme, telephone our Hot Line — 07842 
57599. 

(Export Orders Welcome) 

Send all orders with cheque P/O etc to: 

[ 
NAME A.S.N. COMPUTER SERVICES LTD, 

Dept. H.C.W., 89 Station Crescent, 
Ashford, Middx. 
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vic20 
32K SWITCHABLE TO 
3K, 16K, 24K, BLOCK 5 

£49.95 inc. var 
16K SWITCHABLE TO 3K 

£34.95 inc. var 
16K STANDARD 

£27 95 inc, VAT 

All units guaranteed 2 years. Add £1 P&P 
‘Overseas orders add £3 P&P 

Telephone your Access or Visa card number for despatch by 
return post, or send your cheque/POs to: 

RAM ELECTRONICS 
(FLEET) LTD 

(DEPT. WM) 
106 FLEET ROAD, FLEET, HANTS GU13 8PA 

Telephone (02514) 5858 
Callers welcome Monday to Saturday 

Half-day Wednesday. Trade enquiries welcome 

CHRISTINE 
CoMPUTING 

Compatible cassette recorder £24.98 
Single cassette interface lead £4.35 
Dual cassette interface lead £5.45 
Recorder + single lead £28.75 
Recorder + dual lead £29.75 

32K Stand alone Ram £125 

Software Cartridge — Extended Basic £51.50 
Minimemory £51.50 Parsec £23.50 
Chess £29.50 Invades £17.00 

Software Tape — Core!, Blast It, 

Spudz, Code Break/3D Maze, U.F.O. 

all @ £4.95 each. 

P&P 55p per order, send 50p (refundable on 
Ist order) for full list, Cheques or PO’s to: 

US AT THE YOUR COMPUTER XMAS FAIR 
DEC 15th — 18th 
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Sivertrid 
SILVERLIND LTD. 156 Newton Road, Burton-on-Trent 

Staffs. DE15 OTR. Tel (0283) 63987 

1.95 MASTER DIET PLANNER _ 48K Spectrui The ultimate in diet programs, the MASTER DIET PLAN. NER contains details of calories, protein, vitamins and other nutrients for G81 foods! The MASTER DIET PLANNER will help you plan-2 well-balanced diet, including options to restrict fats, cholesterol and salt, or to increase fibre intake at the same’ time offering maximum choice of foods. instruc. tions and Recipe Book included. 
ENJOY MATHS 48K Spectrum £8.00 A suite of 4 highly motivating programs for the 8 - 14 age range: tables, simple equations, polygons and areas. The Programs combine explanation with ‘tests and make good Use of colour and sound, 
TOWNTEST BBC/B £6.50 A very usttul aid for teaching Geography in primary schools this program tests pupils’ knowledge ‘of the locations of 
‘major towns and cities in England, Scotland and Wales. Well 
Presented, with a high-resolution map. 
BIOLOGY BBc/B £12.50 A suite of programs using text, animated diagrams, exampies, and. questions 10 assist in the understanding of Biology t6 

1d “A Level standards. Most suited to individual 
Gueibideetene cpuptereoat ec oouet eo aiaae 
fers can extract for classroom demonstration. Topics covered 
include the Eye, Ear, Heart, Blood and tion, Skeleton, 
Female reproduction, Genetics, Biochemistry and the Central 
Nervous System: 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING & VAT 

ARE YOU GETTING 
ENOUGH 

FROM YOUR DRAGON? 
ONE OF THE MOST VERSATILE DATA 

HANDLING PROGRAMS EVER PRODUCED IS 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE DRAGON. 

THE NEWLINE DOATAFILE 
Features: 

VARIABLE NUMBER OF FIELDS AND FIELD 
LENGTH @ DIFFE! IAL MULTI COLUMN 

RANGE SEARCHING & TOTALLING 
@ INTEGRATED ALPHA/NUMERIC SORT 

@ MULTIPLE FIELD SEARCHING 
@ SEARCHING & TOTALLING 

@ FULL EDIT FACILITIES 
This flexible all-purpose program allows even beginners 

to create systems to suit their own applications — 
FOR ONLY £24.95 (TAPE VERSION) 

Available on cassette & disc. Also available for other computers 
S.A.E. for full spec. & details of other products available or complete below. 

Please send me DATAFILE PHONE (0626) 63432 ACCESS j Pera On mn) S299 HANCLAY | CASSETTE 249Sic.VAT Send co 5 FORMOSA COMPUTORS & DRAGON DISC 9.8m VAT SA COMP 1 
DELTADISC ©9985. VAT 3 Union Se, 

Newton Abbott TQ12 25X 
Name 

| Adaress 

Cae 



This program allows you to turn 
your Commodore 64 into an im- 
pressive synthesizer, as well as to 
experiment. with sound effects 
easily and quickly 

The program is both fast and 
versatile, as you will appreciate 
from the following description. 

Speed comes from a machine 
code routine. As sound rountines 
are virtually untranslatable from 
one machine to another, I 
decided that using code wou 
nol remove any major insight 
into the program. 

The machine code gets a key 
and, if itis a note; collects note, 
octave, sound, waveform and 
envelope data from pre-POKEd 

and stores them in the sound 
registers. This means that playing 
can be smooth, quick and pro- 
fessional. 

This playing can be interrupted 
todefineat s the 64 has 
three sound channels, the first 
three rows (110 ~,Qto*,and A. 

represent adifterent sound 
and contain a full octave: A 10 G 
sharp. The keys found immedi: 
ately after these cut the sound of 
that row. 

Each row can have octave, 
envelope and waveform. indep- 
endently defined. Also, for ease 
and versatility, envelopes can be 
stored and recalled quickly. 

The most interesting facet of 
the program is that tunes can be 
remembered and replayed. 

To remember a tune press F4, 
and F6 when you have finished: 
F8 is pressed to recall the tune. 
For experimentation, envelopes, 
octaves and waveforms can be 
revised before you play back the 
tune 

‘An extra featureisthat youcan 
play back the tune at any speed 
(maximum speed increase usually 
10 times) and so make yourself 
sound like a real professional! 
(N.B, sound cutoff is not 
remembered), 

Note keys have auto repeat and 
predefined envelopes are smooth 
(long duration) so that notes are 
played at constant volume until 
the key is released, when the 
sound fades as per the envelope 

Thus, it is best to use asmooth 
envelope as a sharp envelope will 
repeat endlessly, sounding like a 
musical machine gun 

Extensive alterations can be 
made. 

For instance, if you disagree 
with my note per key choice, 
DATA in lines 2310 to 2340 can 
be changed. Another idea is that 
keys on the bottom row could be 
defined to give instant changes 
during the tune. Many additions 
can be made, and the program 
‘can be used as a tool as well as a 

plaything. 
Note: above each line using a 

graphic symbol is a REM to tell 
you what it does. These REMs 
can be deleted 

Make your 
micro make 

music 
Compose a masterpiece and 
listen as your Commodore 64 

plays it back to you. Type in and 
use David Rees’ program for fun 

and for more serious uses 

8 REMM SYNTHESIZER & 
9 REM BY DAVID REES # 
18 FORN=8TO2 
28 FORM=@TOZ5S 
38 READA: IFA=-1THEN6S 
48 POKE12032+NK256+M, A 
5@ NEXTM 
68 NEXTN 
78 DIMS16108>: DINS2¢188> 
82 DIMR¢488) : DINT< 480) 
108 POKE12800, 1 : POKE12801, 2: POKE12802,3 

185 0(0)=6:061)=5:062)=4 
118 POKE13@56, 68 : POKE13057, 1 :POKE13058,60 

115 E(O)9G:EC1)=1:E(2)=2:8168)=68 
128 POKE13@S9, 1 :POKE13060, 10: POKE13061,15 
125 S2(O)=1'S1C1)69'S2(1)=1:S162)810 
138 POKE13312, 6‘ POKE13313, 7: POKE13314, 14 
135 S2¢2)#15 
14@ POKE13568, 33: POKE13569, 33 : POKE19578,33 
145 WCO>at WEL #1 ‘W281 
158. S"54272 : POKES+24,15 
168 FORN=07023 ‘POKES+N, @: NEXT 
169 REM#HI BIT SUS/REL LASTS FOR EVER 
178 G6@)=17:G(1)#33:G¢(2)=65'G¢3)=129 
189 REMMCCLRI 
198 PRINT"SSYNTHESIZER” 

How it works 
10-60 POKE DATA to memory 100-170 store initial values in 

variables and memory 
190-290 PRINT out display 
300-500 main. routine, test for 

key press 
1000-1090 octave definition 
1100-1190 envelope choice per 

voice 
1200-1290 waveform definition 
1300-1390 reset chosen sound 

channel 
1400-1550 define an envelope 
1900-1950 GET key subroutines 
1960-1970 messages 
2000-2160 machine code DATA 
2200-2300 which key gives which 

note 
2310-2340 Base note DATA (\wo 

bytes per note) 
9000-9030 remember a note 
10000-11010 play back note 

1) Ly 

Variables 
F final note number 
NO remembered note number 
$$ sound register siart 
TT playback speed factor 
V voice times 7 
E(2) envelope per voice 
GQ) wayeform numbers for 

POKEing 
02) octave per voice 
(400) recall notes 
T1400) delay time per nove 
$1(100),2(100) defined envelope 

store 
‘W@2) waveform per Voice 

Hints on conyersion 
Unfortunately, as sound param- 
ters vary so much between com- 
puters, conversion will need 
extensive alterations, depending 
on the complexity of your 
commands. 

The machine code routine 
GETs one of the octave keys 
pressed and plays a note, using 
DATA POKEz in by the BASIC 
part of the program. This should 
be replaced by a GET key state- 
ment, an array for key to note 
conversion, and your sound 
commands. 

POKE commands are either 
used to pass data to the machine 
code, or (if the variable Sis in the 
statement) to set volume or clear 
the sound registers. Thus, they 
‘can mainly be ignored if youhave 
sound commands, as variables 
will replace them. 

Otherwise, BASIC commands 
are fairly standard, and the only 
other main conversion should be 
to change the limits of figures 
used. 
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199 REM*CDWNI 
208 PRINT" MVOICE OCTAVE 
210 PRINT" WAVEFORM" 
228 FORV=aTO2 
229 REMMCDWNI 
230; PRINT" M"V,06V>,EC¥) WC 
240 NEXTV 
249 REM®CDWNI 
250 PRINT" AKEYS:" 
260 PRINT"F1 = OCTAVE","F3 = ENVELOPE" 
278 PRINT"FS = WAVEFORM", "F7 = RESET" 
288 PRINT"F2 = ENVELOPE","F4 = REMEMBER" 
290 PRINT"F6 = END "“,"F@ =PLAYBACK"| 
299 REMAMAIN ROUTINE* 
988 SYS12032:GETAS : POKES66, PEEK( 865) 
310 IFPEEK¢780)>99THENIGOB 
320 IFR$=" t THENV=7 : GOTO13@1 
338 IFAS 
340 IFAS 
358 IFAS 

ENVELOPE"; 

58 GOTOI8 
999 REMMCCLRI 
1888 PRINT") OCTAVE DEFINITION" 
1818 GOSUB1990 
1826 PRINT 
1830 INPUT"WHICH OCTAVE" ;O 
1040 IFOC10RO>7THENIG30 
1850 O¢Y)80 : POKE128@0+¥, 7-0 
1098 GOTOI9a 
1699 REMMCCLRI 
1108 PRINT" 
1118 GOSUB1900 
1120 FORN®@T063 
1138 IFS1¢N)=@ANDS2(N)=@THEN1 156 
1140 PRINTN,S1(N),S2¢N) 
1150 NEXT 
1160 INPUT"WHICH ENVELOPE" 5E 
1170 IFEC@ORE>63THEN1 168 
1188 E¢Y)=E + POKE13@56+VM2,S1¢E> 
1185 POKE13057+Vw2,S2¢E) 
1198 GOTO199 
1199 REMM*CCLRI 
1208 raion eect DEFINITION" 
1218 GOSUBiSa1 
1220 TNPUT" WAVEFORM" 
1238 IFWC@ORWDSTHENI 220 
1248 WCV =H: POKELSS68+V,G(W> 
1298 GOTO198 
1308 FORN=@T06 
1310 POKES+V+N,8 
1328 NEXTN 
1398 GOTO388 
1399 RENMECLRI 
1408 PRIN’ ENVELOPE DEFINITION" 
1440 INPUT"ENVELOPE NUMBER" iN 
1456 IFNCOORN26STHENI 446 
1468 PRINT" INPUT:" 
1478 PRINT" ATTACK" :GOSUB1930 
1475 S1¢ND=AMI6 
1480 PRINT"DECRY" :GOSUB193@ 
1485 S1¢N2=S1¢(ND+A 
1498 PRINT"SUSTAIN" ‘GOSUB1930 

ENVELOPE CHOICE" 
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@ DATASS, »99,,99,,99,,99,,99, 

S2¢(ND=AM16 
1508 PRINT"RELEASE" :GOSUB1936 

S2(N>=S2(ND+A 
FORV=8T02 
R=E CY) : POKE13056+VK2,S1¢X) 
POKE13857+V#2,S2¢x) 
NEXTY 
GOTO19e 
INPUT"WHICH VOICE"; 
IFVC@ORV>2THEN1900 
RETURN 
INPUTR 
IFAC@ORA>1S5THEN1 933 
RETURN 
REM#CHOME I CDWNI 
PRINT" #BREMEMBERING" :GOTO380 
REM#*CHOME J CDWNI 
PRINT "300 ":GOTO368 
DATAI6S, 197,141,97.3,201,64,208,1 
DATAS6. 265,98,3, 208, 1,96,24,18 
DATA24, 168, 185, .48,201,99,208,1,96 
DATA133, 251,185, 1,48,133,252 
DATA164, 251,185, .49 
DATA133, 253,185, 1,49,133,254 
DATA164, 252, 185, ,58,133,2,281, 
DATA249, 21, 178,24, 78,253.24, 70,254 
DATA144, 9,24, 165,253, 24, 185, 128,24 
DATA133, 253, 282, 208, 236, 165, 252 
DATA168, 185, ,52,133,2,185,,53 
DATAI41,99,3, 152,24, 10,24, 168 
DATA185, ,51,133,251,195,1,51 
DATA1I33, 252, 164, 2, 169,,153,4,212 
DATA165, 251,153, 5,212, 165,252 
DATAIS3, 6,212, 165, 254, 153,1,212 
DATA165, 253, 153, ,212)173,99,3 
DATAIS3, 4,212, 169, ,96,-1 
REM® KEY TO NOTE DATA 

DATAS9, » 99, +4,,2,1,,2,6, 
DATASS, »2,2,4,1,99,,8,,6,1 
DATA4,2,18,,99,,6,2,8,1,99, 
DATAL2) »10,1,872,14,,99,,18,2 
DATAL2,1,99,,16,,14,1,12,2,18, 
DATAIS, + 14/2)16,1,99,,28,.18,1 
DATA16, 2,22, .99,,18-2,20,1,99, 
DATASS, »22,1/20,2,99,,99,,22,2 
DATAS9, 199, +++99,,99,,2, 
DATASS, »99,+,1,99,,~-1 
REMWNOTE VALUE TABLE® 
DATAI99, 112,124,119,151,126 
DATA3@, 134,24, 142,139,158 
DATA126, 159,258, 168,6,179 
DATAI72, 189, 243, 200,230,212,-1 
IFK=@0RPEEK(786>=64THEN3OO 
RCNO)=PEEK (865) : TCNO)=TI : TI$="990080" 
REM*#CHOME JC DWN#9].. CLEFT] 
PRINT" ODD0OOOON"NO"N 
NO=NO+1 
GOTO388 
GOTO11006 
FORN=@TOF 
TIS="000006" 
POKE780.R<N> :S1¥S12034 : POKE866, 64 
IFN=@THEN18658 
IFTCN)/TTOTITHEN1G648 
NEXT 
GOTO198 
INPUT"SJTIME REDUCTION"; TT 
GOTO18a62 
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ALSO AVAILABLE: Nuclear AttackiGrand Prix Hangman/Super Docker Zx81-16K 
Demon Driver Basic VICZ0— £595 Basic VIC20 — £5.95 £495 
Lunar Rescue Basic VIG2) — 585 Hearis& DiamgpdslHiLo Basic Gouncing Gola ZXB1-10K—£4.95 
Space Assault 3 or 8 VICZ0 — £5.95 = 
pople BupiCrazy Climber Besic Machine Code Monitor eeceeeeccce 

Vic 20% £5 Vic20—£1495 eoocecoeee 

pL — — — — — eS SS ES Se 

\| : Daan bee leek apache APES Os ck Please debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) | 
GOLF (48K Spectrum) @ £5.95 each Card 

ll VOYAGER (VIC20 8 oF 16K) @ £5.95 cach For any] Number tT 

LIBERATOR (16K/48K Spectrum) @ £5.95 cach 'Vic-20| | enclose Cheque/PO for £ 
\| PICTURE PUZZLE (Dragon 32) @ £5.95 each 

EPHINX (VICZO 8 or 16K) @ £5.95 each Name ll 
‘THUNDERHAWK (48K Spectrum) @ £5.95 each " 

ll [ANDROID INVADERS (Oragon 32) @ £5.95 cach roe I 
\___—BIRDOF Prey (BASIC VICZO) @ £5.95 each 66 LIME STREET, LIVERPOOL L1 1JN Hows Y 



Cavern Attacker needs skill, con- 
centration, judgement , . . and a 
little luck, 

A sinister race of aliens is 
attacking your planet and your 
mission is to destroy the enemy 
nerve centre sited in the heart of 
the alien planet. 

But the nerve centre can move 
and tries to trace every move you 
make, To outpace it you must 
either hover or accelerate, But 
beware — this uses a lot of fuel 

With the best fighters engaged 
in conflict with your planet the 
nerve centre is guarded by just the 
cavern and one inexperienced 
alien. 

You have to score a direct hitto 
destroy the nerve centre. There's 
a big bonus for hitting the nerve 
a another for your remaining 
fuel, 

You lose one unit of fuel every 
time you enter the cavern and wo 
units each time you hover or 
accelerate, 

Each time you leave the cavern 
you move down a level. Your 
laser will destroy sections of the 
cavern and the alien, 

When you hit the alien — 
which can only move up or down 

another one appears. This 
alien can sometimes. destroy 
layers of the cavern and aid your 
attack, 

How it works 
20-80 skill levels 
60-170 set variables 
180-270 define characters, 

colour 
280-570 set up screen 
580-690 display, move nerve 

centre 
700-830 display, move bombs 
840-990 read keyboard 
1000-1040 if keys pressed GOTO 
1050-1260 movement of astro- 

fighter 
1270-1500 alien ship, laser 
1510-1800 acceleration 
1810-1960 asiro-fighter’s laser 
1970-2010 astro-fighter’s fuel 

limit 
2020-2370 endings 
2380-2420 check to see if alien is 

hit 
2430-2930 instructions 

Variables 
skill, fuel, score, bonus explain 

themselves 

tener fe FOR NEXT Hoops 1 By 8 
', lag, rrr random numbers 
ship, dec, hold, 2, zb, 28 decision 

variables 
xs x co-ordinate of alien 
ye y co-ordinate of nerve centre 

Our 

destroyi 
centre, sunk deep under the 
surface of the enemy planet. 

Gary Jowett and David 
Trillwood wrote Cavern 

Attacker for the standard 
TI-99/4A 

lanet is under threat 
again. You can save us by 

Mian /2. Newed b 
Hints on conversion 

If you are going to try to convert 
this program to another machine, 
remember that the Texas hasa 24 
by 32 screen and it uses user 
defined characters. Here are the 
more unusual commands: 
CALL CHAR(ASCli code aum- 

ber, hexadecimal string). De- 
fines characters used in the 
program. The hexadecimal 
string describes the pattern 0 
be given to the character with 
ASCII code stated. 

CALL HCHAR (row. number, 
column number, ASCII code, 
number of repetitions). Places 

the alien nerve 

Se IneuT exics. 
38 ir crtl36 Hex 20 

Tr SKILLCI THEM 28 
feces 

33 4. 3 33 ge 
#3 

FEEPELY LY 

BESRiSRERGSAUEDER EUS: BRRRRIERAPR 

Bi SaRF? AIM PROGERE 
PTTL F344 

832082 
pe a 
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‘coeue 298 
28 PRINT SINPUT SCILL LEVELC1=601-ER5V" 

‘YOU WAVE GRADED YOUR SHIP MISSION FAILED 

character on screen at row and 
column specified, and repeats 
it horizontally the number of 
times stated, If this. fourth 
value is omitted then the char 
acter is displayed only once. 
‘The character used is the one 
whose ASCII code appears in 
the command 

CALL YCHAR (row number, 
ASCII code, number of 
repetitions). Works the same 
way as CALL HCHAR only 
fepeats vertically instead of 
horizontally 

CALL GCHAR (row number, 
column number, numeri¢ 
variable). Equivalent of 
PEEK, assigns ASCII code of 
character at row and column 
stated to numerical variable 

CALL CLEAR clears the screen, 
Equivalent 10 CLS 

CALL SCREEN (colour code), 
Specifies screen colour, using 
colour code 

CALL COLOUR (character set 
number, foreground colour 
code, background colour 
code), Specifies foreground 
and background colours for 
all characters inset stated 

CALL SOUND (duration, fre- 
quency, volume), Produces 
sound ‘and duration, fre- 
‘quency, and volume specified 
Duration is in milliseconds, 
frequency in Hertz and vol- 
ume in scale from 0 (loudest) 
to 30 (quietest) 

CALL KEY (key. uni ks), 

ra 
Hi P 3 i 
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ieee ec: 
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Lite GALL comme. ¥,2) 
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BAe ee ee 
TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

suge goto 1210 
Lee ret 
$200 Tp vege THEN 1268 

rueL=t 

{430 1 

EF 

fees PURLeRUeL-2 
$e fe yeas THEN A7e 
VERS Gm. COMME ED 
HERS Ge dese THEM 1520 

Hite 2s60 Bro oe 2430 2500 

Next Un ‘Upeyet 70 SEC. F329 
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Catch the 
secrets and 
earn a bonus 

‘our irighing or seur nen | [tt Was a run-of-the-mill mission 
your briefing for your next 

hwardousmision. "| — until our undercover agent 
seca nice conpierisgousto | _ Slipped up. Now it's up to you 
throw asc cicey ume: | and your 48K Oric to pick up the towall and collet thems pieces. But first let Graham 
Unfortunately, our agent isthe Bailey brief you 

Asyout wait he accidentally sets 
off the alarm which wakens the 
sleeping guard. In his haste to get 
the documents to you, the agent 
hurls, them so they separate and 
float down on your side. 

Meanwhile, the guard has 
started toclimba ladder and, if he 
sees you, he will open fireand you 
lose one of your three live 

‘Armed only with the cursor 
keys on your 48K Oric, you must 

up and down catching the 
rs in your briefcase, 
ch document is worth 20 

dollars on the black market, so 
you get bonus money as your 
Score increases, 

The rate at which the guard 
climbs the ladder is determined 
by the skill level you choose. 

‘high score system is incor 
porated — my personal best so 
far is 2,900 at level 1. 

POKESGGS9 0 
yas ‘TOP GECRET seeeee 

Met be by GLDAILEY 1905 *** 
PAPERO! INKS Sesus  veoesHi=01LL3 1S GOSUB 2008. INSTRUCTIONS 

38 oooue 1900 "SCREEN | 
38 fen serene PLAY oee* 

ea 

Yao" AciNT (AND (1) 028) 
i 

i i (— 11 TF X<BTHENX: 118 Ie Kewchne (0) THENX® a 
Koco (0) TeeNneke) TFXSSLTHENESSZ, 

128 IF Kescie Cia) eBLStPLOTX,
 16,08 (7) 1028 END wetee 618 FORT=11T012) 

OVER" NEXT Of TtPLOTAS, TCHS (8) +CHRe (5) scHRe (18) +"OAHE 
$28 WAIT Seo: PRINTCHRE (12) oer cynipcarieeas," 

138 POT er faea Deg) ane THENeEHBe+2e
1 MUSICS S 

B1PLAYO\2,8) 

Bas IF GCRN(1@+A,D42) =46THENPLOT2O»1 

SrWARTS 

npcore $*+STRS (SC) 

860 REPEAT: KeoKevs “AGAIN (Y/N) 7# 
O70 TF Reet TE TSLUNTIL Kes" ORKomtNe XT: PLOTIO*A, 15)" " s1PLOT 3,L8, 

seni {CRS (9) +CHRS (6) +01) se ir fpr a 
13s Lomca-sy Por’ 5. trae 9) sone 
(on *67S Let chs (3) 2OHRe (9) LD 
1ee Te Ge)ama AnD eccea0. THEN 
Aes ee tesoaND fcc iaeeTHEN OOSUBLOS 

Pat 
VZe TE Scawceyio)=38 THEN 208 
199 eave 108 
ie -401PL0T7 15.42 
Fee ree rogranooT Halt 10QuNEXT 
28 poorksioy", | cHPLOTKSL VS 32 Cost tinuarrsee 225 etic THEN GOTO 600 
335 ooo 28 
i eno 

1LDe=CHRS. 
"Oigmry say 1918 W2e=*xexexexexexexexexexexsxex: 

rath SXEXSXEZE"ISIBe" ag 

"yEXPLODE 
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Ta) #CHRe (2) +PV81FORT=14TOZEIPLOTA T+ a maaan soe PER RU ASE ASE ccs PE af 2038 PRINT:PRINT"increases,you will be reneréee with 3 rere ees PRHTPRRO RIT EEG caace> Yor nr 2065 PLOT! ,22,CHRS(12) +CHRS (2) Pag Cg ive mauitourinates mes 
Pair utah fia’ tes ow Fe aot aaa cP ir 25 rumrrnrmnrnut= is ive ct 2105 IF ST>1@THENST=) Tre ehiT? tek a dis arin Ha CRAY PRagenig tren cmney a ay - 2138 PLOT1,17,CHRe(i2) : ‘ oy 3130 pari +CHRS (6) 1 REPEAT UNTILKEVS=! 

- Ba een mors aurnresToereraie 7.0 
oy 

9) +CHRS (1) +0280 NEXT vvrumaremore r,o4e St 
sae fencer aan cae 
ibe nr at 2s esimat sua.ome 

S ‘pLorie, 
ml 4 PLOT26,4 Fe er ma sce 7s eC 

Letts 
de ijmcre overneachmarzswtcsore #8 
ie unt in 88 
Ie aT, aga nisin 2.0989) 

49038,0 = 
1965 PORE Aor pLOTIS,TsCHRS (8) +CHR (10) #CHRE 

TA NEXT “ 
By AMAT rseesFoRt=137O121PLOTI5,T, 
1@0@ FORT=7TO141PLOT, 1, 71NEXT 
4085 PLOT®,0," rerun 
1878 Fen aeeese INGTRICIONS +50 
100 Serene (2) #FORT=1TO2VPLOI2, 
RET"1NEXT 

9880 (033) TOT+1381 READD!POKET D1 NEXT 103 05,63468 32, 3832y08, 
3@ DATA 1,1,63,1,1,1,63,1 sili $240 Data 63,03,03165,08;45,0, 9050 Data 42,62162)62162.62 10/0 7260 Data $,47,35,49,35,58,89/31 9878 Data 48,61,49/35,59,89,63542 9008 DATA 7,7,18,14;14, 14003008 9290 Date ob, S65 ties Dare 8 

aNEXT 

T, CHR (18) +" TOP BEC 

71PLOTB,1,61PLOTS,2,4 

T41) 
201NEXTIPLAYS Pomrer raven ne) sAe=MzD# hey 

2s PORNTASI THAI SOrPLAYO, 41, 
Moze roxew2sa, 1erwatTs98 2022 RINTIPRINTSPRINT™ Your 
bese" T*documents in your briefcase 2030. PRINT: PRIN} be Moy 
SOSS-PRINTIPRINT® Each document is worth $28 

ion iw to catch the fa 
22 9178 DATA 8,0,8, 

9180 RETURN 

SO YOU THINK YOU’ RE 
ROMMEL? ony £6.50 (pius 25p pap) 
INVASION places you in command of the land force: 
of the Western Alliance, just prior to an invasion by the 
Red’s tank armies. 

You will have to exercise skill and judgement as you 
move, supply and build up your limited defences to 
stand any hope of victory. Invasion is a true wargame 
and you could play all night just to find that the 
computer's grasp of strategy was superior to yours! 

Using excellent graphics and with detailed instructions 
Strategy 1 is light years beyond the arcade. Isn’t it 
time you stopped being the cannon fodder and took 
command? This is your chance to see if you're good 
enough to fight it out at the top! 
available for: ZX Spectrum (48K) and BBC Model B 
Fill in the coupon and return it to: ASP Software 
145 Charing Cross Road London WC2H OEE. 

Pe Se ee | Please send me... . tapes) — (delete as necessary) | 
of Invasion ....- ior... «(state which version required). 

[1 enclose my cheque) Postal Order/ International Money Order | 
[delete as necessary) for: .... (made payable to ASP Ltd) | 
1 OR Debit my Access) Barclaycard (delete as necessary) I 

| | = ! | 
| Please use BLOCK CAPITALS 

Date recone OR 2 
Please allow 28 days for delivery j 
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PRESENTS.... 
PONTOON — YHATZI 

FOR VIC 20 PLUS MIN OF 3K EXP 

INCLUDING VAT& P&P ONLY £4-50 
GAMES TAPE WITH EACH ORDER 

FREE UNTIL CHRISTMAS 
CHEQUES & PO'S TO 

TM COMPONENTS, 119a HIGH STREET, 
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS1 1LH 

THE 

MEGA 
RUN 

....is coming 
T199/4A SOFTWARE 

PILOT £5.95 
A great new flight simulation game for the unexpanded T199/4A. 
Graphics display of landing strip and terrain map, plus updated 
instrument panel. Options for take-off, landing or’ in flight. Full 
instructions included, Graphics in sound. 

£5.95 TILTREK 
Defeat the Klingon invasion fleet. Features include $ skill levels, 
graphics, quadrant display, galaxy map, phasors, photon torpedoes, 
Tong range scans, damage reports, shield control, impulse and warp 
ete Eight by cight galaxy. Full instructions included. Graphics and 
sound. 
Send chedue or P.O. or telephone with Access, Barclaycard for 
immediate despatch. Please add SOp p&p to orders under £7, Orders 
‘over £7 post free. 

APEX SOFTWARE 
EN Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road, 

. Leonards-on-Sea, TN38 8E, 

GEOGRAPHY. 12 
ZX)Spectrum 48K 

Hastings (0424) 53283 

AT LAST! FUN FOR ACL THEFAMILY 

An addictive way to become’ \nére 
familiar with the world around yau.-Travel around the 
world on a cufsor! trying to locate a country, Sea or 
British county, 

Attempt to remember locations and capitals daring 
tests. 100’s of Countries/Counties/Seas to leary 
GREAT FUN! GREAT GRAPHICS! send\£6.50 inc. to: Full range of Educational Software availabe. 
KEMSOFT tHe wooo.anos 
Software’ /kempsey, worc’s. wRs 3NB 
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So_way SOFTWARE 
FOR THE TEXAS TI99/4A (UNEXPANDED) 

SYSTEM TRADER 
Can you land safely on each planet AND make a profit? 
Instrument display for Jaunching and landing text for trading. 
Uses full 16K. Side 2 is a typing text. £5.95 

CRUISER 
Take a holiday on the ‘‘Texas’* canals. But. don't expect to 
relax! Graphics. Side 2 is a character generator. £4.95 

Prices include P & P. 
Solway Software 

6 CURZON STREET, MARYPORT 
Telephone: (0900) 812579 

COMING SOON! 
‘Tumbledown Tower. A “classic” adventure with a difference! 

Please send S.A.€. for details of these and others. 

SEASONS GREETINGS 
TO ALL TI/99 — TI99/4A OWNERS 

Stainless Software 
40 Alstone Road, Stockport, 

Cheshire SK4 5AH 
Note: Mail oraer to UK only 

POOLS PREDICTION 
“POOLSWINNER” 

ible. Gives probabilities of score 0 holding over 20,000 matches 
‘ecko “ontored, jjustments to develop your own 

Dragon, 2X81 (16K) (others 
Apple, Spectrum, BBC (8), Commodore 64, 

£18.00 Wiscatapes) 
“POOLSDATA” 

Siece (® year) £18.00. Tapes {© your) £12.80. Tapes (2 your £7.70, 

SELEC SOFTWARE (PW) 

(061-428 7425 

TOP NAME SOFTWARE 
AT ROCK BOTTOM 

PRICES 
MANIC MINER £4.94 

ALL IMAGINE TAPES (inc ZIP ZAP, ZZOOM, 
BEWITCHED, etc) 

Send Cheque/PO with order or SAE for full list to: 

SHEENSOFT (DEPT HCW) 
1 THE PARADE, LOWER RICHMOND ROAD 

RICHMOND, SURREY 
Tel Enquiries: 01-878 0530 

£4.75 



Sales Ledger 
48K Spectrum £1 Let your 

micro take 
office 

Our reviewers try out programs 
to turn your micro into an 

office worker 

Kemp, 43 Muswell Hill, London ‘Am account can be displayed, 
10 3PN page by page, with data, 

reference, and gross and net 
The cassette and booklet arrive | amounts shown. The file can be 
in a smart, rigid plastic wallet updated and entries can be cor- 
with space for a second cassette. rected or deleted. 
Unfortunately, all that glisters is Whole accounts can be 
not gold. deleted, but alterations to ledger 

The demonstration program sales and VAT accounts would 
loaded easily, but is followed by have to be made manually 
the user program, This would The program will also list deb- 
make the latter’ difficult’ to tors, indicating those’ whose 
locate. The reverse side of the credit. limit has been reached, 
cassette, however, is left blank! give a sales summary, and can be 

Some’ instructions are..given . used for monthly ledger accoun- 
on-screen, others being found in \ ting. There is a hard copy option 
the booklet, To gain access to the on all displays. 
program a Gode is entered, This ‘The menu is therefore quite ex- 
provides little security as an in- tensive, but so is the size of the 
correct input does not make the program — over 16K! Although 
program crash ‘up (253 entries per account and 

283. accor nts are offered, my tiresome after a while, especially time to save one file and load in _ instructions 60% 
machine would only accept four with single character entries. the next (including verify) is in case of use 45% 
accounts of the maximum The program allows the userto excess of 14 minutes! igplay 80% 
umber of entries, or 283 ac- run a sales ledger accounting These last two factors, coupled _value for money 30% 

counts of only two entries each, system, but users are advised to 

All communication with the ‘As both program and data are tractive — especially at £14.95. 

statements, This becomes a little trum’s data SAVE facility — the 

rt being @ BASIC 
eh ten Toads 
ose either the you have 

sections, the f 
master progral 
the vocabulary. data — 
One supplied or one 
defined yourself 

zs Home The whole exence of compute ccounts __ lls: to increase speed and accuracy, but with a four minut 32K BBC £9.95 loading time and difficulty min ire displayed with 
checking entries, one would only 

tn 

Diamondsoft, Bridge Buildings, Use this programas an intellectual options 10 set printer/tape. 
Ila Ladybridge Road, Cheadle ¢xercise. afig Industrial mnemonics, set PLIMEET RT, 

Dragon Data, Kenlig WGretbor print address, input ext OF P 

Pree, Margam, Pancad a eat 

~—— 
Miho a ner ths row 

vam designed. is uaelens but. If YOURTE DTED oy 

Timecigt 82 ORR ana panto Ten. # SUI an re 

qo make it easy,10 19PE 270 has qwortetter abbreviatlons Arya. 

text such as business ETE ang quently need. 10 PH OT very 

Taciies, 10 iar vo a imple ised xt Yh ) 
editing and is s ‘and valuable program 

word processor 
seul and valuable Peer i 

Hulme However, it is clever in that it 
‘can manipulate any type of entry 

Home Accounts loaded easily, You could want, including paid but Thadto come back fourtimes and unpaid bills, regular pay 
and spend 3% hours before | ments, and payment of unpaid 
began to understand it bills 
‘A program of this type needs a It will also display updated 

very ‘comprehensive instruction  Teports on balance, transactions, 
sheet and, if possible, a demon- bills waiting payment, etc. All 
stration program. Home Ac- data can be saved, loaded and ses a jv isa special on 
‘counts has neither. updated. However, OT OF ‘set _ will appeal (© a eae 

It was difficult to obtain feed- But the instructions and pro- series of redefines 4 entry but may be Wort 
back about the informati gram could do to be much more Getined mnemonics 19 ab oer 

feeding intothe program, user friendly ID. speed — for extePcgbout™” and” instructions 52M 
did not give me any confidence 
that it would be processed instructions correctly. ore 

It would be along time before 1 display 
would trust this program, or. my- 
self, enough torely upon if to look 
‘after my accounts. 

produces the word SPS." About eqse of USE rites 

she: 
with 

ee xX! 
very detail Tt foaded in (Wo 
Stood booklet 

ishers do offer an Teasy and enjoyable examples, however, and there is ‘The publisher a 
land it is certainly very simple to no specimen database. advice service, upon payment of a 

32K BBC £9.95 x ‘There is no date checking — £5{ee. 
This is ensured by the use of algorithm — you can type in any inal point to note is that the 

: acters. and itis doesn’t have thememory for 
Diamondsofi, Bridge Buildings, menus from which you select the string of characters and it is BBC h or 
iarnori ge ead, Cheadle — function You require, If this is accepted as a date (what usc the vast databases 0 exper 0 have 

ie, Cheadle SK8 SLL illogical — eg, you select print jate is to the program I haven 10 keep more than one file. D.C. 

To ee Minenno filefepresent —thenthe yet worked out!) 
You expect a compromise — instructions 80% 

“The storage and manipulation of | programsimply eturnsyoutothe You expect a. comp’ i 

vast quantities of data has got to master menu. between power of program and easeofuse 50 

Hae aeasoavitaland useful — Thecassetteinlaycards provide spare memory in all databases: in, display 80% 

beoncofsn<Zomputer can under- the instructions and they are this example there is a second’ value formoney 7 
fon. program’ which 

takeon behalfofusmeremortals. fairly informative for new users. manipulati program Ex= aa 

‘This program is meant to make _ Theres preciouslittle in terms of __ means extra loading time. kkk * 
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TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
TI 99/44 Solid State Software 

Some of our Crazy Prices for Software 

EXTENDED BASIC 
MINI MEMORY 
BLASTO 
PARSEC 
TUNNELS OF DOOM 
SOCCER 
MUNCHMAN 
PARCO SOFTWARE 
THE CASTLE 
(GRAPHICS CASSETTE 
IN EX BASIC) 

POST & PACKING FREE — VAT INCLUDED. 
SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL PRICE LIST 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO. 

PARCO ELECTRICS 
4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET 

HONITON, DEVON, EX14 8QS 
TEL: HONITON (0404) 44425 

DUCKWORTH =r] 
HOME COMPUTING 

anew series 
‘Allbooks writen by Peter Gerrard, former editor of Commodore Computing 
International, author oftwo top-selling adventure games forthe 
‘herby Kens Beran Both ate requ corrbcrs o Personal Computer 

jews, Which Micro? and Software Review. 

News said: “In this case, we are dealing with a gem of 

i Programming on the VIC, Advanced 
1e Code. ‘on the 64, a well as Pocket 

fanabooks forthe Vic, 62 Dragon, Spectrum and BBC Moca. 
Write in for a descriptive leaflet (with details of cassettes) 

4 
DUCKWORTH 

‘The Ord Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, Landon NW1 7DY 
‘Tel: 01-485 3484 
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A.J. DENNING 
(DUPLICATORS) 

QUALITY CONTROLLED CASSETTE DUPLICATING 

QUALITY & SERVICE AT COMPETITIVE RATES 

QUALITY 
Constant Stringent checks Made Throughout 

Production. 

SERVICE 
Despatched Normally Within 10 Days From Receipt 

Master. 

PRICE 
C10 From 28p Including Case. 
C15 From 31p Including Case. 

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR PERSONAL QUOTATION. 

Ad. DENNING (DUPLICATORS) 
19 The Crescent, 

Henleaze, 
Bristol. 

BS9 4RW Tel (0272) 623267 

CR 
3s COMMERCIAL ROAD, WEYMOUTH, DORSET, U.K 

SPECTRUM 48K 
CHEMISTRY (13-18 years) 
ARITHMETIC (6-10 years) 
LOGIC GAMES (6-10 years) 
GEOMETRY (12-18 years) 
PHYSICS (Optics) (12-18 years) SSEEB Besse 

about 

The Advertising Standards Authority." 
Ian advertisement is wrong. we're here to put it right. 

‘ASA Ud. Brook House. Fomngton Place, London WCIE 7HN. 



T-shirt now 
> SH | NOW youcanclaim your free 

Bug-Byte T-shirt 
Worth £3.99 cach, they are 

made of good quality white 
cotton with a distinctive design in 
black, red and green. 

All you have to do is fill in this 
coupon and send it to us with the 
vouchers in the last two issues of 
Home Computing Weekly. 

You must remember to write 
your first and second choices of 

size prominently on the back of 
the envelope. There are three 
sizes: small, medium and large. 
Senders of the first 750 we open 

at random will each receive a T- 
shirt from Bug-Byte, depending 
‘on size selected. They should 
arrive’ within 28 days, but this 
‘cannot be guaranteed. 

The T-shirts, advertised else- 
where at £3.99 each, have been 
produced in alimited quantity for 
Bug-Byte, the Liverpool-based 
software house. 
On the front is a red and green 

bug below the words “*Byte-me 
And on the back is the phrase: 
“T've been bytten!’ 

Please read carefully: En- 
velopes must contain the 
vouchers from issues 37 and 38 

-—-—-- 4 

along with today’s coupon (not 
copies). And you must write your 
first and second choices on the 
back of the envelope. 

Post to Free Bug-Byte T-shirt 
Offer, Home Computing 
Weekly, 145 Charing Cross 
Road, London WC2H OEE, 

Any which do not meet these 
conditions will be discarded 

Only one T-shirt per house- 
hold. 

Envelopes which arrive before 
November 30, the day after this 
issue’s official publication day, 
will also be discarded. 

‘Afterthe 750lucky entries have 
been drawn we will keep the 
remainder for a short time in case 
of returns. Then they will also be 
discarded and there will be no 
correspondence with unlucky 
claimants. 

Employees of Argus Specialist 
Publications, Bug-Byte and 
Alabaster Passmore & Sons are 
excluded from this offer. This 
restriction: also applies to” em- 
ployees’ families and-agents of 
the compani 

The editor 
and no correspondence 
entered into. 

S decision is fina) 
‘ill be 

post code. 

Second choice of size 

aswell 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
lL Model Suzy Griffiths shows how the T-shirt looks front and back 

Size (small, medium or large) 

‘Send to: Free Bug-Byte T-shirt Offer, Home Cot 
Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. Please read the conditions cosely. Don't 
{forget to write your first and second choices of size on the back of the envelope 

ling Weekly, 145 Charing 

= 
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Exhaust your ingenuity in 
the quest to find The Seven 
Parchments of Xaro and 
their meaning! Will they split screen graphic 
lead you to undreamt of and text adventure 
treasures or eternal doom? _ to braintease you 
Explore the mysteries of the for weeks! 
stockade and puzzle within Adventurous graphics for 
the PagodalA spectacular —_ every location. Save routine. 

Credit Card Hotline (06286) 63531 
p= 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME— GENEROUS DISCOUNTS 
‘Adventurous Programs always wanted. Piease send sample — generous cash payments) 2 



LETTERS 

cl sect raw 

Many thanks for taking the 
trouble to review Specta- 
draw 2 in issue 37 of HCW. 

There are always prob- 
lems involved with pre- 
production copies, and the 
copy of Spectadraw 2 which 
we supplied before the 
beginning of the current 
football season was no 
exception 

‘The bug, correctly idemti- 
fied by your reviewer, was 
eliminated at the start of the 
season. Sales of Spectadraw 
in the UK and. 10. other 
countries (we are still trying 
to establish what they do 
with the program in. Ice- 
and!) are such that we are 
convinced the program is 
bug free. 
The other unfortunate 

spin off from your reviewer 
examining a pre-season 
copy of the program was 
that he bad 10 spend three 
hours inputting the results 
of matches played up to 
date, 

We dispatch copies of 
Spectadraw 2 on Monday 
and Thursday each week 
and each copy has the data- 
bbase updated to include the 
matches played up 10 and 
including the night before 
dispatch 

‘The program is therefore 
ready t0 use upon receipt. 

‘We are sure that you will 
want to redress the balance 
by publishing our comments 
in your letters page! 
B.S, McAlley, Spectadraw, 
Chinnor, Oxford 

How my heart goes out to B. 
E. Smith who, by owning & 
ZX81, is made to feel like a 
freak. Thisis something that 
has always bugged me and 
it’s good to learn that Home 
Computing. Weekly. has 
sympathy. 

I notice that VIC-20 
owners are having to go 
through the same thing now 
that the 64 is taking over. 

Jam not afraid to admit, 
even if it does make me a 
social outcast, that | own a 
ZX81 and a VIC (double 
trouble). 

To me, those who look 
down on the little black box 
just do not have the imag- 
ination to use it to its full 
potential. We few will still be com 
puting when the others have 
bored themselves to death 
shooting down space ships 
and fleeing from monsters 
s+. it's enough to make a 
computer turn in itschips.. 
what a waste. 

Well, after a moan and 
groan, thank you HCW for 
giving both the 81 and the 
VIC a good write up. 

Send your letter to Letters 
Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London 

WC2H OEE. Don't forget to name 
your computer — the best 

letter could win £5-worth of 
software. Got a problem with 

your micro? We'll soon be 
starting a queries page, so send 

your technical questions to 
Queries at the above address 
~ a To close, do you, or any 

of your readers know of a 
POKE forthe ZX81 that will 
ive repeat keys? 
Jan Boulton, Kingswood, 
Bristol 

Beating 

joystick 
problems 

Iwas interested in R. C. 
Sanderson's CALL JOYST 
subroutine for the TI: 
59/44 (HCW 35) as 1 100 
had initial problems. 

1 would advise purchase 
of the Extended BASIC 
module, not only for the 
sprite graphics, but for the 
ease of joystick and move- 
ment programming this 
module affords, 

In the same issue, Paul 
Hopkins asked if his score 
on Parsec was a record. 
Well, I have bad new for 
him, as I have beaten this 
score on two. separate 
occasions, the latter being 
1,569,800, in a marathon 
game’ lasting over five 
hours. 1 still have the blister 
marks. 

Parsee is a marvellous 
game, but I was a little di 
appointed with the non-ap- 
pearance of the seventh 

ENT OFFICE | 

digit upon. reaching the 
‘magic million. 

T take your magazine 
every week and have 
nothing but praise for the 
way you cater for us 99ers, 

PS. Has anybody out 
there cracked the coloured 
button code on. Scott 
Adams Mission 
Impossible? If you have, 
please write in with a clue 
before my TV screen gets a 
size seven Doc Marten. 
Dennis Kemp, Mile Cross, 
Norwich 

Cleverproof 
solution? 

Many thanks to all who have 
pointed out that my keep- 
your-secret program (HCW 
31) is not foolproof (or 
father is not ‘‘clever- 

proof’'!) | was aware 
(honest!) of the CAPS 6 
trick but 1 wondered if there 
was a solution, 

Sure enough, Alan Gee 
(HCW 37) found one, for 
which Iam very grateful. It 
is spectacular when you try it 
out! 
Andrew Turek, London 
NWI 

Chess 
victory 

Lthought you may be inter 
‘ested in a chess game which 
several friends and I recently 
organised. Not as you might 
‘expect between two people, 
oF even a person versus & 
computer, but in fact one 
computer against another. 

The actual opponent was 
the Sargon I cartridge on 
the VIC-20 and Psion Chess 
on the ZX8). 

The procedure was as 
follows. Inthe first game the 
ZX8I played white, and the 
VIC-20 black, Therefore 
when the ZX81 played a 
move, the VIC would expect 
one from an opponent. 

‘The move played by the 
ZX81_ was then typed into 
the VIC. Then the VIC 
played its move, which was 
typed into the ZX81, The 
game was played in this 
‘manner until one computer 
claimed check mate, 

We played two games, 
each computer taking. its 
turn at playing white, The 
outcome was the VIC-20 
won both games. 

We hope in the future to 
play a game between the 
VIC-20 and the Spectrum, 
‘but the date has not yet been 
arranged. 
Paul Brown, Buckley, 
Clwyd 

Am ithe 
Champion? 

Last weekend {finally made 
it, After hours and hours, 
nearly an over-heated com= 
puter and very sore fingers, | 
completed the last screen of 
the super-fast, highly 
addictive Laser Snaker 
game by Poppy Soft for the 
48K Spectrum. 

‘Am I the only one yet to 
do this, which means Ill win 
the £100 prize? I'm a girl, so 
1 challenge all male com- 
puter addictsto seeif they're 
good enough to get to the 
ast maze on Laser Snaker 
(i'm not saying a word 
about what happens!) and 
beat my high score of 
29,650, 

Must be off now — Laser 
Snaker has just finished 
loading on my computer. 
I'm now attempting it on 
speed 2.and difficulty level 1 

impossible, ois it? 
Jackie Thomas, Leicester 
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Moving into machine code? 
Here’s help 
EPL SEE PETRA 
Whether you're already writing 

some machine code or just 
learning, David Nowotnik’s 
disassembler will make life 

easier. it's for the 6502 
Processor in the 48K Oric-1 

Many programmers of home 
computers move onto machine 
code once they have acquired a 
good understanding of BASIC. 

This trend seems to be motiv- 
ated by speed; machine code 
programs can be more than a 
hundred times faster than their 
BASIC equivalents. But while 
programs are faster, program- 
ming can take very much longer. 

In machine code you are 
supplying the CPU with a succes- 
ston of simple commands in the 
form of numbers, 

Often quite a few machine 
code commands are required 10 
do the equivalent of one or wo 
lines of BASIC, And while the list 
‘of numbers means a lot to the 
CPU, they usually mean little (0 
the human operator. 

To help machine language 
rogramimers, an intermediate 
janguage was devised called 
assembly language. This is a 
translations of those numbers 
into a code more readily under- 
stood by man. 

The process of converting 
machine code to assembly 
language is called disassembly, 
and this article presents a 
program for carrying out this 
process on the Oric-1. 

If you know little about 6502 
‘machine language programming, 
then I suggest you read one of the 
many good text books on the 
subject. If you already know a 
litle, and want to learn more, 
disassembling other people's 
machine code routines can be an 
excellent way of helping your 
learn, and my disassembler pro- 
gram should help. 

‘The menu-driven program (see 
figures 1 and 2) has several 
features, 

In presents a disassembled list- 
ing of machine code on your TV 
screen oron theprinter. Ifyouare 
writing machine code, then the 
program includes a hex loader 10 
enter machine code through the 
keyboard, edited asrequired, and 
finally SAVEd on tape. 

When you RUN the program, 
title page is presented, followed 
by a short pause while various 
arrays are filled. The main menu, 
shown in figure 1, will appear: 
Two of the three main options 
will each give secondary menus, 
as shown in figure 2, 

The SAVE/LOAD machine 
code option in the main menu 
ives further selections. 

Unfortunately, the first of 
these (load machine code from 

tape) will not work. A ROM error 
(one of many in the Oric) 
prevents CLOAD from working 
Within a program. I’ve retained 
the option in the menu to present 
an apologetic message on the 
sereen (0 serve as a reminder of 
Orie’s failing 

to load machine 
‘code from tape, slop the program 
(option 4 in the main menu), and 
use CLOADasadirect command 
to load the machine code, fol- 
lowed by RUN. 

You can, however, SAVE 
machine code from within a pro- 
gram, and option 2 allows you to 

‘After selection of this 
|, You will be asked fora file 

name, and the start and end 
addresses. Once the block of 
bytes have been saved, the 
SAVE/LOAD menu will re- 
appear. 

Option 3 of the SAVE/LOAD 
menu allows youl 10 enter your 
‘own machine code routine with a 
hex loader. First, you have to set 
the start address for your routine. 

If you have a short routine, it 
can be stored in the safe area 
starting at address hex 400, other- 
wise it should go above HIMEM, 
which was set 10 hex 8000 by the 
program. 

Enter your machine code as 
hexadecimal_numbers. You 
should enter ‘S’ to stop; if you 
make a mistake, erase the error 
by pressing the delete key, and 
continue entering the numbers. 
As you enter the numbers they 

will automatically be arranged om 
the screen in a hex dump array. 
Don’t worry if you make a mis- 
take and fail to spot it; you ean 
use the edit routine to make any 
corrections. 

Sélection 2 from the main 
menu allows you to disassemble 
any routine you have placed in 
RAM, or any in-built routine in 
ROM. You start by specifying the 
start address, and whether you 
‘wish the output to be directed 10 
the screen or printer. 

Your machine code routine is 
disassembled one screenful at a 
time. On the screen (or printer) 
will be given the opcode address, 
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the opcode mnemoni¢; the mode, 
ihe value of any operand, andthe 
‘byte values of the entire machine 
code instruction. 

While the opcode mnemonics 
are standard, the symbols forthe 
mode are not, The system for dis- 
play of modes is shown in figure 
3. The abbreviations shown are 
directly attached to the three 
letter mnemonic of the opcode. 
1 find this system easier 10 

understand than the standard 
method, hence my reason for 
using it in this program. 

1 Save/Load machine code 
2 Disassemble machine code 
3 Edit machine code 
4 Stop 

Figure 1~main menu 

SAVE/LOAD MACHINE CODE 
1 Load machine code from tape 
2 Save machine code on tape 
3. Use hex loader 
4 Return 19 main menu 

EDIT MACHINE CODE 
1 Aher a byte value 
2) Move a block of bytes 
3. Return to. main menu 

Figure 2~ secondary menus 

Once the screen is filled with a 
disassembled listing, pressing any 
key will give you the next ‘page’. 
To stop the process, press 'S" ai 
any tit 

Editing of machine code in 
RAM is possible using the third 
option in the main menu, You 
may alter the value of a single 
byte, or move a block of bytes, 
‘Some caution has to be used with 
this option not to accidentally 
alter the BASIC program, vari- 
ables, or values in the first three 
pages of RAM, 

If you want a short machine 
code routine 10 try out with this 
program, enter the listing in 
figure 4 using the hex loader, Use 
400 hex as the start address, and 
use CALL #400 as a direct com- 
mand (0 find out what it does. 
The first 12 bytes are machine 
code, the rest is DATA, 

Mode Abbreviation 
Implied none 
Accumulator A 
Absolute none 
Zero page z 
Immediate IM 
Absolute. x 
Absoluie,Y y 
Zero page,X ix 
Zero page,Y 2y 
(Indirect) IX 
Undirect).¥ ty 
Relative none 

Figure 3 abbreviations for 
modes 

A2 20 BDOB 04 9D 84 BBCADO F7 60 
65 6D 62 65 72 20 74 6F 20 67 65 74 

1 s2 
20 48 

20 6E 65 78 74 20 77 65 65 6B 20 10 

Figure 4—an example machine code routine to try 

18 
28 

38 
48 

REN 
REN 
REN 

REM 

REN 

REN 
se 

6a 
728 

(17) 

6582 DISASSEMBLER 
David Nowotnik 

48K version 

HIMEMA2FFF : TEXT :PAPER@: INK? :PRINTCHRS 



8@ DIMOC$(256),0P(256),SC$(4a@) 
" "+CHR$C27) 

“ HHHHRHHBA REM RRR AEA AREA A 
HHA 
1@5 POKE618,2:IFPEEK(S24) <128THENPRINTCH 
R$(20);5 

11@ HM$=CHR$(3@) :D$=CHR$(1@) :U$=CHRS(11) 
*LTS=CHRS(8) 

13@ RT: FORI=1T08 :RT$=RT$+CHR$(3) :NEX 
T?DH$=CHR$(4) 

14@ GOSUB28@ :PRINTHN$¢D$SD$SD$D$SDSRTSRTSDHS 

E$"J65@2"DHs 
15@ PRINTOSD$D$RT$"HEX LOADER“DISASSEMBL 

ER" 
168 PRINTDSDsDsRT$" 
17@ PRINTOSD$D$RTS" 

Nowotnik" 
GoTOsea 

CLS:PRINT :PRINTLS$ 

FORI=1T02@:PRINT" 
NEXTI :PRINTLS$ 

RETURN 

HA$=HEX$ (W) :HAS="@88Q" +HAS :HAS=R1GHT 

FOR THE 48K ORIC 1" 
1983, D. 

3SPC(34)5 

=" "+W$ :WS=RIGHTS CW 

278 U$=HEX$(T) : IFLEFTS(US,1 

IGHT¢(U$,LENCU$)-18 

280 US=RIGHT$('"@8" +U$,2) 
290 K¢ "2KS=LEFTS(K 
$,8) :RETURN 

30@ B=PEEK(W+1 ) :G$=HEX$(B) :1FB> 16THENUS= 
US+RIGHT$(G$, 2) :RETURN 

305 US=U$+"O"+RIGHTS(G$, 1) RETURN 

318 NM$=RIGHTS(" “+STRSCPEEK( 

W+133,10)+" “RETURN 

32@ PRINTD$" For a printer listing press 
spr 

PRINTDS” else press any other key” 

GETP$ :RETURN 

PRINTDSD$"Enter file name "3!INPUTNF 

#" THENUS=R 

RETURN 
PRINTDS"Enter start address "j:INPUT 

PRINTOS"Enter end address "j:INPUTEA 
RETURN 

PRINTDSD$" Start tape, press a keys 

then wait" 

418 GET2$ :WAIT6@@:RETURN 
420 HI=ASC(LEFTS$(S$, 1})-48:IFLEFTS(S$,1) 
>"9" THENHI=HI-7 

43@ LO=ASC(RIGHT$(S$, 1))-48:IFRIGHTS(SS$, 

1)>"9"THENLO=LO-7 

44Q° HI=H1*16 :RETURN 
788 TEXT :PAPER@:INK?:CLS 

8@@ REM INITIALISE 
818 FORI=1TO256 

READOC$( 1): IFOC$(13="K" THEN848 
READOP(1) 
NEXTI 

GOSUB288 
PRINTHMSD$D$SDSDSRTSRT$"MENU" 

PRINTOSDSD$RT$"1. Save7load machine 

888 PRINTDSDSRT$"2. 

code” 

PRINTD$D$RT$"3. Edit machine code" 

PRINTOSD$RT$"4. Stop" 

PRINTDSDSRT$" *X* Select 1 to 4 XxkxK" 
GET2$ :2=UAL (2$) : IF2¢10RZ>4THENSOO 
PRINTUSRTS" "325" Selected 

Disassemble Machine 

WAIT200 

IF 2=4THENCLS :STOP 
86@ ONZGOSUB 1422, 2000, 3000 

978 GOTO8S@ 

10@@ REM Load machine code routine 

181@ GOSUB2@@ :PRINTHMSDSD$DSRTS" 

LOAD MACHINE CODE" 

1820 PRINTDSRTS" Options" 

103@ PRINTDSDSD$RT$"1. Load machine code 
from tape” 

1832 PRINTDSRT$"2. Save machine code on 

SAVE 7 

PRINTDSRT@"3. Use the hex loader" 

PRINTOSRT$"4, Return to the main me 

PRINTOSDSDSRT$" xk Select 1 to 4 

GETUS$ :U=VAL (US) : IFU<1ORU>4THEN1@60 
PRINTUSRTS" "3U;" selected 

WAIT2@@ : IFU=4THENRETURN 

CLS :ONUGOSUB1 180, 1308, 1580 :GOTO1000 

CLS:PRINTDSRT$"Load machine code fr 

1110 PRINTOSDSDSDs" 

» cannot do.” 
112@ PRINTDSDs” 

WAIT 1@@@:RETURN 
1138 CLOADNFS,A,E 
114@ RETURN 
1388 CLS:PRINTD$RT$"Save machine code on 

tape" 
GOSUB3S@ :GOSUB37@ :GOSUB40 
CSAVENF$, ACSA), ECEA) 
RETURN 

CLS:PRINTDSRT$"Hex loader" 
PRINTDSD$"Enter the start address “ 

3: INPUTSA:S1=SA 

1528 PRINTDSDS 
digit pairs, "3 

153@ PRINT“and *S’ to stop and return to 
the mainmenu." 

154@ PRINT 

Due to ROM fault 

Sorryg"? 

inter machine code as hex 
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2$=RIGHT$("@@GO" +HEX$ (SA), 4) 

PRINT2$ 5" “3 3MINS@ 

S$= ORI=1TO2 

GET2$ = IF2$="S" THENWAIT4@@:RETURN 

IFASCC2$)=127THENGOSUB17@@ :GOTO1586 
IF2$<"Q"ORBS>"F" THENIS8S 
IF2$>"S"AND2$ <"A"THEN]5S8@ 

+ TFMN<8THENIS7@ 

?$$=""PRINTLT$S" "LTS 

1718 IFMN=@THENI72S_ 

172 PRINTLTSLTSLTSLTS" 
13SA=SA-1 :RETURN 

1 THENRE TURN: 

1238 PRINT :PRINTUSUSLTSLTS” 

1948 SA=SA-1 :MN=7:RETURN 
208@ REM Disassemble routine 

2018 CLS:PRINTDSRT$" 6582 DISASSEMBLE R 

OUTINE" 

2028 PRINTD$: INPUT" 

ress "5W 
203@ IFW<@ORW> 65535 THENPRINTDSDS" 

ss out of range" :WAIT4@@:GO 

102008 

2040 IFW<> INTCWITHENPRINTOSDS" 

values only :WAIT4@@:GOTOZ@ 
ee 

2045 GOSUB320 

2@5@ CLS:L1=@:PRINT" Address 

erand Byte value” 

2060 PRINT: 1FP$="P"THENLPRINT" 
ss Opcode 

Operand" 

207@ T=PEEKCW) :K$=OC$(T+1) :K=OP(T+1) 

2888 GOSUB2S@ 

2098 IFK>@THEN2Z14@ 

2108 PRINTW$;" Invalid Opcode 

2118 IFP$="P"THENLPRINTWS ; TABC1@) 3") 
(id Operand jus 
2120 Weel *L1=L14121FL1>21 THEN2S@0 

213@ GOTO2078 

214@ ONKGOTO215@, 2200, 2300 

215@ PRINTWSKS" wus 

2160 IFP$="P"THENLPRINTHSKS" 

“Us 
2178 

LTSLT$ 5 :MN=MN- 

"LTSLT$ 5 

Enter the start add 

Addre 

Integer 

Opcode Op 

Addre 

Inva 

GOT02120 

2208 MK=@ :GOSUB3@@ :FORX=16TO24@STEP32 
2218 IFXOTIHEN225@ 

2220 MK=1 : JR=PEEK(W+1)+2:1FJR> 129THEN224 

@ 

223 -JRS=HEX$(W+JR) : IRS=RIGHTS("@QQB"4IR 
$4) :GOT02288 

2240 JRS=HEXS(W~(256-JR)) :JRS=RIGHTS("@O 
@8"+JR$,4) :GOTO2280 

225@ NEXTX:GOSUB312 
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226@ IFPS="P"THENLPRINTWSKSNMSUS 
227@ PRINTWSKSNMSUS :W=W+2 2L1=L141:1FL1>2 
1 THEN2S@@EL SEGOTO2072 
2288 NM: to “+JRS1" 

2308 NMS=RIGHTS(" 
Pp Se, 
231@ GOSUB3@@ :W=W+1 :GOSUB3@@ :W=l-1 
232@ IFPS="P" THENLPRINTHSKSNMSUS: 
2338 PRINTWSKSNMSUS 

2348 W=W+3:L1=L1+1 :1FL1>23THEN25@@ELSEGO 

* :G0T02260 
+STRSCDEEKCW+19) 

S" THENWAIT2@@ :RETURN 
'P" THEN2@58 

1F2$<>"S" THEN2@58 

GOSUB2@@ :PRINTHNSDSDSDSRTS" 
t Machine Code" 
381 PRINTDSDSDsRIS"1, 

Edi 

Alter a byte va 

PRINTDSRTS" Move a blook of byt 

PRINTDSRT$"3. Return to the main 

PRINTOSDSD$DsDsDsRTs' 
2,0r 3" 

GET2$:@=UAL(2$) : 1F2<10R@>STHENSOSO 
THENRETURN 
THEN3S@@ 

CLS:PRINTDOSRTS" 
value" 

309@ PRINTDSDs" 
INPUTBA 
31@@ PRINTDSDs" 
BA) 

3118 PRINTDSD$" Enter new value 

TNU 
312@ 1FNU<@ORNU>2SSORNU<> INT (NU) THEN3 118 
313@ POKEBA, NU 

314@ PRINTDSDSDSRTS"Any more CY/N)" 
GET2$: 1F2s="Y" THEN3@8O 

Select 1, 

Alter a byte 

Input byte address "37 

Present value = '";PEEKC 

“3S SINPU 

GOTO315@ 

CLS:PRINTDSRTS"Move a block of byte 

PRINTDSDSD$"Enter present start add 
"3: INPUTSA 
PRINTOSDS"Enter new start address 

PRINTDSDsRTs" 
IFSA=NATHEN3@20 
IF SAYNATHEN3728 

357@ NA=NAtBY-1 
FORI=SA+BY-1 TOSASTEP-1 

3592 POQKENA, PEEK(1) :NA=NA=1 
NEXTI :GOTO3@00 
FORI=SATOSA‘BY-1 

Please wait" 



3718 POKENA, PEEK(1) :NA=NA+! 

3720 NEXT! :GOTO3028 

5@Q@ DATABRK, 1» 0RAIX; 22%) Xs ORAZ: 2 

5018 DATAASL2, 2,XsPHPs AIM, 2 

5820 DATAASLA, 1, Xs X,ORA, 3, ASL) 35% 

5@30 DATABPL, 2)ORAIY/2s%s Xs X» ORAZX, 

5040. DATAASL2X, 2X) CLC: 1, ORAY,3,%:%>% 

5050 DATAORAX, 3, ASLXs 3), JSR» 3, AND 

5@6@ DATAX, X;B1T2,2,AND2, 2;ROLZ, 

507@ DATAPLP; 1,ANDIM, 2;ROLA, 15 

5080 DATAANDs 3,ROL, 3,X)BM1,2,ANDIY, 2 

5890 DATAX, X,XsAND2X 2; ROLEX, 2, Xs SECs} 

51@@ DATAANDY; 3, XX» Xs ANDX, 3; ROLK, 3% 

511@ DATARTI,1,EORIX)
 2) Xs %s%.EORE, 2 

5120 DATALSR
2; 2,X, PHA, 1,EORIM, 2,LSRAs 1 

3138 DATAX, JMP, 3, OR; 3)LSR, 3,X BUC, 2 

5142 DATAEORI
Ys 2) Xs Xp Xs EOREXs 2, LSREXs 2 

515@ DATAX, CLI, 1)EORY
 x3sX) Xs Xs EORAs 3 

5160 DATALSR
Xs 3) X) RTS» 1s ADCIX 2%) %»% 

517@ DATAADC2 ; 2, RORZ, 2) XsPLA,1,ADCIMs 2 

5182 DATARORA
s 1)X) JMP1» 3, ADC: 3; ROR 3 

519@ DATAX, BUS, 2,ADCIY; 25%, X»X»ADCEX, 2 

522 DATAROR2X,2
,X, SEI, 1,ADCY, 35%» %»% 

5210 DATAADCX
; 3, RORXs 3X» X» STALK) 2 

5220 DATAX, Xs STYZs 2s STA» 2) STXEs 2) 

5230 DATADEY; 1)X,TXA,
 1)XsSTY, 3 STAs 3 

5248 DATASTX 23)X,BCC, 2, ea) DATASTY@x, 2, sTAgx, 2, ere 262 DATATYA,1,STAY,3 rene 527@ DATAX, x, LOVIN, 2. 
5282 DATAX,LOY2, 2,L 

32)X5% 
2Y,2,X 

TXS,1,X,X,STAX ay 33 
4 Pepe arta tT Bs 225 »2,LDX: See Bdill & 1,LADIN, 2, TAX, 1 Sa ALDA,3;LOX,3,x,8CS,2,LDAty 5318 DATAX, x. +X LOY2X, 5928 DATAK, CLU, 1, LORY, Stok joe ee 

2 

»CPY,3, CMP, 3, 5371 DEC 

see DATRCMETY, 2,%>X Xs CNP2X, 2, DE c2K 
5398 Der eaekb 1sERPY, 35% M, CRP, 2 S400 CRTRDECK, 35s CPXIN, 2;SBCIX,2, x, ACPX2, 2, SBC, 2, INC, 2,%. Ite > 54 IATASBC P. PX, 3. 18 DATASBCIN,2,NOP, 1, x, CPX, 3, ¢ »1,X,CPX,3,SBC,3 5428 DATAINC, 3 IC, 3, %,BEQ, 2 ee DATASEC2X, 2, INCEX,3, x been 

DATASBCY, 3,x)x,%, SBE, 3° Ick 3, 

it's easy 
to complain 

about 
advertisements. 

The Advertising Standards Authori 
If an advertisement is wrong,we're here —— it right. 

ASA.Ltd,, Brook House Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN. : 
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTSTI 99/4A 
OFFICIAL BBC 
COMPUTER 
DEALER 

WODELA AVAILABLE £2991ne. VAT - 

oe ee poet 
180 2ne processor 6K RAM ane | ao . . Lea gel 

EPSON FX 190 

SEIKOSHA 
DOT MATRIX 

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI PRINTERS WITH 
‘AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES HIGH-RES 

GRAPHICS 

THE AFFORDABLE DAISYWHEEL 

cry COMPLETE WORD PROCESSOR 
FOR ONLY £1,099 + VAT 

PROFESSIONAL MONITORS 

THE NEW SHARP MZ 711 
COLOUR COMPUTER 

64K user theron 
screen, Construc 

£33 + VAT 

£109 + VAT = £125.35 

DEPT 1icw EXECUTIVE HOUSE, SOUTH AD., 
TEMPLEFIELDS, HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2BZ. UK. 

TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521 OR 412639 
TELEX 995801 REF —A18 
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Bewitched 
VIC-20 £5.50 

Imagine Software, Imagine 
House, 5 Sir Thomas. Street, 
Liverpool 
Enter Imagine’s latest offering for 
the VIC-20, New in name, but old 
in concept. In fact, it doesn’t need 
much imagination to see its re- 
semblance to a cerain P** Man 
game In essence you are dumped ina 
hhuge maze, which makes full use 
of the VIC's expanded sereen 
capabilities 

Movement from one areaof the 
maze to the next is prevented by 
coloured doors. 

In order to open any. iven 
door, you must pass you key 
shaped man through. the key 
shape of the colour correspond 
ing to the door. 

Confusing, isn’t it? It’s even 
worse on a black and white TV. 

Hexpert 
Commodore 64 

£7.95 
Anirog Software, 8 High Street, 
Horley, Surrey 

What I always wanted, a game 
involving « small, charming furry 
alien called Bert! 

Hunchback 
32K BBC £7.95 

Superior Software, 69 Leeds 
Road, Bramhope, Leeds 

This program fully lives up to the 
high standard of graphics set by 
previous offerings trom Superior 
Sonware, " 

‘The aim of the game isto guide 
the Hunchback, who doesn’t loot 
all that hunehy, to rescue the 
lovely Esmeralda 

Naturally there are numerous 
obstacles and diversions 19 over- 
come, including gaps along the 
wall, the pendulum, flying rocks, 
arrows and mean-looking, spea 
carrying guards. i 

The game has plenty of variety, 
‘with 13 screens to complete, each 
successive one being of increasing 
difficulty, and three skill levels, 

The action can be controlled 
from either the keyboard or with a 

Halls of the 
Things 

48K Spectrum 
£7.50 

Crystal Computing, 2 Ashton. 
Way, East Herrington, Sunder- 
Jand'SR3 3RX 

The inlay card states “*. . . the 
firiest quality arcade style action 
yet seen on the ZX Spectrum", 

program. 
‘extended to explain just how the 
‘game plays in a little more detail, 

In order to stop you a horde of 
ghosts (sounds familiar) rush 
around trying to slice you up. 
Naturally, they get nastier as you 
progress. 

Graphically, the game is 
average. Apart from the use of the 
expanded, sereen, the prograt 
mer doesn’t use the VI 
capabilities to any real extent. 
You have a music option, but if 
you take my advice you won't use 
it(you can’t switch off during the 
game), 

Ifyou ‘like’ repetitive games 
with fast action, you'll like this. 1 
found it fun initially, but: soon 
became bored. AW. 
Instructions 
playability 
graphics value for money 

This unfortunate country 
cousin has been kidnapped by & 
wicked witch and dumped on a 
pyramid of hexagonal pillars. 

His task isto skip from pillar to 
pillar painting them as he goes, 

A pair of bouncing balls and a 
rather annoying snake move 
about trying to slice Bert up. ,.all 
very nasty 

There are a pair of rotating 

joystick, the choice of keys being 
sensible and comfortable to use. 

The program loads in two 
parts, part one being the Superior 
Software logo followed by the 
‘main program 

The instructions are scant, just 
half a sereen displayed by the 

T think these could be 

The game is fun to play. | found 
grappling with the pendulum on 
the second screen more difficult 
than some of the later obstacles. 

On-screen scoring and a high 
score are other features, though 
sadly there is no pause facility 

instructions. 
playability 
graphics Value for money 

kkk kk 

‘Dut the screen tells a different 
story 
"Whoever wrote the blurb onthe 

inlay card obviously hasn’t seen 
many of the arcade style games 
that are on the market for the 
Spectrum these days 
Aithough the figure on the 

screen does move smoothly under 
‘your control, it: moves a little too 
fast at times for comfort — a 
simple delay loop in the program 
would work wonders. 

‘Set inside an eight storey tower 

Get your 
finger on the 

button... 

-..for a high-speed action 
game. Our reviewers pick the 

winners and the losers 

disks which can be used 10 excape 
the opposition. 

The bouncing balls appear to 
have little aggressive intelligence, 
and are renewed as they leave the 
bottom of the screen. The snake, 
onthe other hand, wastes no time 
in tracking Bert down 

The game uses nice graphics 
with the ubiquitous sprites. 

1 had only one moan. The 
colours used were not ideal if you 
have a black and white set: pale 
blue and yellow are aimost 

Thegameisas 
code version of 

ot magazine Utne ie version, YU 
ti rnove ole purpose it 

around the scree 
rent insects, at 

fe dowted around 
rying ovat thesis 

Gitficult_ for 
noeuyre 

lock, there are many rooms and 
passages to search for the screen 
rings that you need to complete 
your task. 

Tnever did find any rings, but 
there are plenty of boitles and 
what look like those triangles of 
‘ed balls used in a snooker game. 

You have a bow and arrows, 
and some magic at your disposal. 
i'm not sure what a vorpal sword 
is, or that it should even be 
allowed, but nevertheless, you 
have one. 
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cof 

‘entical shades of grey. 
For some reason, the title page 

takes aridiculoustimeto finish its 
display and became rather 
tedious. Overall, a rather nice 
game, and worth'a look. A.W. 

75% 
75% 
9500 
85% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kak Kk 

he graphics are fair and: ay 

Level one is acceptable 
but level 

ed ‘of level five. 

in BAS! 

spend lots of hart 

me 

scommend tha 

instretion’ 
playability praphics Salve formoney 

[x 

This game 1 also described as 
“| anew dimension in comput- 
ing games . . . the animated ad- 
venture”. That's as maybe, but 
there is nothing in this game that 
makes for compulsive playing. 

90% 
50% 
750% 
50% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

jaws, 

In facts 
ve becomes 

gramming 
eine te machine 

ie largely 

d-carned money 
Vy not copy it ol Why not copy itt 



For Dragon owners at least, 
Microdeal is now a household 
name. Its range of over 40 pro- 
grams for the Dragon has 
dominated the software charts, 
and one program in particular — 
appropriately named The King — 
has reigned almost unchallenged 
at Number I for some months. 

Now Microdeal has finally 
decided to make the move into 
BBC software, and will follow 
that up with programs for the 
VIC-20, Commodore 64 and 
Atari. But itis one of the very few 
software companies to have 
resisted the temptation to write 
software for the Spectrum, 
What has Microdeal got 

against the Spectrum? The 
‘answer John Synes, Microdeal’s 
MD, gives to that question is 
“Mad dogs and Englishmen go 
into the Spectrum market! 

“There must be at least 50 
sizeable companies now doing 
Spectrum software, but hardly 
any of them are doing anything 
for the Dragon, That leaves the 
field pretty clear for us — so why 
should we join the crowd supply- 
ing the Spectrum too?” 

John Synes got into Dragon 
software through a family con- 
nection — the connection bet- 
ween the Tandy Color computer 
and the Dragon. But his first 
commercial contact with the 
computer world was as 
distributor of CLOAD, an 
American cassette-based 
magazine specialising in the Tan- 
dy Model 1 micro. 

Fromselling CLOAD he diver- 
sified into imported Tandy Col- 
‘our computer software, for 
which he needed a programmer 
to carry out modifications for the 
UK market. When the Dragon 
came along, the similarity bet- 
ween it and the Tandy Colour 
meant that the programmer 
could quickly convert Tandy 
software for the new machine. 

John started to sell Dragon 
software in August 1982, and at 
first the response wasn’t exact 
overwhelming. He recalls: “I 
went to the Personal Computer 
World show in September with 
five titles for the Dragon — and 
sold eight of each.”” 

Things were a little easier at the 
Northern Computer Fair, when 
more Dragons had been sold, and 
in December last year John decid- 
ed to invest in full colour 
advertising. 

Now Microdeal software 
sale in 350. dealers,. including 
Boots, Menzies and Dixons. As 
well a5 the software division, 

What makes a company decide 
to specialise in one machine? 

John Synes told Candice 
Goodwin why Microdeal didn't 

go with the crowd 

there’s an advertising division, a 
distribution division which 
handles Imagine and Virgin as 
well as Microdeal itself, and a 
tape duplicating division, equip- 
ped with £40,000 worth of copy- 
ing equipment. 

All this has taken off since 
June, when John left his job asa 
manager at Tesco to go into the 
software business full time. 

John hasa team of 21 full-time 
staff, including four program- 
‘mers, who are currently working 
onconverting programs for other 
machines, 

Though John is aware that 
software standards are rising all 
the time, he isn’t worried about 
keeping ‘up. “It’s not getting 

more difficult for us — in fact, 
it's getting easier because, having 
made a name for ourselves, we 
get the cream of the programs 
submitted to us.”” 

But as well as submitted 
material, about 60% of Micro- 
ddeal’s current range started life in 
the USA, in the form of Tandy 
Colour programs. Again, John 
feels this gives Microdeal an edge 
over the competition because 
“the American software's of a 
very high standard. 

“After all, the Tandy Colour's 
been around there for three years 
— people have had plenty of time 
to get to know the machine. 
Whereas in the UK, because the 
£6809 processor the Dragon uses is 

complicated, people look at it 
and get frightened off.” 

‘One of the penalties of Micro- 
deal’s reputation for good soft- 
ware is that its programsare wide- 
ly copied. “Piracy is an enor- 
mous problem for us’, said 
John, “For every program we 
sell, 1 reckon there are five or 
six copies.’ 

To combat the problem, 
Microdeal is developing a dongle 

a hardware device that is sold 
the program, and without 

which the program cannot be 
run, “It would be worth it for the 
more expensive games”, John 
reckons. ““We could absorb the 
extra cost of £1 or so, because | 
know we'd sell more programs,”” 

Piracy problems aside, Micro- 
deal’s future looks bright as it 
prepares to launch another batch 
of eight Dragon programs to 
follow up its five recent releases. 

“I think the market will hold 
up for the bigger companies’, 
John said, “But you have to be 
prepared ‘to spend money to 
establish your name in people's 
minds." With a £10,000 adver- 
tising budget for its Frogger pro- 
gram alone, Microdeal is making 
sure that it isn’t going 10 be 
forgotten. 

‘Some of the Microdeal team: from left to right, top row, Andrew 
Best, distribution; John Hancock, general assistant; Steven 
Hipgrave, distribution; bottom row, Paul Johnstone, distribution; 
‘Tracey Mayo, receptionist; Lynn Crane, mail-order manageress; 
Jenny Pope, John Synes’ PA; Jayne Downing, accounts 
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More than fun and games! 

he ever-| popul jar Mr Men help prepare 
young children for reading with four 
simple and absorbing games designed 

to exercise essential skills as well as entertain. 
Aneasy-to-use, colour-coded key guide 

is included with an illustrated introductory 
book, featuring the Mr. 
Men. Forages 4 to8 
years. Available now on 
cassette forthe BBC B 
(Spectrum 48K and 
Electron versions 
coming shortly.) £8.95 

for early learners, 
and more ad- 
vanced children, 
tomaster an 
important and 
often neglected 
skill. 

Spectrum 48K and Commodore 64 (BBC B 
and Electron versions coming shortly). £6.95 

fo duty in a well-stocked larder. He's 
kept busy chasing a gang of hungry 

the clock, you guide Caesar along crowded 
shelves to pounce on the mice. 

gamewith catchy music and a best-score 
record. Challenging for high-scoring arcade 

novice. * 
Available on cassette for the 

Available now on cassette for the 

CAESAR 
eet Caesar, a cheeky young cat on 

mice eating the family's food. Playing against 

A fast, colourful, all-action, arcade-style 

addicts as well as great fun to play forthe 

Commodore 64 £8.95 

Prices include VAT and postand packaging. 
MIRRORSOFT programs will be available soon from 
selected branches of WH. Smith and Boots, and other 
leading software stockists. 
Trade enquiries welcome: phone 01-822 3580. 

RNG 
to test mental arithmetic and nimble 

earth. Only quick thinking and fast reactions 

option make Sum Vaders equally testing for 

player to make a series of perfect robots. 

robot-making machine. With a 

oy Wid Software 
y wo mind-stretching, space-age games 

fingers. 
In Sum Vaders alien robots invade the 

can prevent them. Several levels of difficulty 
and atwo-player game with a handicap 

allfamily members, from 8 years to adult. 
Robot Tables challenges the young 

Knowing your multiplication 
tablesis the key to controlling the 

learning mode and atesting 
mode, Robot Tables is a fun way SOFTWARE FOR ALL THE FAMILY 
- 

‘ToMIRRORSOFT, PO Box 50, Bromiley, 
BROGTT 

Hot Pi lencoseachequePOfor rade payable Orpease debit my ACCESSIBARCLAYCARO forthe sum of I 
Mentednethetolowng(ee ‘Beaders AounE Mor GrowpNewpane CEM TT PTET TTT 
‘number required of each item in ‘Spectum | BBCE | Commodore ) understand that my | thesbice pres) trea] “acon | oo | etrey” | tortance tbe” Snare 

if veld on my behalf in J [Fests einine een oaon | 095 frebankeccount "Name. | 
seg (DY 95 Remsen tse 

| cesactecaricoon e235 blot y Postcode i] 
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iS 
ASP SOFTWARE 

A STEP BEYOND THE ARCADE... 

Demon Knight - The Valley - Strategy 1—Invasion - Strategy 2—Bismark 
White Barrows - Detective - Cells & Serpents - Stockmarket 

Conquering Everest - Cloneit/Renumber - Gallery of Death - Planettall 



My wife will 
never be the 

same 

ASP SOFTWARE 
145 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H OEE 

Tel: 01-437 1002 

Now available from: 

TefordElectronics Channel 8Software Lid Inside Bambers St Fishergate Talfor Town Cente Preston Shropshire tones 
Pea vaegoais Windsor Computer Centre ; 1Sate St Thames Avenve Heaven help any frog that crosses the road in front of me, StattowdST162IU Windsor and if I get my hands on Pac-man I'lldo something with his 
Rlacatz fruit no programmer ever thought of. 
7AnieySt Rush HiFi& Video It’s my fault, which makes it worse. I knew it was 
Stier Gretstors addictive even before I bought the wretched thing. I kept 
oy Essex careful control on my own habit but I forgot to warn her. 

Computer Cabin Amersham Computers There didn’t seem to be any need. She'd never been inter- 
tips eae 1B Woodside Rd ested in mechanical things. Perhaps it was the careful side 
New peel of her nature that led her astray, seeing my expensive toy 

standing idle for so many hours in the day. 
Goateye Whatever it was, there’s no going back now. She may 
Basikdon recover, she may not, but either way she'll never be the 

Wolverhampton Essex same woman again, the change is too fundamental. 
Nie Hite) Soria Rodiets How do you describe an obsession? I suppose it was 

261 Victoria Avenue best summed up by our youngest in the tragic phrase: 
DA Computers td SournendonSea “That's the fourth time we've had fish fingers this week, 

Mum’. She didn’t believe us, of course. They never do. 
Lost in a cloud of inputs, enveloped in GOTOs, isolated 
from reality in a never ending loop, the outside world 
‘ceases to be relevant. 

LE2002 
Software Centre 

FalSott Computers 128 Wigmore St Wt 
BSt Georges Arcade 
COAT SDT oss tense Culinary monotony aside, the children are protected 

Leicester ‘from the worst of it. The machine is installed in our bed- 
Statscomtrs Vie Oadens room and they never see her the way Ido. She sits into the 
234Hgnsr Bordon Bdge Wak night alternately hissing at the loss of a gun emplacement 
Surrey tee or gloating over the annihilation of another alien fleet. 

Her knuckles turn white and she has developed a 
variation of Rubic’s Thumb we call Pac-finger. As she 
crouches over the keyboard I plead with her to give it up 
until too tired to argue any more (or paralytic with 
laughter) I fall asleep, exhausted. 

The cruellist part is that she is a superb games player. 

Computer Pius 
(Bookse 2ChurchLa 

'y Bookshop Banbury 
White Knights Oxon 

ing ROB 2AM 

Combndge 
Stouroort I’m not macho, I'don’t need to compete. But her taunts at 
er fe my feeble performance are so destructive. It is creating role 
Tae ee confusion in me and it is going to lead to severe behaviour 

Canterbury Sherwoods Photographie Ltd problems in our two sons. No one else knows, but they 
eee 11 13GtWestern Arcade have to live with the fact that their mum can beat them at 
ICV Organisations Besar: 025 everything from Meteors to 3-Dimensional Noughts and 
Unie 8 Brainwave Microst Crosses. 
Warwick 24CrownSt T bought it as a word processor to do my writing but I 
WV345t0 Seiten 11 20 can’t get on it and my typist is now too busy flying our 

3 sr. bedroom based 747. For the first time ever I’m looking 
Bo tormovthise South Wisuemedst forward to Wimbledon fortnight. 
Surbiton Wolverhampton WV1 TEA It’s not all bad though, the home computer must be 
Sine one of the most powerful anti-depression therapies known 
monBiore iors to man, and the family that plays together has at least got 
36/98 NonhEnd Walthamstow something to taik about over the breakfast table. 
Croydon CRO TUD London 1? 32D 
Phi Copley HiF:Lts Eddy's Nottm) Ltd ; . 
6Wisley Street EN Audio Visual Michael Goldsmith 
Hele Notwnghars NT SNR Braunton, Devon 
Wakefield 
Nvorks Cannock Computer Systems td 
MicroNorth cmon {© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scen 
7Broa0 Street Statts wSIMZ bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your opi 
Bury periences. Send your contribution to Paul Liptrot, Home Computing 
Lanes. GFoster Weekly, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. Please include CBIVHFI& Video your occupation and your interest in comput 4.Mat Computing Sales 8 Service 5 
67Fnargate 39 TamworthSt 
Preston Cientiels 
Lanes Ststts 
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The chart-hitting 

Agame to invest in... tunny, genuinely Marvellous adventure 
‘original, and the graphics are great. 
hit the key to bogin, the Spectrum 
plays a real Hollywood-style movie 

realy dotty. 
{arefreshing change trom some ot the 
‘doomladen programs encountered 
nowadays... a game where you wont 

‘home tune, and the hunt is ont (et to the next stage without solving 
Personal Computer Nows the present conundrum 

Popular Computing Weekly 

l outlets or dicect rom 
jevonshire Cottages, London Rd, Bracknell RG122TO 

‘Available from ret 
MIKRO-GEN, 1 

MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME 

If you order goods trom Mail Order Advertisers in this 
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, this 
Publication will consider you for compensation if the 
‘Advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, 
provided: 

1 You have not received the goods or had your money 
returned; and 
You write to the publisher of this publication exp! 
ing the position not earlier than 28 days trom the day 
you sent your order and not later than 2 months from 
that day. 

2. 

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. 
When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim 
‘and what evidence of payment is required. 
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in 

with the above procedure as soon as 
ible after the advertiser has been declared bankrupt 

or insolvent to a limit of £1,800 per annum for any one 
advertiser, so affected, and up to £5,400 respect of 
ail insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher 
amounts, or when the above procedures have not been 
complied with, at the discretion of this publication, but 
we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set 
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of 
reader's difficulties. 
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in 
direct response to an advertisement in this magazine 
(not, for example, payments made in response to cata~ 
logues, etc, received as a result of answering such 

advertisements) 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EXCLUDE! 
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MIRGUSGEN 

* FOR 48K SPECTRUM ONLY £6.95 

presents sé 
Two 
great games 
from Saturn 
Developments 

artha Il 
M 

And now- 

‘% Full adventure format — accepts moltiple commands at one entry, in plain English 
“& Witty, inteligent replies to commands % Skil level select for beginners 

‘Every location in ful screen high-res, colour rapies 
‘ Thrwe exciting arcade-type games as an intgra part ofthe adventure 

‘Full bp facity and save game command 

| OR PHONE YOUR ACCESS MISA NUMBER: (6344) 27317 (Bam-Bpm) | 

* * * DRAGON/ORIC 
WORDPROCESSOR x * * 

ing??? Turn your Oric-l 48K or Dragon-32 into a word 
25. Our cassette based WP is menu and cursor driven 

EDIT RETRIEVE 
VERIFY (Dragon only) 

PRINT CREATE 
RENAM 

SAVE 
TAPEPRINT 

Other features include character and bulk delete, tabulation, auto repeat (Even 
1), a printer menu enabling you to specify your document format 
text entry, and save of print format with document. This WP is 

ter which can be interfaced to the Oric oF Dragon-33. Hear 
‘on the Drago 
independent 
suitable 
what the reviews 

Allin all a very well written and documented piece of software 
ORIC SOFTWARE. “Easy 10 use. Clear documentation, Works well it 
Microline, Epson and Seikosha printers” — DRAGON USER, 
The JUNIPER COMPUTING WP is available from good computer dealers, or 
itect from ourselves, for £17.25, including operating manual 
CHEAP PRINTERSH!! FREE DELIVERY! 
We are now able to offer the following very sp 

MRP. 
s butfer 
Se 3K butter 
Shinwa CT! CPAD 80 col, Slcps, F/T 
Star STXS0 80 col, 6Ocps, Friction 
MCP40 4 colour printer p 
Seikosha GP100-A, 
Epson EX80 80 col, 169cps, F/T, 2K buffer 
Epson RXS0 80 col, 100cps- ir 

COMPUTERS — NEW LOW PRICE 
FREE DELIVERY 

Oric-1 48K With free game 
‘Dragon 32 172,00, 
Dragon Disc Drive & Controtler ‘aye ip0; 

include VAT and delivery to UK mainland, Prices subject 10 change 
PO with order. ACCESS accepted. Send 

Tor our FREE DRAGON ORIC software list 
JUNIPER COMPUTIN' 

mesbury, Willy SN16 9PB. 
2689. 

ASRRS USO (Ye, 

139.99 

8 Pembroke Green, Lea, M 
Fel: 066-6 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Cross Country 
Car Rally American roads are like 
TIS9/GR ee car, 2 Jum 

(Extended he cost of motoring BASIC) £13 Unless, of course: you deccter 
ate too hard, in which case you 

By Norton Software, from Stain- ¢4 uP travelling backwards, but 
less Software, 10 Asitone Road, NOt just that — you 
Stockport r 

Transport of 
delight und my 

This game is absorbing for all the task not of pl 
wrong reasons. Ithasa number of of trying to avoid playing it — the poorly-trapped errors which bugs make an otherwise boring 

ult in bizarre situations which exercise unusually enjoyable. Ni 
uild have made Einstein sit up doubt Einstein would have in 

and take notice voked a Special Special Theory to 
See ae Mell cocumen el is expiain I es. @ After travelling by land and air 
Tem Ctforaia ty New Jee” instruction w in this selection of games, our 
eee cee ESS a ew elaltivedata You must avoid crashing into 
other motorists, blowing up your engine, missing devour and the ES 

decision... 

police — well, wi 
The latter two are used for very Landing israther acomplicaed 

Hang Glider hout crashing : 
e view you have of thehang arrow facing away from you (in Even though this program is from above, but youalso this case, key E) is used to pitch very pricey at £13, 1 enjoyed an excellent artificial the nose of the aeroplane down, playing it tremendously, Jud 

horizon as well as meters to tell___and the arrow facing towards you 
Stainless Software, 10 Alstone your altitude, your speed ROC {in this case, key X) pitches the instructions 88% 
Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 (rate of climb nt), and nose up playability 919% 
SAH No so in this case. Key Eisused graphics 100% 

x keys used to to pitch the nose up, and key Xis value for money 90% 
The object of this gameis to jump the 

as A and F fusing oe kK Kk Ok from a rid) nd before landing 

Moon Bugsy 
Commodore 64 “ihe a:ch cnemy is a alis 
Plus joystick |<<) hh ave vies are reasonable; ie £7.95 sore isa function of 3 ale Grohe eine eal 

Anitog Software, 8 High Street, opponents destroyed, ya smooth bid 
s0od wih nige use sand Aracingear game fortDEDTEO | “But it does nel BE Ok 

Well, yet again another arcade good animation ; Your vehicle ilu have care: imagination we valent of 
machine clone, albeit a good one. Unfortunate Morris Miterjimotnemiddieot ing for he DIA ieade game 

You control a small, six lessly wanderer ice and now have the famous Nf 
wheeled moon bugey moving lef ers should also possess a Tattle it out to the finish Pole Fo eother hand considering 
to right. The background scrolls stick. It wouldn't be much bother to battle it out or Fight is Oduality and the price of alot 
to the left to give the impression to offer Keyboard control as well coe a joy: the aus juware available now. it 

In order to give the effect of game. which should keep you en may not 8 hi 
depth, the speed of scrolling of occupied for the odd hour’ ACW the, accelerator snula One cars are 
ing to the distance of the back 73% avers atch up and instruction 650% 
ground from you. 850% egularly-placed playabilit 73% 

Your progress is impeded by 908 ire that you have graphics | ey 
ers by jumping over them. 
Iders can be jumped or shot 

jumped snd tanks mas be io a le The game jay. from Sunday 

‘On the other side of the tape is 
Bumper Thumper, which is an 

resting variation on Pacman 
nade of 

Danger Truck/  "onens 
Bumper 
Thumper 

16K ZX81 £4.50 
Work Force, 140 Wilsden 
Avenue, Luton, Beds 

In both these games you have 
three lives and there is a Hall of 

end. 
joy games that —_— 

dodging around mazes, 
good buy ial blocks com 

he maze while quickly this is not 
uch belp The number of 

z games on spots can be varied There are two separate games on 1 The 
this tape, which represents good areboldand themoveme 

in Danger Track, on side one, the game was difficult enoug 
yourhave to dfiveacar through a_KeeP 90 

and o 

This is not as easy as it sounds; 
ess and it is possible to push 

Tomo Such apostion that they re ra 
jammed and won't move! xk * 
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AG 
PROGRAMMABLE 

JOYSTICK “iu 
25 INTERFACE 

= 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 
The AGE Prog 
unique desi 

fatible joystick with absolutely all soft 
whether it is cassette of ROM cart 
ith the Sinclair Spectrum or ZX81 

The hardware programmable interface re 
quires no adi software and accurately 
Feplicates the keys of the computer in a 
manner which is responsive to absolutely 
ALL key reading methods, both BASIC and 
Machine Code. 
The interface does not interfere with key 
operation and can therefore be used simul 
taneously with the keyboard, 
There is no need to remove the interface once 
fitted as the rear extension connector will 
accommodate further expansion, ie print 
or RAM packs etc. This important feature 
voids excessive wear to the expansion port. 
The key replication principle pioneered by 
AGF means that your own programs can use 
eight ‘directional joystick movement by 
utilising simple key reading BASIC. 
Two joystick sockets are provided which 
share the same keys, for use with the 
majority of two player games. Several inter- 
faces may be used on the same computer for 
multiple joystick applications. 
The interface is programmed by a two digit 
code, which is looked up on a programming 
chart supplied, for each direction and firing 
button, The two numbers are then selected 
‘on @ pair of leads which are clipped onto 
appropriately numbered strips on the inter 

sable Joystick Interface is 
the use of any Atari 

Once configured this can be ma 
Quick Reference Programming 
storing with the game. As the programming 
is not power dependent the interface retains 
the last - configuration made and can be 
immediately used when next switched on. 

for 

or 2X81 

KEY FEATURES 
* Programmable design gives TOTAL soft- 

ware support. 
* Accepts Atari, Competition Pro, Wico, 

Starfighter, Quick Shot, Le Stick etc. 
* Rear extension connector for all other 

add-ons. 
* Free demo program and instructions. 

ectrum 

| 

RAS 
Sy, 
eae 

PACKAGE CONTENTS SUPPLIED 
© Programmable Interface Module as illus 

trated, complete with clip-on program: 
ming leads. 

© Self adhesive programming chart det 
how to define which key is simulated by UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, and FIRE. 
This can be’ fixed on to the case of your 
computer or if preferred the protective 
backing can be left on. T 
of a very durable reverse 
and is extremely easy t0 read, 

© One pack of ten Quick Reference Pro- 
gramming Cards for ata 
to your games requireme 
allows you to mark the co 
fan easy to read fashion 
record the software { 

© Video Graffiti demonstration program 
which is written totally in BASIC to illus- 
trate how all tions and fire 
can be read, This is also a useful high 
resolution drawing program. 

© 12 months guarantee and full written 
instructions. 

JOYST |CKS 
CONTROLLERS 
FOR USE WITH OUR INTERFACE 

Module _ or VIC 20, Commodore 64, 
Atari VCS, Atari 400, Atari 800 

If you require extra Joysticks for our 
original interface module mark order 

*OLD’ Joysticks 
ONLY £7.54 inc VAT + P&P. 

PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY ALL ORDERS CONFIRMED 

FROM: MR/MRS/MISS 
ADDRESS 

SEND C.W.O. (NO STAMP NEEDED) TO: A.G.F. HARDWARE, DEPT. 
FREEPOST, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9BR 

ary ITEM ITEM PRICE TOTAL 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 33.95 
JOYSTICK(S) 7.54 
PACK(S) QUICK REFERENCE CARDS 1.00 

ONE | VIDEO GRAFFITI FREE 
zxe1 O ZX SPECTRUM () Please tick FINAL TOTAL 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION 
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40 Ant Attack 

ympiled 
te positions 

Pe 
rum 

Top Ten pro
grams for th

e Spectt 

n 
Ultimate 8) 

nar Jetmai 
Liat 

2 Sungle Trouble 
Ducal (gy 

3 Seo 
Sinclair (-) 

4 Scrabble 
fee 

ey 
Imagine (8) 

8 The Hobbit 
sinclar (1) 

The Hobbit 
Soca 

% Goumtabout 
tenga) 

9 
Quicksilva (1) 

by W. H. Smith. Figu rres in brackets are last 

Top Ten programs fot 

ack of the Mutan
t Cam 

Atti 

2 Rae 
Quicksilva (7) 

3 Quintic Warrior 
Quickie (7 

Tank Attack 
isi FA 

Ring of Powe! 
au 

8 Cosmic Split 
Sena 

Aquaplane 
Quicas 

3 yoomen 
Interceptor (2) 

Seeker 
Interceptor (4) 

10 Spriteman 
‘en 

iled by Boots. Figures in brackets are last 
Compil 
positions 

Wizard and the 
Wacky Waiters 
Panic 
Catcha Snatcha 
Matrix 
Arcadia 
Amok 
Bewitched 
Skyhawk 
Frantic Scaramaens 

positions 

Top Ten programs for the VIC-20 

Compiled by Boots. Figures in brackets are last week’s 

the Commodore ce 
Llamasoft (-) 
Quicksilva (5) els 

Princess Melbourne House (—) 
Imagine (3) 
Bug Byte (4) 
Imagine (5) 
Llamasoft (7) 
Imagine (1) 
Audiogenic (—) 

Imagine (—) 
Quicksilva (2) 

Imagine (8) 

oneons 
7 
8 
9 
10 

‘op Ten 
Mee Microdeal (1) 
Frogger Quieksive fe 
Mined Out Microdeal (— 
Guthbert in the Jungle Microdeal (10) 
The King Wintersoft (1 
Ring of Darkness Peaksoft Ss 
‘hampions shards (—1 
Cue’ Diary Cablesoft (4) 
Drone Databank Hewson (—) 
Dragonfly Ht shards (7) 
Empire 

Compiled by Boo
ts. Fi igur' 

positions 

programs for
 the Dr: agon 32 

week's 
es in brackets are last 

BEST SELLERS 

Top 30 
1 Vathal Legend Spectrum (26) 
2 Jetpac Ultimate Spectrum (1) 
3. Manic Miner Bug Byte ‘Spectrum (2) 
4 The Hobbit Melbourne House Spectrum (20) 
5 Kong Ocean Spectrum (6) 
6 Zzoom Imagine ‘Spectrum (4) 
7 Lunar Jetman — Ultima Spectrum (27) 
8 Trans-Am Ultimate Spectrum (3) 
9 Cookie Ultimate Spectrum (7) 

10 Killer Gorilla Program Power BBC (8) 
11 747 Flight 

Simulator Doctorsoft BBC (-) 
12 Arcadia Imagine VIC-20 (-) 
13. Horace and the 

Spiders Psion Spectrum (5) 
14 Hall of the Things Crystal Spectrum (10) 
15 Cuthbert in the 

Jungle Microdeat Dragon (13) 
16 Pool cps Spectrum (23) 
17. Chuckie Egg ARF ‘Spectrum (17) 
18 The King Microdeat Dragon (24) 
19 Bewitched Imagine VIC-20 (29) 
20 Pssst Ultimate ‘Spectrum (15) 
21 Frogger Microdeat Dragon (21) 
22 Penetrator Melbourne House Spectrum (22) 
23 3D Combat Zone Artic Spectrum (16) 
24 Harrier Attack Durell Spectrum (—) 
25 Falcon Patrol Virgin CBM 64 (—) 
26 Dungeon Master Crystal Spectrum (28) 
27 Cuthbert Goes 

Walkabout Microdeal Dragon (12) 
28 Johnny Reb Lothlorien Spectrum (18) 
29 Horace Goes 

Skiing Psion ‘Spectrum (19) 
Aquaplane Quicksilva Spectrum (—) 

Compiled by PCS Distribution (0254 691211) and 
sanctioned by the Computer Trade. Association, Chart 
és for retail sales in individual outlets in the UK and 
Northern Ireland for the fortnight ended November 20 

‘en programs
 for the ZX81

 
T Top Quicksilve My 

Sinclair 1 Scramble ee! 
hess Sinclair 2 Tey Games sinc 6) 

Sinclair (— 
B Sebosnage island Sinclair (6) = 

2 Chess Quicksive 
ids Sinclait \—! 

7 Betce Raiders ‘Quicksilve (2) 
e Serender Aaaictve (8) 

Football Manager 10 are last week's 

Compiled by Boots: Figures in brac
kets 

‘led by Boots. 
cI 

positions 
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SPECTRUM GAMES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-5 players, 501, Cricket, Killer, 
Round the board, Noughts and Crosses, four levels of play 
per game, take on the computer or friendsat these games of 
skill and judgement 

WHE££LER DEALER 

As for the Commodore 64, but now available for the 48K 
‘Spectrum, Texas TI99/4A and Dragon. £5.50 

VIC-20 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 
This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with 
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. ‘Overall 
Jackpot is a beautifully written simulation giving superb 
graphics, animation and use of colour. In fact, this pro- 
gram makes Commodore's Fruit Machine cartridge look 
unbelievably cheap and nasty.” Home Computing Weekly 
No. 20 19/7/83... £5.50 

KWAZY KWAKS 
Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gallery, 
superb use of colour and graphics in this new and challeng- 
ing game from the author of Jackpot. 100% machine code, 
joystick or keyboard control. .. . £5.50 

PACMANIA 
Choose your own game from the following options — dif- 
ficulty 1-3 speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, visible or invisible 
maze, still or moving power pills, define your own key con- 
trols, any combination, if this is your type of game, then 
this is the one for you, for the 3K expand VIC 
BUGSY (Joystick Only) 

This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the 
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give your both 
time and points, they disappear from beneath your feet. 
DO NOT DESPAIR! “‘BUGSY”’ will randomly replace 
the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden death! 
An original compulsive and challenging game 

MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW 
Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the 
computer, hours of fun, full colour, sound effects and 
Rinses es POE cen... ccuee cenren tansy £5.50 

DATABASE —create your own files and records on tape 

SUPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version.any 
memory size, but needs 3K expansion £7.50 
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COMMODORE 64 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 64 
At last its here, specially written for the 64, by the author 
of “JACKPOT” the ultimate Fruit Machine moan for 

(available from Ist Nov) 
WESTMINSTER 
A game for up to four players, can you lead the party of 
your choice and win the general election, you tour the 60 
constituencies (seats) buying votes, when you can, (just 
like the real thing), this must be one of the first board type 
games specially written for the computer, Why play on 
your own, have fun with your family and friends playing 
WESTMINSTER £5.50 
WHEELER DEALER 
A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of the 
motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes, tyres and engines 
to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy and ex- 
change parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, you may 
become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out what you 
are made of, have you got what it takes to become a 
WHEELER DEALER 45. 

LUNAR RESCUE 
Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the mother 
ship, fast reactions are required to safely land and dock 
your lunar module. . . £5.50 

PURCHASE LEDGER 
Easy to use, single entry, handles 400 invoices per month, 
Gross/Nett purchases, V.A.T. £14.50 
Disk Version £17.00 
(available from 1st Nov) 

SALES LEDGER — As Above . £14.50 
Disk Version £17.00 

CHIPMON — Contains a one- or two- pass Assember, 
Disassembler and Monitor. A programming aid for the 
development of machine code programs and routines on 

the CBM 64 £12.50 

BANK MANAGER — As our Super Bank Manager, pee 

Now available on disc with added facilities . Pty 00 

Full documentation with all utility programs. 
Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, 
send for free brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE 
at £5.50 each. 

Send Cheques/PO’s to: 

MR CHIP SOFTWARE 

Dept HCW, 1 NEVILLE PLACE, 
NDUDNO, 

GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747 
Wanted: High quality software, of all types, for export 

and UK distrubition. 
All programs now available on disc please allow £2.50 

extra. 

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME 



Wh HEN ITCOMESTO 



Ne wal SE, 
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4 ingly difficult adve: e for Spectrum, 
“Co ie a e664, BBC Ba pe ri compute! 



CORNWALL 

NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

HEREFORDSHIRE 

FAL-SOFT 
COMPUTERS 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

OANEIEEP ER: 
Computer Software Specialists 

at JUST VIDEO 
Fitzwilliam Street 
Peterborough 

310554 

WEST DEVON 
ELECTRONIC: 

15 Station Road, 
Horrabridge. T 

Yelverton (0822) 853434 

Dragon and Genie 
Service and repairs 

Dragon 32 £174 (inc. VAT) 
Colour Genie £169 (inc. VAT) OKI Microline 80 Printer £245 

fine. VAT) 
4 colour printer/plotter £169 

(inc, VAT) 
Dragon 184K disc drive £274 

(ine. VAT) 

Send for lists & sample 
print outs. Free postage: 
W. Devon Electronics, 15 

Station Road, 
Horrabridge. Open some 
evenings in addition to 
normal opening hours 

BBC x 
SPECTRUM # TEXAS Extensive range of 

software/hardware/ Books always in sock ESTUARY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 261, Victoria Avenue, SOUTHEND, Essen. Tels 0702 43568, 

[ Prease include my 
Business Name: 

Address: 

Tel. No. 
Open Hrs: 

Contact (Office Use Only) 

| 
| 
l 
! 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
{ 
Le 

ANKE R 
Computer Software Specialists 

at VIDEO CITY 
45/47 Fisher's Green Road 

Tel: Stevenage 353808 

GALI 
Computer Software Specialists 

at DJ RECORDS 

Py 

Be Wis, Use The Specialists 

DO YOU HAVE 
ENOUGH STAFF TO 

COPE WITH LISTING 
YOUR SHOP IN THIS 
SECTION? FOR MORE 
CUSTOM LIST YOUR 

SHOP AND 
LOCATION. 

RING 01-437 1002 

DAVID SHACK SOFTWARE 

204 Romford Road, 
Forest Gate E7. Tel: 01 

ViC-2 
Com 

Spectrum 16K 

Open M 
Contact Atmel 

COMPUTASOLVE wo 
ayer 

Oper 9301820 Sat 

HOME COMPUTER CENTRE 
We carry a large selection of 

hardware/software/accessories 
for BBC, ORIC, SPECTRUM, 
CBM 64, VIC-20, ATARI 400, 

600 & 800, DRAGON & 
MEMOTECH. 

13B West Street, 
Horsham, W. Sussex 

Tel: 0403 52297 

TLAND 

MES SHOP AN 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

CENTRE TEL.NO, 0224-643740| 

wen 
BBC Mic 

ARMCHAIR ACTION COMPUTERS 
BEAT THESE PRICES 

KIT £135 
Commodore 64 £198 

1841 Disc Drive £209 
Spectrum 48K 

business details in the next available issue of Home Computing Weekly 

Post To: H.C.W. (Shops & Dealers), 145 Charing Cross Rd., London WC2H OEE 
cS ee ee eed 
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The Micro Store 

[sen eet ore] 
[71S ree AND] SHETTAND 
Ve 

FOR BBC, SPECTRUM & 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S. 
‘STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE: 
TEL: 0782 268620 

a Silverdale, Neweastle 
CARMI Vel. 0782 636911 

Official dealers for 
Commodore, Sinclair, & 
Acorn. BBC service and 
information centre 

Sol 

PHOENIX 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 
A large range of sofiware in stock for 
ATARI, BBC, DRAGON, ORIC.1 
SPECTRUM, COM 64 & VIC-20, 

Also stockisis of BBC & 
SPECTRUM COMPUTERS, 
‘Open Mon ~ Sat 9am ~ 6pm. | 
Access & Bar 

88 Huish, Yeovil, 
Tel: (0935) 21724 

erset 

RED OF YOUR 

WHY NOT SELL IT 
AND BUY A NEW ONE 
WITH A MINIMAL 

AMOUNT OF EFFO! 
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Lineage: 

35p per word AS = 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 

SPECTRUM & ZX 80/1 
USERS 
LOOK THis 
way 
PUT AWAY 
ALL THOSE 
UNTIDY 
Wires 

With this amazing ne 
floor, on your lap. Move it 
black. (State colour) at £23.50 inc. VAT & p&p. S 

E. R. Cameron & Son 
1/09 The Vineries, En 

Est, 1870 
iddx. ENT 9DQ 

ALL YOUR COMPUTER 
NEEDS from our FREE 

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOG 
MICROCOMPUTER ACCESS 

RE 

ALLCOM 
20 Harwood Road, 
Lichfield, Staffs. 

New 

| ERIPHE 
LE PROOUCTS L 

4A. Christmas ideals, 
Stephen Shaw: "Ge COMPUTER ADDICTS. Atlast, « 

purpose built troll 
computer and aceessories, So 

y for the home 

venient to keep your equipment 
safe, tidy and ready fo 
mobile unit, How have you man 
ed without one, Solid wood fr 
recessed upper & lower shelves 
Prices from £18.25 + p&p $Sp 
Send now for furt 
to Seteraft, Sussex Ltd, 32 Walpole | Sef nange pour used 

, Worthing, Sussex BN12 4PL. | software. Spectrum speciality 
SAE apprec FREE membership. S.A.E. UK 

SEC 
Sheffield SS 9GB. 

jeourses 
KIDS 

LEARN HOW TO USE AND PROGRAM 
A HOME COMPUTER 

© 4-hour course 
Personal use of a computer 

© Be trained by a group of experienced 
American Instructors 

© Only £9.85 plus VAT 
RESERVE YOUR PLACE NOW 

Tel: 01-587 0455 

Presented by: 
COMPUTER INNOVATIONS 
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Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

(HCW), 15 Tunwell Greave, | 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 1002 
EXie Zils 
Send 

c 
hire 
ic Software Library 

1, Annual Mem 
for list Wils, 

k, Tintagel, Cornwall 

To Hire a Computer from ZX8: 
oF write (0: B 

and ¢ 
Caledonian Rd., NI 1AB. Te 
01-607 0157 

VIC-20 Software Hire. Free Me 
bership 60p 
Membership Kit 
Clipstone Avenue, Nr. Pe 

f week, SALE 
VSH 

Nottingham 

AUDIENCE AT THE 
RIGHT PRICE BY 
PLACING YOUR 

VACANCY IN THIS 
SECTION. 

RING 01-437 1002 

sold. 
ways req 

Appl 
red. 

Debra Stupple 

ASP LTD. 

145 Cl 

London WC2H 0) 

Your 

your requirements to: 

haring Cross Road, 

THROUGH H.C.W. 
H.WARE SECTION. IF 
YOU'VE ALREADY 
BOUGHT WHY NOT 
ADD-ON? MAKE SURE 
YOU APPEAR IN THE 

RIGHT SECTION. 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 211 

ZX81_— Specteun We can now 
ance repairs. by 

uur Computer Dept. Our engineers 
have had over three years experience 
servicing Sinclair Computer pro: 

2X81, 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec 
trum — £18.75, Send with cheque or 
PO. TY, Service of Cambridge 
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 | 
3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 | 

expansion box 
ks, 12TH 

146 after Sp.m: 

For Sale. Pet Commodore 2001 27K 
FUTURE 

TECHNOLOGIES 
(HCW) 1 Hollybrook Ra.. Shirley 

apesEleach 
aK 

typewriter keyboard, dual disk 
Zdisks, £2 
76609 after one Ruislip 

11-99/4A for sale. Plus 
J software. £125. 

of Colonsay, Argyll 

dl 100 portable 
one 0455 611479. 

SPECTRUM 48K. 
ORIC 48K. . 
COMMODORE 64. 
BBC Model B. 

All prices include VA’ 
Send Cheques/Cra 

BIG DISCOUNTS BY MAIL 

MR. T. PRYLE 
70 Carlisle Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, 

West Midlands. 

~ only £120.95 
£129.95 

£210.00 

just £385.00 
T & delivery by Securicor 
ssed P.O’s payable to: 



ZX81 REPAIR SERVICE 
ATLAST NO NEED 

FOR WEEKS 
Send your faulty ZX81 for fast 
reliable repair. We will repair any 
ZXSI KIT of READY BUILT UNIT 
‘Only £15,98 Tully guaranteed + 
£1.75 
Please state the nature of problem 
Send cheque or postal order to NEXT 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 89 
HARVEST RD. (H.C.W) 
ENFIELD GREEN, SURREY 
TW2000R, 

p+P 

DO YOU OFFER A 
SERVICE PEOPLE IN 

COMPUTING 
REQUIRE? IF SO WHY 

NOT TELL THEM 
ABOUT IT? 

RING 01-437 1002 
EXT 211. TO APPEAR 

IN THE SERVICES 
SECTION. 

ALL YOUR CASSETTE 
NEEDS 

Blank cassettes C15 with case, 40p 
‘ach. 

Labels in Blue, White or Yellow, 20 
for 36p. Inlay cards in Blue, Red or 
Yellow 20 for 60p. Library cases, 9p 

cach, 
Postage on each complete order $Sp. 
Stonehorn Lid, (HCW), 59 Mayfield 
‘Way. Barwell, Leicester LE9 $BL 

Express parcels and distribution, 
greater Merseyside area. Aitken 
County Courier Service. 051-625 
8670 anytime. 

SOFTWARE 
APPLICATIONS 

PECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

Simply the best. Copying any program} 
snow as easy as LOADing and 

SAVEing your own programs. Any 
Spectrum programm can be backed 

pontoa fresh tape. Even programs 
that cannot be stopped can now be 
copied. 100 per cent machine code 
Prints file names. Copies headerless 

files. SPECTRUM KOPYKAT uses no| 
‘program area so fullsize programs 

‘over 41.7K (9K for 16K machines) can be copied. PLUS FREE Header 
Reader program, 

Despatched by fit case return of 
Send cheque! PO for £4.95 to: 

MEDSOFT 
61 Ardeen Road, Doncaster, 

South Yorks DN25ER. 
IT. CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

Atari 400/800 owners! Back-up 
Your cassette programs, including 
M/code Auto-Boot. Repeat facility 
Cheque/PO for £6 to: J. E. Evans, 
52 Heyes Avenue, Rainford, St 
Helens, Merseyside WAIT 8AR. 

VIC IMITATOR 

Sie. Fors quct 4 

TAN WAITE, DEPT HOW U'Haveharrom Road 

FOOTBALL 
FOLLOWERS. 

Follow your teams and be first with 
the league table with FOOTBALL 
FOLLOWER. Program available for 
2X SPECTRUM. Send £2 to. 

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER 
‘4 Brampton Court 

TAPE COPIER 

‘voiable. MICRODRIVE! Does any other cope ‘nent? LOOK at SOME ot 
BYTES copies programs 

16 Stonepit 
Mkt Hi 

Cottingham, 
ugh, Leics. 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

Computer games, discount prices 
Free catalogue. Send s.a.e. 10: A. 
D. Software, 17 West Sireet, Wath 
Upon Dearne, Rotherham S63 
7BR. 

LANTERN SOFTWARE 

‘SPECTRUN-—— 
PROGRAMS 

Gnasher £4.95, Arcadian 
£4.95, Escape £4.95, 
Backgammon £5.95 

All 16K and many more 
Crossed cheques/PO's to: 
VYAJYS HK or SAE. For 

full list to VYAJYS HK, I 
Margaret Ay St. Austell, 

Cornwall 

[-—— ORIC XMAS !—F 

VAT & PAP. SAE 
Phila 

8, Richmond 
Pudsey. W 

1528 9By 
ACCESS Orders. Telephone (0532) $7885) 

VIC-20 Adventures. Kraal’s 
Kingdom — in two 16K pants £4.95 
Marooned — 16K, very addictive 
£4.50. Add SOp p&p. Buntasoft, 149 
Monks Walk, Buntingford, Hers. 
SG9 9Ds. 

MICROSONIC 
Programs for the 

unexpanded T199/4A 
Air Attack 
Alien Alert 
Grand Prix 

£5.25 
£4.25 
£3.95 
£5.25 
£4.50 

Galactic Zoo Keeper 
Space Vault 
Hangman and 

Masterbrain £4.25 
All prices are inclusive. Dealer 

enquiries welcome. Please send 
‘Cheque PO's to: MICROSONIC 
85 Malmesbury Road. Cheadle 
Hulme, Cheshire SK8 701. 

CRICKET CAPTAIN 
For 48K Spectrum 

Dire 

Allanson Computing, 77 Chorley Rd, 
rer harley, Lancs. 

CALLING ALL 
IC-20 OWNERS! 

Buy your Christmas software 
now at January Sale Pri 
Rabbit, Romik, Audiogenic 

etc. from £4.95, And ex- 
rental software from £1.95. 
Phone now for full details on 

01-482 1768 or write to: 
49 Mayfield Road, 
Sanderstead, Surrey. 

ENT! 
ATARI 400/800 * CBM 64 

Ww .D.E.R. LAB” 
Find the missing Professor, get 
the Time-Lab keys, travel back 

in time and try to avert a nuclear disaster. A thinking adventure — 
NO ZAPS OR MONSTERS! 
Cassette £7.50 of SAE details 
(CBM 64, Atari 16K or 48K) 
Loosley, 18 Longlands 
Road, Sidcup, Kent 

DAIS 7LT. 

For all the family 
FIND THE LINK — 
CALL THE MISFIT 

A game of general ki 

BK Spectrum 

wledge 
different puzzles. Fun ies, Ideal as a presen 

ip. Cheque/PO, cash to: 
M. 1. Mander, 

Somerford Grange. Brewood, Stas 

TI-99/4A Christmas Special 
for £5 

Any 
three programs For list 
S.A.E. Binbrook Sofiware, 10 
Potterill Lane, Sutton-on-Hull 
HU7 4TF 

Andromeda Software. Quality 
games for TI-99/4A. S.A.E. for 
details. 56 Wells Street, Haslingden, 
Lancashire BLO 9AN. 
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BUY OR SELL 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H.C.W. 
H.WARE SEC 
YOU'VE ALREADY 
BOU HT WHY NO’ 

ADD-ON? MAKE SURE 
YOU APPEAR IN THE 

RIGHT SECTION, 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 21. 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 

| Tables 12 (BBC A/B cassette). The 
y way to learn multiplication 

tables, For home or school, Prompt 
dispatch. £5 payable to D. F. Steven, 
61B Tehidy Road, Tywardreath, 
Par, Cornwall PL24 2QD. 

TI-99/4A times table tuition and 
division tuition, Only £4.50. Each. 
Maximum memory. utilisation 
optional speech: Jamieson, 8 Lot 
Row, New Lanark, Strathelyde. 

TI99/4A. Yahtzee free. Details on. 
ly when you join nationwide group. 
S.A.E. Tl-users, 40 Barrhill, 
Brighton, BNI 8UF 

[WANTED | 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
All models bought for cash 

nera Company Morgan C 
160 Tottenham Court Road 

| [London Wi. Tel: 01-388 2562 

Cartridges wanted, Good prices 
paid for Atari, VCS, 400/800, In icllivision, VIC-20, ete, Write only L. Sutherland, 14 Middlefield Cres 

Aberdeen. AB2 2PW 

Micro-Users SOPTWEAR ‘T-SHIRTS and SWEATSHIRTS 
1 Apple 61'm User Friendly 2 Spectrum 7 Have you seen my 3 Orie 1 Peripherals? Epson 8 2804 
Sinvader 9 6802 
100% Cotton T-shirts in white, red or sky £2.25 each inclusive Poly cotton Sweatshirts in white or grey 15:50 cach inclusive, small, medi, ire 

and extra large size, 
Mail Order only from 

(Ove Per Cent Screens, 
state, Great Wakering, 

DO YOU OFFER A 
SERVICE PEOPL 

COMPUTING 
IF SO WHY 

TELL THEM 
ABOUT IT? 

RING 01-437 1002 

REQUIRE 
NO 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
‘oss Rd., London WC2H OEE 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. 
Plei icate number of insertions required. 

sAVE He RP DREDS 

YOUR H}-F1-NOW! 
HI-FL NOW! - the new magazine with a new way of 
giving you the buying information you need—-NOW! 

HI-FI NOW! —will tell you the £99 speaker that sounds like 
£200—-NOW! 

HI-FINOW! —will help you spend £15 to make your 
personal stereo like.a million dollars-NOW/! 

HI-F1 NOW! Will even make sure you spend £2,000 
wisely-NOW! 
HI-FI NOW! — answers the questions you are asking about 

hi-fi-NOW! 

Wharfedale, KEF, Rotel, Sansui, Marantz, Koss, Sony, Pioneer, Hitachi. Just some of 

the names in the first issue of HI-FI NOW! 

HI-FI NOW! AT YOUR NEWSAGENT NOW! ONLY 85p! 
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‘NOW WIN THE POOLS’ 
THIS IS MEANT FOR YOU — ESPECIALLY IF YOU USE SINCLAIR SPECTRUM COMPUTER, 

or even ANY COMPUTER — OR NO COMPUTER AT ALL 
HAVE YOU EVER HAD THAT DREAM OR EVER WISHED THAT YOU HAD “WON ON THE POOLS” — 

AT LAST YOU CAN TURN IT INTO REALITY. 
‘THERE IS A SECRET OF “HOW TO WIN ON THE FOOTBALL POOLS” — IT CAN BE DONE, I DISCOVERED THE SECRET ALONG TIME AGO — NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME I’M PREPARED TO SHARE IT WITH YOU. 
HOW DOES THIS INTEREST YOU — I HAVE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE BY WAY OF POOLS WINNINGS DIVIDEND SLIPS/ 

CANCELLED CHEQUES, etc, SHOWING MY PRESENT WINS ON THE POOLS AS FOLLOWS:— 
First Dividends Second Dividends Third Dividends Fourth Dividends Fifth Dividends 

765 1,818 2,942 1,952 
Sixth Dividends 

631 3 
AGRAND TOTAL OF 8,201 (EIGHT THOUSAND, TWO HUNDRED AND ONE DIVIDENDS — so far). 

I HOLD THE UNCHALLENGED WORLD’S RECORD FOR POOLS WINS. 
1AM MAKING THIS VERY SPECIAL, 
REDUCED PRICE OFFER TO READERS 
OF HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY FOR 
A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY’ 

‘De not let anyone tell you that itis impossible to 
"WIN ON THE POOLS” — since I perfected my 
method, I HAVE WON REGULARLY for over 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS — proof that it is no 
“flashn-the-pan’ 
Ihave CHALLENGED THE WORLD with my 
‘record of wins and with all the evidence that 1 
possess — NO ONE has ever been able to accept the 
‘Challenge — I KNOW NO ONE EVER WILL. 
MY SECRET IS NOW PLACED ONTO. 
COMPUTER CASSETTE FOR YOU. 
‘THE METHOD IS THE GREATEST TREBLE 
CHANCE WINNER IN THE HISTORY OF 
FOOTBALL POOLS — IT WILL LAST 

LISH AND 

1 ow intend 0 sive limited numberof people the 
‘opportunity of making use of my method — perfected 
‘over 25 years and proving itself on EVERY ONE 
OF THOSE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS. 
‘You will have noted details of my personal 

Wen £0 you above, 
A GRAND TOTAL of 8,201, yes 8,201 POOLS 
DIVIDENDS, including 765 FIRST DIVIDENDS. 
My Pools Winnings Dividend slips now number 40 
many, that they fill a very large suitcase and will 
stand as my evidence ofall claims in ANY COURT 
OF LAW IN THE WHOLE WORLD. 
‘Taking juse the past 25 years into consideration, 1 
have won ON AVERAGE over 328, (THREE 
HUNDRED AND TWENTY~EIGHT) Pools 
Dividends EVERY YEAR — or — AN AVERAGE 
of over SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY WEEK for 
‘TWENTY—FIVE YEARS. 
‘You have my absolute Guarantee of the complete 
authenticity of every claim, cheque, document, letter, 
‘etc, contained herein. 

Don't tke my word for it, read what people write about me and my method: — 
‘Tom om Zetters last weekend. It was nota big sum, but all the same i was 2 very ice 
‘nerprive for me 

1 do have losing weeks, but ON AVERAGE my 
winnings show over SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY 
[WEEK for the past 25 years. 
know that you are now utterly flabbergasted, it 
always happens to everyone with whom I come into 
contact. Please just sit back and imagine for a 
moment my FIRST DIVIDEND wins alone ~ they 
now number 765 (seven hundred and sixty-five) and 
will probably be even more by the time this 
advertisement appears in print. 
1AM NUMBER ONE IN THE WORLD AND 
NO ONE DISPUTES IT. 
For as long as I continue 10 enger the Football Pools 
‘my wins will continue. I have already said, they 
apply, with equal success to both English and 
‘Australian Football Seasons 
1 intend to release a STRICTLY LIMITED 
NUMBER of copies of my cassette, — DO NOT. 
DELAY AND FIND YOU ARE TOO LATE, in 
which case I would have to refund your money. 
am so confident of YOUR success that if do not 
win at east THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE 
DIVIDENDS in the first 20 weeks of entering, I will 
‘completely cancel the balance of the purchase price 
land you do not have to pay me another penny, at any time, no matter how vast your winnings. 
only wish that space would allow me to give you 
photographs of my winnings slips, cancelled cheques, 

‘of course impossible ~ they 
1 dividends. I have however given JUST 

A FEW EXTRACTS from ORIGINAL LETTERS 
hold fcom my small Clientele 
{Lam the Inventor and Sole Proprietor of my method, 
Registered as EUREKA — (‘I have found it). | am 
known as The Professor in Pools Circles — I'am of 
the Highest Rank in Forecasting — this is beyond 
dispute. Iam marketing a limited number of 
Computer Cassettes, under my Registered Company — FOOTBALL ENTERPRISES, 
My inital charge for a copy was £75, but for this 
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICE OFFER | will send 
you a copy. for £20, (twenty pounds) ONLY, plus 
your Promise to pay me the balance of £35 — 
ONLY IF YOU WIN AT LEAST THREE FIRST 
‘TREBLE CHANCE DIVIDENDS IN YOUR 
FIRST 20 WEEKS OF ENTERING — otherwise 
you owe me NOTHING FURTHER. 

‘This is surely proof absolute 
utter confidence in my own 
‘capabilites of my discovery. I could easily CHARGE 
£2,000 per cassette on the evidence I possess, but 
that would mot be fair 10 everyone, which is what I 
want to do, 
My method is WORLD COPYWRIGHT, any. 
tafringement and immediate proceedings will be 
taken, without prior warning. It is truly ingenious 
and has stood the test of time. 
‘My caset is simplicity itself to operate and you'll 
be piven FULL DETAILS for weekly calculating 
‘Your entry need not involve you in any large weekly 
stakes, you can enter for as litle as 25p, if you wish 
I charge NO COMMISSION on any of your wins — 
ro matter how BIG they may be. 
| realised a long time ago, that it was no good sitting 
‘down and dreaming about winning the pools, so 1 
burnt the candle at both ends, working late into the 
night, occasionally RIGHT THROUGH THE 
NIGHT, 1 KNEW there was a way, eventually it all 
paid off and has been doing so ever since. 
Lam unable to vary iny offer to anyone, 40 please do 
‘ot request it, as I shall very easily dispose of the 
‘casettesI have prepared and am making available. 
IMMEDIATELY I perfected my method 1 
commenced winning right away, (rst with just a 
litle £163, the first week I used i), 1 HAVE, 
NEVER LOOKED BACK SINCE, amongst all, 
those dividends was one for over EIGHT. 
THOUSAND POUNDS for just one eighth of a 
penny stake 
I will release a copy on cassette, to you, on receipt of 
the completed order form and your § 
thereon, confirming you will treat it 
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE between us and reta 
it for your OWN USE ONLY. 
PLEASE NOTE: 
Ifyou happen to be the proud owner of a Computer 
‘other than Sinclair Spectrum, you can still purchase 
1 copy of my method, for the same price and 
program it YOURSELF on to YOUR OWN 
COMPUTER — or even if you do not have a 
computer 

1 sent in my FIRST entry last week and son 2nd and 3rd dividends, at you will see 
‘from the enclosed cenificate. One more and I would have collected over £400 for FIRST 

JC, Lancs. 
1 appreciate the sraightformard method you adopt, which is such a comtratt 10 the 
‘rubbish of misrepresentaton which sso common om the Bering World, by unscupulout 
‘and self opinionated charlatans 
Winnings cheque rcerved today, rmcere thanks 
T congratulate you on your achievement. , 
1 should lke 10 thank you for a most exciting season and look forward to hearing from 
ew again, 

CH, Devon 

‘desdend. Once I've won a f 
lime, A FIRST DIVIDEND last week at this would have been over £3,000. 

ir amount I shall be staking from winnings and at 2p per 
CA, Yorks 

I am very interested indeed and enclose £20 herewith. I agree to pay you the 
balance of £55 ONLY if I win at least THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE 
DIVIDENDS in my frst 20 weeks of entering — otherwise I owe you NOTHING 

DN, Devon FURTHER 
RR, Wales 

Name 
JC., Hants 

would like to acknowledge cheque and say how much I appreciate your integrity 

Many thanks for your system, itis all you say and more. 
Your wonderful system wow me £3,527. I intend 0 vist London soon and wil be ale to 
come and see you personally. 

J.M,, Scotland 
1C., Lancs 

(Overseas Client), P.M., Kampala 
‘Many thanks for trying s0 hard to pleate ut all, your brother should be thanked also. 
‘One of our daughter, WHOSE HUSBAND VOU HELPED ENORMOUSLY, 
‘has just phoned, the four of them have just spent a lovely holiday im Spain 

K.R sls of Man. 
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1s my Undertaking to retain complete and absolute confidence about the method. 
ro matter how much money I win. My Signature below 

lease tick if cassette is for: 
Sinclar Spectrum (48K) 
‘Any other Computer 
No Compote a ll 



~ ARCADE ACTION& 
- ADVENTURE WITH. 

-. The Guardian 
You are atthe Gateway tothe 
Anti-Matter World of Migon 

do you dare enter 
will you survive ? 

. aN 48K SPECTRU 

: 
CES 

eRSONAL 5 PTWARE SER
VI 

: 
> 

OGInOUs 4/6 
rid: Fast actio! 

the Way: vs 

FOR INSTANT CREDIT CARD SALES TEL(0203)667556, SEND CHEQUE OR PO. TO PS.S.452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DG 
TRADE ENQUIRIES CONTACT JOHN FLETCHER, COVENTRY (0203) 81346 


